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Express Mail No. EL606933364US 
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PATENT _TRADEMARK OFFICE ~ 
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1'AFFIX CUSTOMER NO. LABEL ABOVE -t' ~0 :en..-=' 
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE . =~=~ f'IJQ....__r 

CIO === 
UTILITY APPLICATION AND FEE TRANSMITTAL §(1.53(b)) ~· == I 

Commissioner for Patents 
Box Patent Application 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of 

Inventor(s) names and addresses: Keith R. McNally San Diego. CA: William H. Roof. San 
Diego. CA- Richard Bergfeld. Chatsworth. CA 

For: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Enclosed Are: 

27 

1 
20 

2 
2 

page(s) of specification 
page( s) of Abstract 
page( s) of claims 
sheets (Figs. 1-7) of [8;] Formal 0 Informal drawings 
page(s) ofDeclaration and Power of Attorney 

0 Unsigned 
0 Newly Executed 
[8;] Copy from prior application 
0 Deletion of inventors including Signed Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.63( d)(2) 
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Docket No. 3125-4002US1 

REQUEST AND CERTIFICATION UNDER 35 U.S.C. §122(b)(2)(B)(i) (form 
PTO/SB/35) 
As indicated on the attached Request and Certification, Applicant(s) certify that the 
invention disclosed in the attached application HAS NOT and WILL NOT be the subject of 
an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral agreement, that requires 
publication at eighteen months after filing. Applicant(s) therefore request(s) that the 
attached application NOT be published under 35 U.S.C. §122(b). 

!Z;J Incorporation by Reference: 

!Z;J The entire disclosure of the prior application, from which a copy of the combined 
Declaration and Power of Attorney is supplied herein, is considered as being part of 
the disclosure of the accompanying application and is incorporated herein by 
reference. 

D Deletion oflnventors (37 C.P.R. §1.63(d) and §1.33(b) 

Signed statement attached deleting inventor(s) named in the prior application serial no. 
__ , filed __ . 

D Microfiche Computer Program (Appendix) 

D page(s) of Sequence Listing 

D 
D 

D computer readable disk containing Sequence Listing 

D Statement under 37 C.P.R. §1.82l(f) that computer and paper copies of the Sequence 
Listing are the same 

Assignment Papers (assignment cover sheet and assignment documents) 

D A check in the amount of$40.00 for recording the Assignment 

D Charge the Assignment Recordation Fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order 
No. __ . 

!Z;J Assignment Papers filed in the parent application Serial No. 09/400.413 

Certification of chain of title pursuant to 37 C.P.R. §3.73(b) 

Priority is claimed under 35 U.S. C. § 119 for: 
Application No(s). __ ,filed __ , in __ (country). 

D Certified Copy of Priority Document(s) [ __ ] 

D filed herewith 

D filed in application Serial No. filed __ . 

D English translation document(s) [ __ ] 

D filed herewith 

D filed in application Serial No. __ , filed __ . 

D Priority is claimed under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) for: 
Provisional Application No. __ , filed __ . 

-2-
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Docket No. 3125-4002US1 

D Information Disclosure Statement 

D Copy of [ ] cited references 

D PTO Form-1449 

D References cited in parent application Serial No. __ , filed __ . 

D Related Case Statement under 37 C.P.R. §1.98(a)(2)(iii) 

D A copy of related pending U.S. Application(s) Serial No(s): __ ,filed __ , 
respectively, is attached hereto. 

D A copy of related pending U.S. Application(s) entitled, __ , filed __ to 
inventor(s) __ ,respectively, is attached hereto. 

D A copy of each related application(s) was submitted in parent application serial no. 
__ , filed __ . 

[g) Preliminary Amendment 

rgj Return receipt postcard (MPEP 503) 

C2J This is a rgj continuation D divisional D continuation-in-part of prior application 
serial no. 09/400 413, filed September 21. 1999, to which priority under 35 U.S.C. §120 
is claimed. 

D Cancel in this application original claims __ of the parent application before 
calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independent claim must be retained 
for filing purposes.) 

rgj A Preliminary Amendment is enclosed. (Claims added by this Amendment have 
been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the number following the 
highest numbered original claim in the prior application). 

C2J The status of the parent application is as follows: 

D A Petition for Extension of Time and a Fee therefor has been or is being filed in the 
parent application to extend the term for action in the parent application until __ . 

D A copy ofthe Petition for Extension of Time in the co-pending parent application is 
attached. 

rgj No Petition for Extension of Time and Fee therefor are necessary in the co-pending 
parent application. 

D Please abandon the parent application at a time while the parent application is pending or 
at a time when the petition for extension of time in that application is granted and while 
this application is pending has been granted a filing date, so as to make this application 
co-pending. 

D Transfer the drawing(s) from the parent application to this application 

D Amend the specification by inserting before the first line the sentence: 
This is D continuation D divisional D continuation-in-part of co-pending application 
Serial No. __ , filed __ . 

-3-
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Docket No. 3125-4002USI 

I. CALCULATION OF APPLICATION FEE 

Basic Fee 
Number Filed Number Extra Rate $740.00/370.00 

Total Claims* 102-20 = 82x $18.00/$9.00 $ 738.00 

Independent Claims 13- 3 lOx $84.00/ $42.00 $ 420.00 

rg} Multiple Dependent Claims Ifmarked, add fee of$280.00 ($140.00) $ 140.00 

* Reflects total number of claims for fee purposes, with multiple dependent claims 

being counted according to 37 C.F.R. §1.75(c) 

TOTAL: $ 1668.00 

Small entity status is or has been claimed. Reduced fees under 37 C.P.R. §1.9 (f) paid 
herewith 
$1668.00. 

rgj 

D 
A check in the amount of$1668.00 in payment of the application filing fees is attached. 

Charge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. __ . A DUPLICATE COPY 
OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be 
required for filing this application pursuant to 37 CFR § 1.16, including all extension of 
time fees pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.17 for maintaining copendency with the parent 
application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-
4002US1. A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

Dated: November 1. 2001 

Correspondence Address: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park A venue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
(212) 758-4800 Telephone 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

660999 vi 
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Respectfully submitted, 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

By:~~·~ 
o W. Osborne 
eg1strat10n No. 36,231 
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Docket No. 3125-4002US 1 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

-f 

Applicant(s): McNally et al. 

Group Art Unit: 2173 (parent case) 
Serial No.: Continuation of09/400,413 

Ot·-
0~ 
tr-=-
-~~ 
~..-=:;;-
:::;,c::J_~ ' 
N ....... ::=::: 

Examiner: 
'"'c:::l., 

Cao Nguyen (parent c~j == 
Filed: Herewith 

For: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE 

Express Mail Label No.: EL606933364US 

Date ofDeposit: November 1, 2001 

I hereby certify that the following attached paper(s) and/or fee 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Utility Application and Fee Transmittal Form; 
Combined Declaration and POA; 
Preliminary Amendment; 
Check in the amount of$1,668.00; 

5. 
6. 

Patent Application (Specs. 26 pgs., Claims 20 pgs. Abstract 1 pg.) 
Formal Drawings (6 sheets- Figs. 1-7) 

5. Return Receipt Postcard. 

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" 
service under 37 C.F.R. §1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to BOX CPA, 
Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Correspondence Address: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park A venue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
(212) 758-4800 Telephone 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

661254 vl 

Jesus Raul Remedios 
(Typed or printed name of person mai · 

(Signature of 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICANTS: McNally et al. GROUP ART UNIT:2173 (parent case) 

SERIAL NO.: Continuation of09/400,413 EXAMINER: Cao Nguyen (parent case) 

FILED: HEREWITH 

FOR: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT 

Responsive to the Final Rejection in the Parent Case dated May 22, 2001, 

Applicants respectfully request reconsideration in view of the amendment and following 

remarks. No fees are believed due. However, in the event that any fees are necessitated by this 

response, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge our Deposit Account 13-4500, Order 

No. 3125-4002US1. 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please add new claim 93 as follows. 

93. (new) The information management and synchronous 

communication system of claim 45 wherein a non-simultaneous protocol is used to acknowledge 

receipt of the data at the valet parking base station. 

REMARKS 

I. Status of the Claims 

Claims 1-92 are pending in this application, with claim 93 being added by 

this Amendment. 

Claims identical to claims 1-19, 20-28, and 35-39 were rejected in the 

parent case under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Cupps et al. In the parent case these 

659742 vi 
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claims were identified by numbers 1-19, 31-39, and 50-54 respectively. This Amendment will 

refer to the claims by their new numbers. 

Claims identical to claims 29-34 and 40-41 were rejected in the parent 

case under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cupps in view ofBehr. In the parent 

case these claims were identified by numbers 44-49 and 56-57 respectively. This Amendment 

will refer to the claims by their new numbers. 

Of the pending claims for which identical claims were rejected in the 

parent application, claims 1, 12, 20, 29, 32, and 33 are independent. 

II. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) 

In the parent application the Examiner rejected claims identical to 

independent claims 1, 12, and 20 under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Cupps et al. 

With regard to claims identical to independent claims 1, 12, and 20 of the 

present application, the Examiner argues that at lines 35-65 of column 9 and in figs. 2 and 3a-3f, 

Cupps discloses information synchronization involving a second or modified menu. However 

Applicants respectfully disagree. 

The first section cited by the examiner, column 9 lines 35-65, fails to 

disclose information synchronization involving a second or modified menu, nor any other sort of 

information synchronization. This section instead discloses a customer providing to an online 

ordering machine registration information, location information, time of day information, and an 

indication of the type of service sought (e.g., takeout or delivery). 

The second section cited by the examiner, Fig. 2, is a system overview 

showing an online ordering machine component, a client machine component connected to the 

online ordering machine via a network, and telephone and fax components connected to the 

online ordering machine via standard telephone lines. Also shown are various elements of the 

online ordering machine and the client machine. However, nowhere in the figure or its 

corresponding disclosure is there any indication of synchronization involving a second or 

659742 vi 



modified menu. More generally, there is no disclosure of information synchronization occurring 

between any components of the system, nor is there disclosure of any other sort of information 

synchronization. 

The third section cited by the examiner, Figs. 3a-3f, fails to disclose 

synchronization involving a second or modified menu and instead discloses the "schema" - that 

is the organization and structure - of the order database 128 (see Cupps, Col. 5 Ln. 21). Nowhere 

in the figures or in the corresponding disclosure is there even any indication that the order 

database is involved in any sort of information synchronization. In fact, there is no disclosure of 

any sort of information synchronization in this section. 

Furthermore, the remainder of the Cupps disclosure also fails to disclose 

synchronization involving a second or modified menu, nor any other sort of information 

synchronization. 

claim 1 wherein: 

Accordingly, Cupps fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

" ... data comprising the second menu is synchronized 
between the data storage device connected to the 
central processing unit and at least one other 
computing device ... " 
(emphasis added) 

Similarly, Cupps also fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

claim 12 wherein: 

claim 26 wherein: 

659742 vi 

" ... data comprising the modified menu is synchronized 
between the data storage device and at least one other 
computing device ... " 
(emphasis added) 

Furthermore, Cupps fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

" ... synchronizing the data comprising the second menu 
between the storage device and at least one other data 
storage medium, wherein the other data storage medium is 
connected to or is part of a different computing device ... " 

Petitioners' Exhibit 1011, Page 8 
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(emphasis added) 

The disclosure of the present invention explains that according to the 

claimed synchronization there is, for example: 

" ... fast synchronization between a central database and 
multiple handheld devices, synchronization and 
communication between a Web server and multiple handheld 
devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as 
POS companies. affinity program companies and internet 
content providers to fully integrate with computerized 
hospitality applications. real-time communication over the 
internet with direct connections or regular modern dialup 
connections and support for batch processing that can be 
done periodically throughout the day to keep multiple sites in 
synch with the central database." 
(see disclosure, p. 7 ln. 21- p. 8 ln. 4; emphasis added) 

As another example, the disclosure of the present invention notes that 

according to such synchronization: 

" ... a reservation made online can be automatically 
communicated to the backoffice server and then 
synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices 
wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless 
handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on the 
back office server Web pages and the other handheld 
devices." 
(see disclosure, p. 8 ln. 13-16; emphasis added) 

In light of the above, Applicants submit that independent claims 1, 12, and 

20 are in condition for allowance. As claims 2-11, 13-19, 21-28, 35-39, 49-68, and 84-92 depend 

therefrom, these claims, for at least the above-identified reasons, are also thought to be 

allowable. 

659742 vl 
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III. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) 

In the parent application the Examiner rejected claims identical to 

independent claims 29, 32, and 33 under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being unpatentable over Cupps in 

view of Be hr. 

As explained above, Cupps fails to disclose any sort of information 

synchronization. Furthermore, Applicants find no disclosure in Behr of any sort of information 

synchronization, nor does the Examiner provide any reference to such disclosure in Behr . 

Applicants therefore submit that Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, 

fail to disclose, teach, or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 29 wherein: 

11 
... applications or data are synchronized wirelessly 

between the central database and at least one wireless 
handheld computing device and wherein the 
applications program interface and communications 
control module establish a seamless link between the 
data in the central database and the data on the 
wireless handheld computing device .. 11 

(emphasis added) 

Similarly, Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, fail to disclose, teach, 

or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 32 wherein: 

" ... hospitality a1212lications or data are synchronized 
between the central database at least one wireless com12uting 
device and at least one wireless paging or beeper device and 
wherein messaging to the wireless paging or beeper device is 
enabled directly from the operator interface of the wireless 
computing device." 
(emphasis added) 

Furthermore, Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, fail to disclose, 

teach, or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 33 wherein: 

659742 vl 

" ... applications or data are synchronized between the 
central database and the second storage medium and wherein 
the applications program interface and communications 
control module establish a seamless link between the data in 
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the central database and the data on the second storage 
medium." 
(emphasis added) 

The Examiner also states: 

"Behr teaches wirele,ss handheld computing device on which 
hospitality application (see col. 14, lines 1-57)." 

Applicants respectfully disagree. Behr discloses "a method of providing 

route guidance information and other information from a base unit to a mobile unit in response to 

a request from the mobile unit" (see Behr, Col. 4 Ln. 28-31 ). Behr explains that the mobile unit 

sends the request for route guidance as a "query message 120" including a "destination field 

144" and a "destination type field 146", and, for example, that the "destination type field 146 

may be 'restaurant', and the destination field 144 may be 'McDonald's'" (see Behr, Col. 14 Ln. 

37-44). Behr also discloses that other specifiable destinations include "airport[s]" and 

"museum[s]" (see Behr, Col. 14 Ln. 42). 

However, Applicants submit that simply stating that a mobile unit may 

request from a navigation system directions to a restaurant does not constitute disclosure of a 

hospitality software application. As known in the art, a hospitality software application is, for 

example, a piece of software used to provide operational solutions in hospitality industries such 

as restaurants and hotels concerning, for example, food ordering, menus, wait-lists and 

reservations. Accordingly, Applicants submit that Behr fails to teach a "wireless handheld 

computing device on which hospitality application" as suggested by the Examiner. 

In light of at least the above, Applicants submit that independent claims 

29, 32, and 33 are in condition for allowance. As claims 30, 31, 34, 40-48, and 93 depend 

therefrom, these claims, for at least the above-identified reasons, are also thought to be 

allowable. 

659742 vl 
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IV. Conclusion and Authorization 

Applicants believe that all pending claims are allowable over the cited art. 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees 

which may be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 

13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that 

requested in a petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition 

for that extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby 

authorized to charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an 

extension of time to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE 

OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

November 1, 2001 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park A venue 
New York, NY 10154 
(212)758-4800 I (212)751-6849 (facsimile) 

659742 vl 

Respectfully submitted, 
MORGAN &FINNEGAN,L.L.P. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICANTS: McNally et al. GROUP ART UNIT:2173 (parent case) 

SERIAL NO.: Continuation of 09/400,413 EXAMINER: Cao Nguyen (parent case) 

FILED: HEREWITH 

FOR: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT 

Responsive to the Final Rejection in the Parent Case dated May 22, 2001, 

Applicants respectfully request reconsideration in view of the amendment and following 

remarks. No fees are believed due. However, in the event that any fees are necessitated by this 

response, the Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge our Deposit Account 13-4500, Order 

No. 3125-4002US1. 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please add new claim 93 as follows. 

93. (new) The infonnation management and synchronous 

communication system of claim 45 wherein a non-simultaneous protocol is used to acknowledge 

receipt of the data at the valet parking base station. 

REMARKS 

I. Status of the Claims 

Claims 1-92 are pending in this application, with claim 93 being added by 

this Amendment. 

Claims identical to claims 1-19,20-28, and 35-39 were rejected in the 

parent case under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Cupps et al. In the parent case these 

659742 vi 
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claims were identified by numbers 1-19, 31-39, and 50-54 respectively. This Amendment will 

refer to the claims by their new numbers. 

Claims identical to claims 29-34 and 40-41 were rejected in the parent 

case under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Cupps in view ofBehr. In the parent 

case these claims were identified by numbers 44-49 and 56-57 respectively. This Amendment 

will refer to the claims by their new numbers. 

Of the pending claims for which identical claims were rejected in the 

parent application, claims 1, 12, 20, 29, 32, and 33 are independent. 

II. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. 102(~ 

In the parent application the Examiner rejected claims identical to 

independent claims 1, 12, and 20 under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Cupps et al. 

With regard to claims identical to independent claims 1, 12, and 20 of the 

present application, the Examiner argues that at lines 35-65 of column 9 and in figs. 2 and 3a-3f, 

Cupps discloses information synchronization involving a second or modified menu. However 

Applicants respectfully disagree. 

The first section cited by the examiner, column 9 lines 35-65, fails to 

disclose information synchronization involving a second or modified menu, nor any other sort of 

information synchronization. This section instead discloses a customer providing to an online 

ordering machine registration information, location information, time of day information, and an 

indication of the type of service sought (e.g., takeout or delivery). 

The second section cited by the examiner, Fig. 2, is a system overview 

showing an online ordering machine component, a client machine component connected to the 

online ordering machine via a network, and telephone and fax components connected to the 

online ordering machine via standard telephone lines. Also shown are various elements of the 

online ordering machine and the client machine. However, nowhere in the figure or its 

corresponding disclosure is there any indication of synchronization involving a second or 

659742 vi 
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modified menu. More generally, there is no disclosure of information synchronization occurring 

between any components of the system, nor is there disclosure of any other sort of information 

synchronization. 

The third section cited by the examiner, Figs. 3a-3f, fails to disclose 

synchronization involving a second or modified menu and instead discloses the "schema" - that 

is the organization and structure- of the order database 128 (see Cupps, Col. 5 Ln. 21). Nowhere 

in the figures or in the corresponding disclosure is there even any indication that the order 

database is involved in any sort of information synchronization. In fact, there is no disclosure of 

any sort of information synchronization in this section. 

Furthermore, the remainder of the Cupps disclosure also fails to disclose 

synchronization involving a second or modified menu, nor any other sort of information 

synchronization. 

claim 1 wherein: 

claim 12 wherein: 

claim 26 wherein: 

659742 vl 

Accordingly, Cupps fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

" ... data comprising the second menu is synchronized 
between the data storage device connected to the 
central processing unit and at least one other 
computing device ... " 
(emphasis added) 

Similarly, Cupps also fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

" ... data comprising the modified menu is synchronized 
between the data storage device and at least one other 
computing device ... " 
(emphasis added) 

Furthermore, Cupps fails to disclose at least the aspect of independent 

" ... synchronizing the data comprising the second menu 
between the storage device and at least one other data 
storage medium, wherein the other data storage medium is 
connected to or is part of a different computing device ... " 
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(emphasis added) 

The disclosure of the present invention explains that according to the 

claimed synchronization there is, for example: 

" ... fast synchronization between a central database and 
multiple handheld devices, synchronization and 
communication between a Web server and multiple handheld 
devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as 
POS companies, affinity program companies and internet 
content providers to fully integrate with computerized 
hospitality applications. real-time communication over the 
internet with direct connections or regular modem dialup 
connections and support for batch processing that can be 
done periodically throughout the day to keep multiple sites in 
synch with the central database." 
(see disclosure, p. 7 ln. 21 - p. 8 ln. 4; emphasis added) 

As another example, the disclosure of the present invention notes that 

according to such synchronization: 

" ... a reservation made online can be automatically 
communicated to the backoffice server and then 
synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices 
wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless 
handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on the 
backoffice server Web pages and the other handheld 
devices." 
(see disclosure, p. 8ln. 13-16; emphasis added) 

In light of the above, Applicants submit that independent claims 1, 12, and 

20 are in condition for allowance. As claims 2-11, 13-19, 21-28, 35-39,49-68, and 84-92 depend 

therefrom, these claims, for at least the above-identified reasons, are also thought to be 

allowable. 

659742 vl 
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III. Rejections Under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) 

In the parent application the Examiner rejected claims identical to 

independent claims 29, 32, and 33 under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being unpatentable over Cupps in 

view ofBehr. 

As explained above, Cupps fails to disclose any sort of information 

synchronization. Furthermore, Applicants find no disclosure in Behr of any sort of information 

synchronization, nor does the Examiner provide any reference to such disclosure in Behr . 

Applicants therefore submit that Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, 

fail to disclose, teach, or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 29 wherein: 

" ... applications or data are synchronized wirelessly 
between the central database and at least one wireless 
handheld computing device and wherein the 
applications program interface and communications 
control module establish a seamless link between the 
data in the central database and the data on the 
wireless handheld computing device .. " 
(emphasis added) 

Similarly, Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, fail to disclose, teach, 

or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 32 wherein: 

" ... hospitality aQplications or data are synchronized 
between the central database. at least one wireless computing 
device and at least one wireless paging or beeper device and 
wherein messaging to the wireless paging or beeper device is 
enabled directly from the operator interface of the wireless 
computing device." 
(emphasis added) 

Furthermore, Cups and Behr, alone or in combination, fail to disclose, 

teach, or suggest at least the aspect of independent claim 33 wherein: 

659742 vi 

" ... applications or data are synchronized between the 
central database and the second storage medium and wherein 
the applications program interface and communications 
control module establish a seamless link between the data in 
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the central database and the data on the second storage 
medium." 
(emphasis added) 

The Examiner also states: 

"Behr teaches wireless handheld computing device on which 
hospitality application (see col. 14, lines 1-57)." 

Applicants respectfully disagree. Behr discloses "a method of providing 

route guidance information and other information from a base unit to a mobile unit in response to 

a request from the mobile unit" (see Behr, Col. 4 Ln. 28-31). Behr explains that the mobile unit 

sends the request for route guidance as a "query message 120" including a "destination field 

144" and a "destination type field 146", and, for example, that the "destination type field 146 

may be 'restaurant', and the destination field 144 may be 'McDonald's"' (see Behr, Col. 14 Ln. 

37-44). Behr also discloses that other specifiable destinations include "airport[s]" and 

"museurn[s]" (see Behr, Col. 14 Ln. 42). 

However, Applicants submit that simply stating that a mobile unit may 

request from a navigation system directions to a restaurant does not constitute disclosure of a 

hospitality software application. As known in the art, a hospitality software application is, for 

example, a piece of software used to provide operational solutions in hospitality industries such 

as restaurants and hotels concerning, for example, food ordering, menus, wait-lists and 

reservations. Accordingly, Applicants submit that Behr fails to teach a "wireless handheld 

computing device on which hospitality application" as suggested by the Examiner. 

In light of at least the above, Applicants submit that independent claims 

29, 32, and 33 are in condition for allowance. As claims 30, 31, 34,40-48, and 93 depend 

therefrom, these claims, for at least the above~ identified reasons, are also thought to be 

allowable. 
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IV. Conclusion and Authorization 

Applicants believe that all pending claims are allowable over the cited art. 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees 

which may be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 

13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that 

requested in a petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition 

for that extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby 

authorized to charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an 

extension oftime to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE 

OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

November 1, 2001 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154 
(212)758-4800 I (212)751-6849 (facsimile) 
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UNITED STATES PATENT APPLICATION 

2 
3 OF: KEITH R. McNALLY 
4 WILLIAM H. ROOF 
5 RICHARD BERGFELD 
6 
7 
8 FOR: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
9 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU 

10 ~G~E~N~E~RA~T=IO~N~--------------------------
11 

12 The present application is a continuation of application Serial No. 09/400,413, 

13 filed September 21, 1999. The contents of application Serial No. 09/400,413 are incorporated 

14 herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to an information management and synchronous 

communications system and method for generation of computerized menus for restaurants and 

other applications with specialized display and synchronous communications requirements 

~J9 related to, for example, the use of equipment or software with non-PC-standard graphical 

~!120 formats, display sizes and/or applications for use in remote data entry, information management 

~'21 and synchronous communication between host computer, digital input device or remote pager 

22 via standard hardwired connection, the internet, a wireless link, smart phone or the like. 

23 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

24 While computers have dramatically altered many aspects of modem life, pen and 

25 paper have prevailed in the hospitality industry, e.g., for restaurant ordering, reservations and 

26 wait-list management, because of their simplicity, ease of training and operational speed. For 

27 example, ordering prepared foods has historically been done verbally, either directly to a waiter 
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1 or over the telephone, whereupon the placed order is recorded on paper by the recipient or 

2 instantly filled. 

3 Although not previously adapted for wide-scale use in the hospitality industry, 

4 vanous forms of digital wireless communication devices are in common use, e.g., digital 

5 wireless messengers and pagers. Also in common use are portable laptop and handheld devices. 

6 However, user-friendly information management and communication capability not requiring 

7 extensive computer expertise has not heretofore been available for use in everyday life such as 

8 for restaurant ordering, reservations and wait-list management. Hundreds of millions of dollars 

9 have been spent on personal digital assistant ("PDA'') development seeking to produce a small, 

10 light-weight and inexpensive device that could be adapted to such uses; yet none have yielded a 

11 
~=~: 

satisfactory solution. 

12 One of the inherent shortcomings of PDA type devices is that, as they strive for 

13 small size, low weight and low cost, they must compromise the size and clarity of the operator 

" 
14 display medium interface itself, which in most cases is one of a variety of LCD (liquid crystal 

15 display) type devices. As the size of the display shrinks, the amount of information that may be 

16 
~ .:; 

displayed at any one point or time is commensurately decreased, typically requiring multiple 
r::~ 

17 screens and displays to display information to the operator. This reduces the overall utility of the 

18 device. Additionally, the smaller display and keyboard results in a non-optimal operator 

19 interface, which slows down operation and is thus unacceptable for the time criticality of 

20 ordering, reservation and wait-list management and other similar applications. This necessitates 

21 many design compromises which in the aggregate have resulted in limited acceptance of PDA 

22 type devices in the restaurant and hospitality fields. 

- 3-
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1 Many of the negatives prevalent in earlier devices have been eliminated, but, to 

2 date, there is still no integrated solution to the ordering/waitlist/reservation problem discussed 

3 above. With the advent of the Palm® and other handheld wireless devices, however, the efforts 

4 to make such devices ubiquitous have begun to bear fruit at least in some areas, e.g., personal 

5 calendars. However, substantial use of such devices in the restaurant and hospitality context has 

6 not occurred to date. As discussed above, at least one of the reasons PDAs have not been 

7 quickly assimilated into the restaurant and hospitality industries is that their small display sizes 

8 are not readily amenable to display of menus as they are commonly printed on paper or displayed 

9 on, e.g., large, color desktop computer screens. Another reason is that software for fully 

10 realizing the potential for wireless handheld computing devices has not previously been 

11 available. Such features would include fast and automatic synchronization between a central 

12 database and multiple handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a World 

13 Wide Web ("Web") server and multiple handheld devices, a well-defined application program 

~;::;~ 14 interface ("API") that enables third parties such as point of sale ("POS") companies, affinity 

15 program companies and internet content providers to fully integrate with computerized 
f..::i..; 

16 hospitality applications, real-time communication over the internet with direct connections or 

17 regular modem dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be done periodically 

18 throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. A single point of 

19 entry for all hospitality applications to communicate with one another wirelessly has also 

20 previously been unavailable. Such a single point of entry would work to keep all wireless 

21 handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the backoffice server (central database) so 

22 that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency is 

23 achieved. For example, a reservation made online would be automatically communicated to the 
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1 backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. 

2 Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices would be reflected 

3 instantaneously on the backoffice server, Web pages and the other handheld devices. 

4 For the foregoing reasons, paper-based ordering, waitlist and reservations 

5 management have persisted in the face of widespread computerization in practically all areas of 

6 commerce. At most, computerization of these functions has been largely limited to fixed 

7 computer solutions, i.e., desktop or mainframe, because of the problems heretofore faced in 

8 configuring wireless handheld devices and maintaining database synchronization for such 

9 applications. Specifically, the unavailability of any simple technique for creating restaurant 

10 menus and the like for use in a limited display area wireless handheld device or that is 

11 compatible with ordering over the internet has prevented widespread adoption of 

12 computerization in the hospitality industry. Without a viable solution for this problem, 

13 organizations have not made the efforts or investments to establish automated interfaces to 

~ 

14 handheld and Web site menus and ordering options. 

15 A principal object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

16 management and synchronous communications system and method which facilitates user-

17 friendly and efficient generation of computerized menus for restaurants and other applications 

18 that utilize equipment with non-PC-standard graphical formats, display sizes and/or applications. 

19 A further object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

20 management and synchronous communications system and method which provides for entry, 

21 management and communication of information from the operator as well as to and from another 

22 computer, Web page menu, remote digital device using a standard hardwired connection, the 

23 internet or a wireless link. 
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A further object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

2 management and synchronous communications system which is small, affordable and 

3 lightweight yet incorporates a user-friendly operator interface and displays menus in a readily 

4 comprehensible format. 

5 A further object of the present invention is to provide a synchronous information 

6 management and communications system which enables automatic updating ofboth wireless and 

7 internet menu systems when a new menu item is added, modified or deleted from any element of 

8 the system. 

9 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

10 The foregoing and other objects of the present invention are provided by a 

11 synchronous information management and communications system and method optimized for 

12 simplicity of operation which incorporates menu generation for creation of menus to be used 

13 with wireless remote handheld computer and PDA devices, the internet or any application where 

14 simple and efficient generation of menus is appropriate. The menu generation approach of the 

15 present invention includes a desktop software application that enables the rapid creation and 

16 building of a menu and provides a means to instantly download the menu configuration onto, 

17 e.g., a handheld device or Web page and to seamlessly interface with standard point of sale 

18 ("POS") systems to enable automatic database updates and communication exchanges when a 

19 change or input occurs in any of the other system elements. To solve the above and other related 

20 problems, an information management and communications system is provided which results in 

21 a dramatic reduction in the amount of time, and hence cost, to generate and maintain 

22 computerized menus for, e.g., restaurants and other related applications that utilize non-PC-

23 standard graphical formats, display sizes or applications. 
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1 The menu generation approach of the present invention has many advantages over 

2 previous approaches in solving the problem of converting paper-based menus or Windows® PC-

3 based menu screens to small PDA-sized displays and Web pages. In one embodiment, the 

4 present invention is a software tool for building a menu, optimizing the process of how the menu 

5 can be downloaded to either a handheld device or Web page, and making manual or automatic 

6 modifications to the menu after initial creation. 

7 The use of wireless handheld devices in the restaurant and hospitality industry is 

8 becoming increasingly pervasive as restaurant owners and managers become more aware of the 

9 benefits. With the proper wireless handheld system in place, restaurants can experience 

10 increased table turns from improved server productivity and shorter order taking and check 

11 paying times. Restaurants and POS companies seeking to provide a wireless handheld interface 

12 to their desktop-based POS systems or a Web page equivalent face several challenges. These 

13 challenges include building a menu using their existing database and transferring the menu onto 

14 handheld devices or Web pages that will interface with servers wirelessly or to 
~~~~ 

15 restaurants/customers over the internet. The menu generation approach of the present invention 

16 is the first coherent solution available to accomplish these objectives easily and allows one 

17 development effort to produce both the handheld and Web page formats, link them with the 

18 existing POS systems, and thus provides a way to tum a complicated, time-consuming task into a 

19 simple process. 

20 The information management and synchronous communications system of the 

21 present invention features include fast synchronization between a central database and multiple 

22 handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a Web server and multiple 

23 handheld devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as POS companies, affinity 
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1 program companies and internet content providers to fully integrate with computerized 

2 hospitality applications, real-time communication over the internet with direct connections or 

3 regular modem dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be done periodically 

4 throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. 

5 The communication module also provides a single point of entry for all hospitality 

6 applications, e.g., reservations, frequent customer ticketing, wait lists, etc. to communicate with 

7 one another wirelessly and over the Web. This communication module is a layer that sits on top 

8 of any communication protocol and acts as an interface between hospitality applications and the 

9 communication protocol and can be easily updated to work with a new communication protocol 

10 without modifying the core hospitality applications. A single point of entry works to keep all 

11 wireless handheld devices and linked web sites in synch with the backoffice server applications 

12 so.that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency 

13 

14 

15 

is achieved. For example, a reservation made online can be automatically communicated to the 

backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. 

Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on 

16 the backoffice server Web pages and the other handheld devices. 

17 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

18 The foregoing features and advantages of the present invention can be appreciated 

19 more fully from the following description, with references to the accompanying drawings in 

20 which: 

21 FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a window displayed on a computer display 

22 screen which shows a hierarchical tree menu, modifier window and sub-modifier window in 

23 conformity with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a modifier dialog box in conformity with a 

2 preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

3 FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a menu category dialog box in conformity 

4 with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

5 FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of a menu item dialog box in conformity with 

6 a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

7 FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a display customization dialog box in 

8 conformity with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

9 FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications control window in 

10 conformity with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

11 FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale interface on a wireless 

12 handheld device for use in displaying page menus created in conformity with a preferred 

13 embodiment of the present invention. 

14 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

15 Most personal computers today run under an operating system that provides a 

16 graphical user interface ("GUI") for accessing user applications. A GUI is used in the preferred 

17 embodiment of the present invention. Through an interface of windows, pull-down menus, and 

18 toolbars, GUI operating systems have simplified PCs and have rendered computer technology 

19 more user friendly by eliminating the need to memorize keyboard entry sequences. In addition, 

20 GUis allow users to manipulate their data as they would physical entities. For example, a 

21 window can represent a file and the contents of the window can represent the records of the file. 

22 The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop as if it were an actual object. The 

23 records of the file can be created, deleted, modified and arranged in a drag-and-drop fashion as if 
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23 

they also were physical objects. The most common GUI operating systems that provide this 

"object-oriented" environment for personal computers are Microsoft Windows® systems, 

including Windows CE® for handheld wireless devices and the like. Generally, a particular 

application program presents information to a user through a window of a GUI by drawing 

images, graphics or text within the window region. The user, in tum, communicates with the 

application by "pointing" at graphical objects in the window with a pointer that is controlled by a 

hand-operated pointing device, such as a mouse, or by pressing keys on a keyboard. 

The use of menus is conventional in GUis for software applications. Menus are 

typically utilized to provide end users of applications with available choices or processing 

options while using the applications. For example, in a typical desktop or interactive application, 

selection of a "file" from a menu bar may cause display of a context menu which provides "file" 

options. File options can have additional subordinate or child options associated with them. If a 

file option having subordinate options is selected, the child options are displayed in context in a 

child menu or submenu proximate to the selected parent option. One or more of the child 

options provided in the child menu may have further subordinate options. Thus, such a menu 

system comprises cascading sets of menus which are displayable in context to show the 

parent/child relationships between options of the context menu. A menu system of this type is 

incorporated into the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses typical hardware 

elements in the form of a computer workstation, operating system and application software 

elements which configure the hardware elements for operation in accordance with the present 

invention. A typical workstation platform includes hardware such as a central processing unit 

("CPU"), e.g., a Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM, hard drive storage in which are stored 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

various system and application programs and data used within the workstation, modem, display 

screen, keyboard, mouse and optional removable storage devices such as floppy drive or a CD 

ROM drive. The workstation hardware is configured by software including an operating system, 

e.g., Windows® 95, 98, NT or CE, networking software (including internet browsing software) 

and application software components. The preferred embodiment also encompasses a typical file 

server platform including hardware such as a CPU, e.g., Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM, 

hard drive, modem, and optional removable storage devices, e.g., floppy or CD ROM drive. The 

server hardware is configured by software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 95, 98, 

NT or CE, networking software (including Web server software) and database software. 

A computer workstation for use in the preferred embodiment also includes a GUI. 

As is conventional, the GUI is configured to present a graphical display on the display screen 

arranged to resemble a single desktop. Execution of an application program involves one or 

more user interface objects represented by windows and icons. Typically, there may be several 

windows and icons simultaneously present on the desktop and displaying information that is 

15 generated by different applications. 

16 The window environment is generally part of the operating system software that 

17 includes a collection of utility programs for controlling the operation of the computer system. 

18 The computer system, in tum, interacts with application programs to provide higher level 

19 functionality, including a direct interface with the user. Specifically, the application programs 

20 make use of operating system functions by issuing task commands to the operating system which 

21 then performs the requested task. For example, an application program may request that the 

22 operating system display certain information on a window for presentation to the user. 
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1 An aspect of the preferred embodiment of the information management and 

2 communications system of the invention is shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 1 shows an example of the 

3 GUI provided by the operating system of the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

4 With reference to FIG. 1, the preferred embodiment includes an intuitive GUI 1 from which to 

5 build a menu on a desktop or other computer. A hierarchical tree structure 2 is used to show the 

6 different relationships between the menu categories 3 (e.g., soups, salads, appetizers, entrees, 

7 deserts, etc.), menu items 4 (e.g., green salad, chicken caesar salad, etc.), menu modifiers 5 (e.g., 

8 dressing, meat temperature, condiments, etc.) and menu sub-modifiers 6 (e.g., Italian, French, 

9 ranch, bleu cheese, etc.). 

10 The procedure followed in configuring a menu on the desktop PC and then 

11 downloading the menu configuration onto the POS interface on the handheld device in 

12 conformance with the preferred embodiment is as follows. 

13 The menu configuration application is launched by clicking on the appropriate 

-
14 icon on the desktop display screen. FIG. 1 will then be displayed. There are three windows on 

15 the screen shown in FIG. 1. The left window is the menu tree 7, also called the tree view. The 

16 top right window is the Modifiers window 8 and the bottom right window is the Sub-Modifiers 

17 window 9. The Sub-Modifiers window lists the sub-modifiers that correspond to the modifier 

18 that is selected. The views on the right are referred to as list views. There are several ways of 

19 invoking a command, including using the menu options; using the context menu (right mouse 

20 click); using the keyboard or using the toolbar icons. For example, if it is desired to add a 

21 category to the menu, the following four options are available: (1) clicking on Edit, Add 

22 Category; (2) right mouse clicking on Menu, then clicking on Add Category; (3) highlighting 

23 Menu, then typing Ctrl +Tor (4) clicking on the Add Category icon on the toolbar. To add an 
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1 item to a category, the following options are available: (1) highlighting the category to which it 

2 is desired to add an item and then clicking on Edit > Add Item; (2) right mouse clicking on the 

3 desired category and then clicking on Add Item; (3) highlighting the desired category, then 

4 typing Ctrl +Nor (4) clicking on the Add icon on the toolbar. 

5 When building a menu, it should be kept in mind that the menu items are stored 

6 using a tree metaphor similar to how files are stored on a PC with folders and subfolders. The 

7 menu structure is similar to the Windows® File Explorer in the way the items are organized 

8 hierarchically. Below is an example of how an item may be configured: 

9 Menu 
10 >> Entrees 
11 >> RedMeat 
12 >> NY Strip 
13 >> Vegetables 
14 >> Tomato 
15 >> Lettuce 
16 Meat Temperature 
17 >> MediumRare 

:::.: 18 
19 In the above example, Menu is the root. Entrees is a menu category. Red Meat is an Entree 

20 category. NY Strip is a modifier. Vegetable is a modifier. Meat Temperature is a modifier. 

21 Medium Rare is a sub-modifier of Meat Temperature. 

22 The steps taken in building a menu are as follows: 

23 1. Add Modifiers; 

24 2. Add Sub-Modifiers and link them to the Modifiers; 

25 3. Create Menu categories; 

26 4. Add menu items to the categories; 

27 5. Assign Modifiers to the menu items; 

28 6. Preview the menu on the POS emulator on the desktop PC; 

29 7. Download the menu database to the handheld device. 
30 
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1 To add modifiers, a user clicks on the inside of the Modifiers window, then (1) 

2 clicks on Edit>Add Modifier; (2) Presses Ctrl + N; (3) right mouse clicks in the Modifiers 

3 window, then clicks on Add Modifiers or (4) clicks on the Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu 

4 is being built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code and 

5 Price in the Modifier dialog box 10 shown in FIG. 2. The Long Name is the full descriptive 

6 name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on the 

7 handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. If there is an 

8 existing database, the existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the 

9 database. Clicking on the Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The 

10 item to be added is then selected and "OK" is clicked. The fields will then be filled with the 

11 information from the database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a modifier. To delete 

12 a modifier, the modifier is selected and the Delete key pressed on the keyboard. To edit a 

13 modifier, either the modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is pressed. 
;; 

14 Sub-modifiers represent the last level of modifiers that can be assigned to a menu 

15 tree. To add sub-modifiers, the modifier to which sub-modifiers are to be assigned is selected. 

16 Then, the focus is set on the sub-modifier window by clicking inside the Sub-Modifier window 

17 as follows: (1) clicking on Edit>Add Sub-Modifier; (2) pressing Ctrl + N; (3) right mouse 

18 clicking in the Sub-Modifiers window, then clicking on Add Sub-Modifiers or (4) clicking on the 

19 Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the 

20 Long Name, Short Name, Code and Price in a Sub-Modifier dialog box similar to the Modifier 

21 dialog box shown in FIG. 2. As with modifiers, the Long Name is the full descriptive name of 

22 the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on the handheld device. 

23 The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. As before, if there is an existing 
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1 database, the existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the database. 

2 Clicking on the Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item to be 

3 added is then selected and OK clicked. The fields will then be filled with the information from 

4 the database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a sub-modifier. To delete a sub-

S modifier, the sub-modifier is selected and the Delete key depressed on the keyboard. To edit a 

6 sub-modifier, either the sub-modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is pressed. 

7 Menu categories are created from the root. Some examples of categories are 

8 Appetizers, Soups, Salads, Entrees, Desserts, etc. The first step is to click on Menu in the menu 

9 tree window. Categories are added by (1) clicking on the Add Category icon from the toolbar; 

10 (2) clicking on Edit > Add Category or (3) pressing Ctrl + T. As shown in FIG. 3, Menu 

11 Category dialog box 11 then appears in which to enter the Long and Short names for the menu 

12 category. 

13 To add menu items to categories, the menu category which is being built is 
::; 

14 clicked. For example, if items are being added to Appetizers, the Appetizers branch is clicked 

15 on. Then the Edit > Add Item is clicked on or Ctrl + N pressed. As before, if a menu is being 

16 built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code, Prep Time, 

17 Recipe and Price into the Menu Item dialog box 12 shown in FIG. 4. The Long Name is the full 

18 descriptive name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on 

19 the handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. Prep Time is 

20 the time it takes to prepare the meal and Recipe would include preparation methods and 

21 ingredients that are used in the preparation of the item. If there is an existing database, the 

22 existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the 

23 Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item to be added is then 
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1 selected and OK is clicked. The fields will then be filled with the information from the database. 

2 Clicking on OK again will add the item to the category. 

3 Once the menu items have been entered, it may be desired to assign some 

4 modifiers to the menu items. For example, it may be desired to assign meat temperature to a 

5 steak order. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned is selected, then the menu item 

6 on the tree view that is to be assigned the modifier is clicked on and then Edit > Assign Modifier 

7 is clicked on. Or, the modifier can simply be dragged and dropped onto the menu item to link 

8 them. A dialog box is then displayed asking if this modifier is a required modifier. If it is a 

9 required modifier, the display icon will be red but if it is a non-required modifier the display icon 

10 will be green. As many modifiers as are applicable can be assigned. If any changes are made to 

11 the modifiers, those changes will be automatically reflected throughout the menu tree. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Once the modifiers have been entered, it may be desired to assign sub-modifiers 

to the modifiers items. For example, it may be desired to add Honey Mustard as a sub-modifier 

to Dressing. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned a sub-modifier is selected, then 

the sub-modifier window is clicked on, then Edit > Add Sub Modifier is clicked on, Ctrl+N 

16 entered or the Add icon from the toolbar is clicked on. Or, the sub-modifier can simply be 

17 dragged and dropped onto the modifier to link them. 

18 When the menu has been completely configured, it can be previewed on a POS 

19 emulator on the desktop to verify that the menu is correctly configured before downloading it to 

20 the handheld device. To preview, File> Preview Database is clicked on or the Preview Database 

21 icon from the toolbar is clicked on. The handheld POS emulator on the desktop can then be run. 

22 If the configuration is deemed acceptable, the handheld device is connected to the desktop PC to 

23 ensure that a connection has been established; the POS application on the handheld device is 
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1 exited and File > Download Database is clicked on or the Download Database icon from the 

2 toolbar is clicked on. If there is an existing menu database on the handheld device, the system 

3 will ask if the existing database should be replaced. Yes is clicked if existing database 

4 replacement is desired. 

5 A database function enables the creation of, e.g., a breakfast menu, lunch menu 

6 and dinner menu and downloading them to a handheld device. Functions available are (1) 

7 creating a new database; (2) opening an existing database; (3) saving a database under a different 

8 name. To access these functions, File is clicked on the menu bar. 

9 The preferred embodiment encompasses customized layout, views and fonts. To 

10 set the focus on the view it is desired to change, click inside the desired window. The main 

11 customizing dialog box is accessed by clicking on View> Customize View. A dialog box 13, as 

12 shown in FIG. 5, will be displayed including tabs that allow the following options: selection of 

13 Columns to display in the list view by choosing and arranging the fields to display in the 

14 Modifiers and Sub-Modifiers windows; formatting Columns by specifying the column widths 

15 and justification; selecting Filter allows restricting the list to display only the items that meet 

16 certain criteria. For example, display of modifiers with codes between 500 and 550. Selecting 

17 Sort allows sorting the modifiers or sub-modifiers according to any of the available fields such as 

18 Name, Code or Price. Selecting Style facilitates choice of font type, style, size, etc. To change 

19 the font in a particular window, click on View > Fonts or right mouse click in the desired 

20 window and then click on Fonts. To change the size of the windows, drag the borders of the 

21 windows to expand or contract the size of the windows. To change the column widths, simply 

22 drag the edge of the column headers to increase or decrease the column widths. 
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1 A communications control program monitors and routes all communications to 

2 the appropriate devices. It continuously monitors the wireless network access point and all other 

3 devices connected to the network such as pagers, remote devices, internet Web links and POS 

4 software. Any message received is decoded by the software, and then routed to the appropriate 

5 device. No user action is needed during operation of the software once the application has been 

6 launched. To launch the communications control module, a Wireless Traffic icon is clicked on 

7 the desktop PC. When the program loads, the screen shown in FIG. 6 appears. Messages 

8 received are logged in the window 14 shown in FIG. 6 with a time stamp. The messages are also 

9 logged to a file on the hard drive. This provides a mechanism to monitor all traffic across the 

10 network (possibly useful for troubleshooting, or maintenance, but not necessary for normal 

11 operation). The program may be minimized so the screen is not displayed on the desktop, but it 

12 must be running for proper communications to exist between all devices on the network. 

13 As stated, the preferred embodiment of the present invention includes the use of 

14 and compatibility with GUI technology. A drag-and-drop approach is used for organizing the 

15 tree structure 2 in the generated menu. Drag-and-drop is also used for assigning modifiers 

16 (modifiers can be dragged from the modifiers window 5 and dropped onto the menu item 4 for 

17 assignment). In-cell editing results in fast editing of items in building the menus. Customizable 

18 fonts enable users to change font types, style and size. Customizable layouts enable users to 

19 resize windows, change icons and display preferences. The inventive approach provides for 

20 fully persistent storage between sessions, even if a session is improperly or abruptly terminated. 

21 Font and the tree state (i.e., which nodes are expanded/collapsed) are stored between sessions. 

22 Layout for modifiers and sub-modifiers list views (filter, columns, formatting, font, etc.) are 

23 stored between sessions. The last database used is likewise stored between sessions. Splitter 
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1 views allow the user to see different views at the same time. Each view is displayed on its own 

2 section of the screen. Views can be resized via the keyboard or a mouse by simply dragging the 

3 splitter in the middle. 

4 An automated function is provided to import existing POS databases into the 

5 inventive menu generation system and, as discussed above with respect to the detailed example 

6 of how to use the preferred embodiment, an automated download procedure is provided to 

7 transfer the desktop database onto a handheld device and/or Web page. Also as discussed, the 

8 preferred embodiment facilitates preview of the handheld device or Web page version of the 

9 POS menu on the desktop before downloading and configuration. Customizable desktop menu 

10 generation is contemplated, as discussed above, in the form of customizable fonts, columns, 

11 layouts, etc. The inventive approach also includes templates for common modifiers that can be 

12 assigned to similar menu items. The preferred embodiment also supports multiple databases, 

13 thus providing for the creation and storing of different menu databases on handheld devices such 
rs 

~ 14 ;r as breakfast, lunch or dinner menus. The user can then select the appropriate database to reflect 

15 the time of day. 

16 FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale interface 15 for use in 

17 displaying a page-type menu 16 created using the inventive menu generation approach. As can 

18 be seen from FIG. 7, the page menu is displayed in a catalogue-like point-and-click format 

19 whereas the master menu, FIG. 1, is displayed as a hierarchical tree structure. Thus, a person 

20 with little expertise can "page through" to complete a transaction with the POS interface and 

21 avoid having to review the entire menu of FIG. 1 to place an order. A PDA or Web page format 

22 could appear like FIG. 7 or the display could be configured for particular requirements since 

23 fully customizable menu generation and display are contemplated. 
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1 The POS interface on the handheld device supports pricing in the database or 

2 querying prices from the POS server. The POS device also can be customized with respect to 

3 "look and feel" for the particular version. As can be seen in FIG. 7, the POS interface provides 

4 for billing, status and payment with respect to orders. A myriad of options can be provided 

5 depending on the application. 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Advanced database functions are provided in the preferred embodiment of the 

invention, including an automated download process onto handheld devices and/or Web sites. In 

the preferred embodiment, the menu generation system of the present invention uses an API 

called ActiveX Data Objects ("ADO") for database access. ADO is useful in a variety of 

settings. It is built on top of OLE DB and can be used to talk to databases and, in the future, any 

data source with any OLE DB driver. Advanced querying is supported. The database can be 

queried on virtually all fields. Queries can be built using SQL syntax for experienced users or 

can be created using a query builder which guides users through the creating process. Advanced 

error handling is supported. Errors occurring at run time can be trapped. A descriptive message 

is displayed to alert the user and provide error information. However, the application does not 

terminate when the errors happen. The source code is easy to maintain and modify, thus 

allowing for on time delivery of customized versions of the software. The advanced database 

functions produce well-designed databases that accommodate growth and scalability 

The inventive menu generation approach provides a solution for the pervasive 

connectivity and computerization needs of the restaurant and related markets. The inventive 

solution includes automatic database management and synchronization, PDA and handheld 

wireless operating system integration and optimization, wireless communications and internet 

connectivity, user interface design, and graphics design. 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation approach of the present 

invention uses Windows CE® as the operating system for the handheld devices. Windows CE® 

provides the benefits of a familiar .Windows 95/98/NT® look and feel, built-in synchronization 

between handheld devices, internet and desktop infrastructure, compatibility with Microsoft 

Exchange®, Microsoft Office 9® and TCP/IP quick access to information with instant-on feature. 

Windows CE® provides a basic set of database and communication tools for 

developer use. However, interfacing with these tools to provide application specific results can 

be a complex task. In addition to the menu generation described above, a set of software 

libraries described herein in conformance with the present invention not only enhances the basic 

Windows CE® functionality by adding new features but also maximizes the full potential of 

wireless handheld computing devices. Such features include fast synchronization between a 

central database and multiple handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a 

Web server and multiple handheld devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as 

POS companies, affinity program companies and internet content providers to fully integrate 

with computerized hospitality applications, real-time communication over the internet with direct 

connections or regular modem dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be 

done periodically throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. 

The synchronous communications control module discussed above provides a 

single point of entry for all hospitality applications to communicate with one another wirelessly 

or over the Web. This communications module is a layer that sits on top of any communication 

protocol and acts as an interface between hospitality applications and the communication 

protocol. This layer can be easily updated to work with a new communication protocol without 

23 having to modify the core hospitality applications. The single point of entry works to keep all 
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1 wireless handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the backoffice server (central 

2 database) so that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall 

3 consistency is achieved. For example, a reservation made online is automatically communicated 

4 to the backoffice server which then synchronizes with all the wireless handheld devices 

5 wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices will be reflected 

6 instantaneously on the backoffice server and the other handheld devices. 

7 The software applications for performing the functions falling within the 

8 described invention can be written in any commonly used computer language. The discrete 

9 programming steps are commonly known and thus programming details are not necessary to a 

10 full description of the invention. 

11 A simple point-to-point wireless capability is contemplated which permits simple 

12 digital messages to be sent from the wireless handheld devices to a receiver in a beeper and/or 

13 valet parking base-station. The POS interface of FIG. 7 is representative of the display on a 

14 typical wireless device used in conformity with the invention. A simple protocol is used to 

15 acknowledge receipt of the message and thus simultaneous communication is not necessary, 

16 which reduces the cost of the wireless link. The range of the wireless link is determined by the 

17 characteristics of the radio transceiver. Adding a wireless link allows paging of beeper equipped 

18 customers directly from the operator interface on the wireless handheld devices and 

19 communication to and from various input/output transmitters and receivers to update the status 

20 of the order, reservation or other information and thus further reduce the workload on the 

21 operator and enable operations to proceed much faster. This link could also be hardwired or 

22 otherwise implemented using any two-way messaging transport. 
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A further aspect of the invention is the use of the menus generated in accordance 

2 with the described technique to place orders from wireless remote handheld devices or from 

3 remote locations through the internet. The World Wide Web is a distributed hypermedia 

4 computer system that uses the internet to facilitate global hypermedia communication using 

5 specified protocols. One such protocol is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"), which 

6 facilitates communication of hypertext. Hypertext is the combination of information and links to 

7 other information. In the context of the Web, hypertext is defined by the Hypertext Mark-up 

8 Language ("HTML"). The links or hyperlinks in a HTML document reference the locations of 

9 resources on the Web, such as other HTML documents. Another language used in creating 

10 documents for use on the Worldwide Web, to display on computer screens, or to create speech 

11 style sheets for use in, e.g., telephones, is the Extensible Mark-Up Language ("XML"). XML is 

12 a "metalanguage", i.e., a language for describing languages which was developed to eliminate 

13 the restrictions of HTML. 

14 The Web is a client-server system. The HTML documents are stored on Web 

15 server computers, typically in a hierarchical fashion with the root document being referred to as 

16 the home page. The client specifies a HTML document or other source on the server by 

17 transmitting a Uniform Resource Locator ("URL") which specifies the protocol to use, e.g., 

18 HTTP, the path to the server directory in which the resource is located, and filename of the 

19 resource. Users retrieve the documents via client computers. The software running on the user's 

20 client computer that enables the user to view HTML documents on the computer's video monitor 

21 and enter selections using the computer's keyboard and mouse is known as a browser. The 

22 browser typically includes a window in which the user may type a URL. A user may cause a 

23 URL to be transmitted by typing it in the designated window on the browser or by maneuvering 
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1 the cursor to a position on the displayed document that corresponds to a hyperlink to a resource 

2 and actuating the mouse button. The latter method is commonly referred to simply as "clicking 

3 on the hot-spot" or "clicking on the hyperlink". The hyperlink methodology is contemplated for 

4 use in accordance with the preferred embodiment to transmit orders via the internet. 

5 Web server application software exists that enables a user to shop for and order 

6 merchandise. Such systems are sometimes referred to as electronic merchandising systems or 

7 virtual storefronts. Systems that enable a user to choose among several retailers' goods are 

8 sometimes referred to as electronic malls. An electronic retailer's or electronic mall operator's 

9 Web server provides HTML forms that include images and descriptions of merchandise. The 

10 user may conventionally search for an item by entering a key word search query in a box on a 

11 form. When a user selects an item, the server may provide a linked form that describes that item 

f~ 
";:::' ~ 12 in further detail. The user may also conventionally enter ordering information into boxes on the 

13 form, such as the type and quantity of the item desired. The information entered by the user is 

" 
~=:: 14 transmitted to the server. The user may select multiple items in this manner and then enter a 
'-
F~ 

15 credit card number to pay for the purchases. The retailer processes the transaction and ships the 

16 order to the customer. As can be appreciated, ordering merchandise can also be done from 

17 menus. The generation of menus of items or merchandise for sale over the internet is readily 

18 accomplished by the menu generation approach of the present invention. 

19 Searching for items that the user is interested in purchasing is insufficient in prior 

20 merchandising systems. Database management programs use index searching to facilitate rapid 

21 searching of large amounts of data. The creator of the database may instruct the program to use 

22 specified fields in the database as indexed or key fields. The program locates all terms in the 

23 database that appear in the indexed fields and stores them in an index table. Each entry in the 
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index table includes a term and corresponding pointer to the location in the database where the 

2 term is found. If a user initiates a search for a term that is present in the index table, the program 

3 can locate the instances of that term in the database with exceptional speed. Users who are 

4 familiar with the particular database they are searching will generally know which fields are 

5 indexed and will know the format of the data in those fields. For example, a user of a database 

6 containing the inventory of a bookstore may know that users can search for the names of authors 

7 of books and that a user who wishes to do so should enter the author's last name first. A user 

8 having such knowledge will therefore be able to search efficiently. Users of electronic 

9 merchandising systems, however, are generally end-consumers who have no knowledge of a 

10 merchant's database. If, as is very likely, such a user initiates a search for a term that is not 

11 present in the index table, the program must sequentially search through all records in the 

12 database. Sequential records are typically linked by pointers. Using pointers in this manner is 

13 very demanding on server resources, resulting not only in an exceptionally slow search, but also 

14 creating a bottleneck for other processes that the server may be executing. The menu generation 

15 approach of the present invention can be used to create customized menus from a database that 

16 includes every item of merchandise the vendor has for sale. In this manner, customers can scan 

17 the generated menu much more readily than they could view the entire database and the 

18 necessity of having familiarity with the database is eliminated as well, reducing the need for 

19 resource intensive pointers. 

20 While the preferred embodiment of the invention is for the generation of 

21 restaurant menus and the like, the broad scope of the invention is far greater. For example, 

22 menus generated in accordance with the invention can be used in the desktop computing 

23 environment in association with the operating system or application programs. One such use is 
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1 to facilitate the creation of user personalized file structures for general desktop use. Another use 

2 is to facilitate the location of customized menus from master menus for use in association with 

3 application software to make the execution of the application software more efficient by, e.g., 

4 eliminating the necessity of querying or checking every tree branch in the master menu file 

5 structure in response to user input or other criteria and to create handheld/PDA compatible 

6 versions of the software. 

7 While the preferred embodiment of the invention includes the selection of items 

8 from a master menu wherein the master menu is displayed using a graphical user interface, it is 

9 to be appreciated that any means for displaying the master menu to the user and generating 

10 another menu in response to and comprised of the selections made is encompassed by the 

11 contemplated invention. The invention encompasses the selection of nontextual symbols, 

12 characters, icons and the like, in addition to text, from a hierarchical tree menu or the like for 

13 generation of another menu comprised of such items. 

14 It is also within the scope of the invention to generate menus automatically in 

15 response to predetermined criteria. For example, in the restaurant menu generation embodiment, 

16 a modified menu can be generated to comply with a particular specification or group of criteria 

17 such as, e.g., "dinner", "low cholesterol", "low fat", "fish", "chicken", or "vegetarian". In this 

18 embodiment, only items from the master menu that satisfy specified parameters will be included 

19 in the generated menu. The selection process could involve selection of master menu items 

20 based on tags or identifiers associated with the items or by checking every master menu item 

21 against a dictionary of items acceptable for inclusion in the modified menu. It should also be 

22 appreciated that the invention encompasses any combination of automatic and manual user 

23 selection of the items comprising the generated menu. For example, a user might specify criteria 
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1 which would further control automatic selection or the user could manually select some items 

2 with automatic selection of others. The menu generation aspect of the invention is equally 

3 applicable to table-based, drive-thru, internet, telephone, wireless or other modes of customer 

4 order entry, as is the synchronous communications aspect of the invention. 

5 The inventive concept encompasses the generation of a menu in any context 

6 known to those skilled in the art where an objective is to facilitate display of the menu so as to 

7 enable selection of items from that menu. The restaurant menu generation embodiment is but 

8 one example of a use for the inventive concept. Likewise, displaying menus generated in 

9 accordance with the invention on PDAs and Web pages to facilitate remote ordering are but a 

10 few examples of ways in which such a menu might be used in practice. Any display and 

11 transmission means known to those skilled in the art is equally usable with respect to menus 

12 generated in accordance with the claimed invention. 

13 In the more general situation, menus can be generated in accordance with the 

14 present invention in a variety of situations. For example, the usable file structure for a particular 

15 data processing application can be dictated by the user or an application program prior to or 

16 during the execution of the application program. Efficiencies with respect to computational 

17 speed and equipment, e.g., storage and processor, usage can thus be achieved along with the 

18 facilitation of display of the generated menu. 

19 While the best mode for carrying out the preferred embodiment of the invention 

20 has been illustrated and described in detail, those familiar with the art to which the invention 

21 relates will recognize various alternative designs and embodiments which fall within the spirit of 

22 practicing the invention. The appended claims are intended to cover all those changes and 

23 modifications falling within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 
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1 That which is claimed is: 

2 1. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

3 generating menus comprising: 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 
11 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

a central processing unit, 

a data storage device connected to said central 
processing unit, 

an operating system including a graphical user 
interface, 

a first menu stored on said data storage device, 

application software for generating a second menu 
from said first menu, 

12 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by 

13 allowing selection of items from the first menu, addition of items to the second menu and 

14 assignment of parameters to items in the second menu using the graphical user interface of said 

15 operating system and wherein data comprising the second menu is synchronized between the 

16 data storage device connected to the central processing unit and at least one other computing 

17 device. 

18 2. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

19 accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu is a restaurant menu. 

20 3. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

21 accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu is capable of being displayed on the display 

22 screen of a wireless computing device. 

23 4. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

24 accordance with claim 3, wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being 

25 transmitted to a receiving computer by wireless link. 
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1 5. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

2 accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu is capable of being displayed on display 

3 screens of computers in a network. 

4 6. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

5 accordance with claim 5, wherein the computer network is the internet. 

6 7. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

7 accordance with claim 3, wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being 

8 transmitted to a receiving computer via the internet. 

9 8. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

10 accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu is created in conformity with hypertext 

11 markup language or extensible markup language. 

12 9. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

13 accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu overwrites the first menu. 

14 10. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

15 claim 1, wherein the first menu and the second menu are both capable of being displayed in the 

16 same window on the display screen. 

17 11. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

18 claim 1, wherein the items comprising the second menu are a subset of the items comprising the 

19 first menu. 

20 12. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

21 generating menus comprising: 

22 

23 

24 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

a microprocessor, 

a display device, 

a data and instruction input device, 
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J'-. c, 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

a data storage device for storing information and 
instructions entered through said data and 
instruction input means or information generated by 
said microprocessor, 

an operating system, 

a master menu stored on said data storage device for 
generating a modified menu, and 

application software, 

9 wherein said microprocessor, operating system and application software are operative to display 

10 the master menu on the display device in response to instructions programmed into said 

11 microprocessor, operating system, application software and information and instructions entered 

12 through said data input device, and wherein said microprocessor, operating system and 

13 application software are operative to create the modified menu from said master menu in 

14 response to information and instructions entered through said data and instruction input device 

15 and wherein data comprising the modified menu is synchronized between the data storage device 

16 and at least one other computing device. 

17 13. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

18 claim 12, further comprising means for transferring the modified menu to a digital computing 

19 device. 

20 14. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

21 claim 13, wherein the digital computing device is a wireless handheld device. 

22 15. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

23 claim 12, further comprising means for downloading the modified menu to the internet or a Web 

24 page. 
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1 16. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

2 claim 15, further comprising means for converting the modified menu to hypertext markup 

3 language or extensible markup language. 

4 17. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

5 claim 15, wherein the items comprising the modified menu are a subset of the items comprising 

6 the master menu. 

7 18. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

8 accordance with claim 12, wherein said operating system includes a graphical user interface and 

9 wherein said microprocessor, operating system and application software are operative to generate 

-F~ 10 the modified menu by facilitating selection of items from said master menu using the graphical 
):-=~ 

~: 

'=l 11 user interface of said operating system. 

12 

13 

~-;::f..: 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 
23 

24 

19. An information management and synchronous communications system in 

accordance with claim 12, wherein said master menu is organized in a hierarchical tree structure 

having branches comprising menu items and wherein the modified menu is at least partially 

generated by selecting items from the branches of the tree structure. 

20. In a computer system having an input device, a storage device, a video 

display, an operating system including a graphical user interface and application software, an 

information management and synchronous communications method comprising the steps of: 

658960 vl 

a. outputting at least one window on the video display; 

b. outputting a first menu in a window on the video 
display; 

c. displaying a cursor on the video display; 
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1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 

9 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

selecting items from the first menu with the input 
device or the graphical user interface; 

inserting the items selected from the first menu into 
a second menu, the second menu being output in a 
window; 

optionally adding additional items not included in 
the first menu to the second menu using the input 
device or the graphical user interface; 

storing the second menu on the storage device; and 

1 0 synchronizing the data comprising the second menu between the storage device 

11 and at least one other data storage medium, wherein the other data storage medium is connected 

. 12 to or is part of a different computing device. 

13 21. The method of claim 20, further comprising the step of transferring data or 

14 instructions representative of the second menu to a remote digital device or Web page. 

15 22. The method of claim 21, wherein said data or instructions representative 

16 of the second menu are transferred by a wireless link. 

17 23. The method of claim 20, wherein the selected items and optional 

18 additional items are inserted into a second menu which is displayed in the same window as the 

19 first menu. 

20 24. The method of claim 21, comprising the further steps of selecting at least 

21 one item from the second menu and transmitting at least one item selected to another computer. 

22 25. The method of claim 24, wherein at least one item selected from the 

23 second menu is transmitted to another computer by wireless link or the internet. 

24 26. The method of claim 21, wherein the second menu is displayed on the 

25 remote digital device or Web page in page format. 
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1 27. The method of claim 20, wherein the second menu overwrites the first 

2 menu. 

3 28. The method of claim 20, wherein the items comprising the second menu 

4 are a subset of the items comprising the first menu. 

5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 

15 

16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

29. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

use with wireless handheld computing devices and hospitality computing systems comprising: 

a. a central database containing hospitality 
applications and data, 

b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on 
which hospitality applications and data are stored or 
displayed, 

c. an application program interface, and 

d. a communications control module; 

wherein applications or data are synchronized wirelessly between the central database and at 

least one wireless handheld computing device and wherein the applications program interface 

and communications control module establish a seamless link between the data in the central 

database and the data on the wireless handheld computing device. 

30. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

claim 29 wherein the communications control module and the application program interface 

enable the automatic generation of and updating of operator menus or screens on the handheld 

computer based on data from the central hospitality database. 
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31. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

2 claim 30 wherein messaging formats are used which are in conformity with HTML or XML 

3 messaging formats. 

4 
5 32. An information management and synchronous communications system for use 

6 with wireless handheld computing devices and hospitality applications comprising: 

7 
8 
9 

10 

'11 

12 

13 

14 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

a central database containing hospitality 
applications and data, 

at least one wireless computing device, 

at least one wireless paging or beeper device, 

an applications program interface, and 

a communications control module; 

15 wherein hospitality applications or data are synchronized between the central database, at least 

16 one wireless computing device and at least one wireless paging or beeper device and wherein 

17 messaging to the wireless paging or beeper device is enabled directly from the operator interface 

18 of the wireless computing device. 

19 3 3. An information management and synchronous communications system 

20 comprising: 

21 a. a central database containing applications and data, 

22 b. a first computing device associated with the central 
23 database, 

24 c. a second computing device associated with a second 
25 storage medium containing applications and data, 

26 d. an applications program interface, and 

27 e. a communications control module; 
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wherein applications or data are synchronized between the central database and the second 

2 storage medium and wherein the applications program interface and communications control 

3 module establish a seamless link between the data in the central database and the data on the 

4 second storage medium. 

5 34. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

6 claim 33 wherein the communications control module and the applications program interface 

7 enable the automatic generation of and updating of operator menus or screens on the second 

8 computing device based on data from the central database. 

9 35. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

10 
!;~ 

claim 1 wherein the second menu is generated by manually selecting items from the first menu, 

t-:=:3 11 adding items to the second menu or assigning parameters to items in the second menu. 

12 36. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

13 claim 1 wherein the data is synchronized by digital transmission between the data storage device 
E 

14 connected to the central processing unit and at least one other computing device. 

15 37. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

16 claim 12 wherein the modified menu is generated by manually selecting items from the master 

17 menu. 

18 38. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

19 claim 12 wherein the data is synchronized by digital transmission between the data storage 

20 device and at least one other computing device. 

21 39. The computer system of claim 20 wherein the data is synchronized by digital 

22 transmission between the storage device and at least one other data storage medium. 
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1 40. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

2 claim 29 wherein the applications or data are synchronized by digital data transmission between 

3 the central database and at least one wireless handheld computing device. 

4 41. The information management and synchronous communications system of 

5 claim 32 wherein the applications or data are synchronized by digital data transmission between 

6 the central database, at least one wireless computing device and at least one wireless paging or 

7 beeper device. 

8 42. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

claim 29, 32, or 33 wherein the synchronized data relates to orders. 

43. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 29, 32, or 33 wherein the synchronized data relates to waitlists 

44. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 29, 32, or 33 wherein the synchronized data relates to reservations. 

45. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 29 or 32 wherein the synchronized data is sent from at least one of the wireless computing 

16 devices to a receiver at a valet parking base station. 

17 46. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

18 claim 29 or 32 wherein the synchronized data is sent from at least one of the wireless computing 

19 devices to a wireless paging device. 

20 4 7. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

21 claim 33 wherein the synchronized data is sent from said second computing device to a receiver 

22 at a valet parking base station. 
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1 48. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

2 claim 33 wherein the synchronized data is sent from said second computing device to a wireless 

3 paging device. 

4 49. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

5 claim 1 wherein said application software acts to facilitate generation of the second menu such 

6 that the second menu is appropriate for a specified time of day. 

7 50. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

8 claim 1 wherein said application software further facilitates the generation of multiple menus, 

9 each of said multiple menus being appropriate for a particular time of day. 

10 
16~ 

51. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

·"-
J::~ 11 claim 1 wherein the facilitation of second menu generation by said application software takes 

12 into account specified parameters, such that the second menu so generated includes items that 

13 satisfy the specified parameters. 
s 
!: :: 14 r=-»• 52. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

15 claim 51 wherein the second menu so generated further includes manually selected items. 

16 53. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

17 claim 1 wherein the second menu is applicable to table-based customer ordering. 

18 54. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

19 claim 1 wherein the second menu is applicable to drive-through customer ordering. 

20 55. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

21 claim 1 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer ordering via internet . 

22 56. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

23 claim 1 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer ordering via telephone. 
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57. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

2 claim 1 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer ordering via wireless device. 

3 58. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

4 claim 51 wherein said specified parameters involve recipe content. 

5 59. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

6 claim 12 wherein said microprocessor, operating system, and application software are further 

7 operative to create said modified menu such that the modified menu is appropriate for a specified 

8 time of day. 

9 60. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

10 claim 12 wherein said microprocessor, operating system, and application software are further 

11 operative to create multiple menus, each of said multiple menus being appropriate for a 

12 particular time of day. 

13 61. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

14 claim 12 wherein the creation of said modified menu by said microprocessor, operating system, 

15 and application software takes into account specified parameters, such that the modified menu so 

16 created includes items that satisfy the specified parameters. 

17 62. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

18 claim 61 wherein the modified menu so generated further includes manually selected items. 

19 63. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

20 claim 12 wherein the modified menu is applicable to table-based customer ordering. 

21 64. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

22 claim 12 wherein the modified menu is applicable to drive-through customer ordering. 
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65. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 12 wherein the modified menu is applicable to customer ordering via internet. 

66. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 12 wherein the modified menu is applicable to customer ordering via telephone. 

67. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 12 wherein the modified menu is applicable to customer ordering via wireless device. 

68. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

claim 61 wherein said specified parameters involve recipe content. 

69. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

generating and transmitting menus comprising: 

658960 vl 

a. a central processing unit, 

b. a data storage device connected to said central 
processing unit, 

c. an operating system including a graphical user 
interface, 

d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu 
categories consisting of menu items, said first menu 
stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 
window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchical 
tree format, 

e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 
displayable in a window of said graphical user 
interface, 

f. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device 
and displayable in a window of said graphical user 
interface, and 

g. application software for generating a second menu from 
said first menu and transmitting said second menu to a 
wireless handheld computing device or Web page, 
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1 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by 

2 allowing selection of categories and items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the 

3 second menu, addition of menu items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items 

4 in the second menu using the graphical user interface of said operating system, said parameters 

5 being selected from the modifier and sub-modifier menus, wherein said second menu is 

6 applicable to a predetermined type of ordering. 

7 70. The system of claim 69 wherein the type of ordering is table-based customer 

8 ordering. 

9 71. The system of claim 69 wherein the type of ordering is drive-through 

10 customer ordering. 

1~~ 11 72. The system of claim 69 wherein the type of ordering is customer ordering via 

12 internet. 

13 73. The system of claim 69 wherein the type of ordering is customer ordering via 

14 telephone. 

15 74. The system of claim 69 wherein the type of ordering is customer ordering via 

16 wireless device. 

17 75. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

18 generating and transmitting menus comprising: 

19 

20 

21 

658960 vl 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a central processing unit, 

a data storage device connected to said central processing unit, 

an operating system including a graphical user interface, 
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~~~ 

1 d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu categories 

2 consisting of menu items, said first menu stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 

3 window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchical tree format, 

4 e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and displayable 

5 in a window of said graphical user interface, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

f. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 

displayable in a window of said graphical user interface, and 

g. application software for generating a second menu from said first 

menu and transmitting said second menu to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page, 

wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by 

allowing selection of categories and items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the 

second menu, addition of menu items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items 

in the second menu using the graphical user interface of said operating system, said parameters 

being selected from the modifier and sub-modifier menus, wherein said application software acts 

to facilitate generation of the second menu such that the second menu is appropriate for a 

specified time of day. 

76. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

18 generating and transmitting menus comprising: 

19 

20 

21 

658960 vl 

a. 

b. 

c. 

a central processing unit, 

a data storage device connected to said central processing unit, 

an operating system including a graphical user interface, 
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1 d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu categories 

2 consisting of menu items, said first menu stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 

3 window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchical tree format, 

4 e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and displayable 

5 in a window of said graphical user interface, 

6 f. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 

7 displayable in a window of said graphical user interface, and 

8 g. application software for generating a second menu from said first 

9 menu and transmitting said second menu to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page, 

'-J=:::1:: 10 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by 

11 allowing selection of categories and items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the 

1J1 
12 second menu, addition of menu items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items 

13 in the second menu using the graphical user interface of said operating system, said parameters 

~:-.:~ 14 being selected from the modifier and sub-modifier menus, wherein said application software 

6~~ 15 further facilitates the generation of multiple menus, each of said multiple menus being 

16 appropriate for a particular time of day. 

17 77. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

18 generating and transmitting menus comprising: 

19 a. a central processing unit, 

20 b. a data storage device connected to said central processing unit, 

21 c. an operating system including a graphical user interface, 
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1 d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu categories 

2 consisting of menu items, said first menu stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 

3 window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchical tree format, 

4 e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and displayable 

5 in a window of said graphical user interface, 

6 f. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 

7 displayable in a window of said graphical user interface, and 

8 g. application software for generating a second menu from said first 

9 menu and transmitting said second menu to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page, 

10 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by 

11 allowing selection of categories and items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the 

12 second menu, addition of menu items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items 

13 in the second menu using the graphical user interface of said operating system, said parameters 

14 being selected from the modifier and sub-modifier menus, wherein the facilitation of second 

15 menu generation by said application software takes into account specified parameters, such that 

16 the second menu so generated includes items that satisfy the specified parameters. 

17 78. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

18 claim 77 wherein said specified parameters involve recipe content. 

19 

20 79. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

21 use with wireless handheld computing devices and the internet comprising: 

22 a. a central database containing hospitality applications and data, 
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1 b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on which hospitality 

2 applications and data are stored, 

3 c. at least one Web server on which hospitality applications and data are 

4 stored, 

5 d. at least one Web page on which hospitality applications and data are 

6 stored, 

7 e. an application program interface, and 

8 f. a communications control module, 

9 wherein applications and data are synchronized between the central data base, at 

10 least one wireless handheld computing device, at least one Web server and at least one Web 

11 page; wherein the application program interface enables integration of outside applications with 
:::.:: 
tJ~ 

12 the hospitality applications and wherein the communications control module is an interface 

13 between the hospitality applications and any other communications protocol, wherein the 

~, 14 synchronized data relates to orders. 

15 80. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

16 use with wireless handheld computing devices and the internet comprising: 

17 a. a central database containing hospitality applications and data, 

18 b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on which 

19 hospitality applications and data are stored, 

20 c. at least one Web server on which hospitality applications and data 

21 are stored, 

22 d. at least one Web page on which hospitality applications and data 

23 are stored, 
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1 e. an application program interface, and 

2 f. a communications control module, 

3 wherein applications and data are synchronized between the central data base, at 

4 least one wireless handheld computing device, at least one Web server and at least one Web 

5 page; wherein the application program interface enables integration of outside applications with 

6 the hospitality applications and wherein the communications control module is an interface 

7 between the hospitality applications and any other communications protocol, wherein the 

8 synchronized data relates to waitlists. 

9 81. An information management and synchronous communications system for 

10 use with wireless handheld computing devices and the internet comprising: 

~ 
11 a. a central database containing hospitality applications and data, 

?J1 12 b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on which 

13 hospitality applications and data are stored, 

14 c. at least one Web server on which hospitality applications and data 

15 are stored, 

16 d. at least one Web page on which hospitality applications and data 

17 are stored, 

18 e. an application program interface, and 

19 f. a communications control module, 

20 wherein applications and data are synchronized between the central data base, at 

21 least one wireless handheld computing device, at least one Web server and at least one Web 

22 page; wherein the application program interface enables integration of outside applications with 

23 the hospitality applications and wherein the communications control module is an interface 
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1 between the hospitality applications and any other communications protocol, wherein the 

2 synchronized data relates to reservations. 

3 82. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

4 claim 79, 80, or 81 wherein the data is sent to a receiver at a valet parking base station. 

5 83. The information management and synchronous communication system of 

6 claim 79, 80, or 81 wherein the data is sent to a wireless paging device. 

7 84. The method of claim 20 wherein said application software acts to facilitate 

8 generation of the second menu such that the second menu is appropriate for a specified time of 

9 day. 

10 
t~ 

85. The method of claim 20 wherein said application software facilitates the 

11 generation of multiple menus, each of said multiple menus being appropriate for a particular 

12 time of day. 

13 86. The method of claim 20 wherein said application software acts to facilitate 
{.E 

14 generation of the second menu, the taking into account specified parameters such that the second 
b~ 
' 

15 menu so generated includes items that satisfy the specified parameters. 

16 87. The method of claim 86 wherein the second menu so generated further 

17 includes manually selected items. 

18 88. The method of claim 20 wherein the second menu is applicable to table-based 

19 customer ordering. 

20 89. The method of claim 20 wherein the second menu is applicable to drive-

21 through customer ordering. 

22 90. The method of claim 20 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer 

23 ordering via internet . 
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1 91. The method of claim 20 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer 

2 ordering via telephone . 

3 92. The method of claim 20 wherein the second menu is applicable to customer 

4 ordering via wireless device. 
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1 ABSTRACT 

2 An information management and synchronous communications system and 

3 method facilitates database equilibrium and synchronization with wired, wireless and Web-based 

4 systems, user-friendly and efficient generation of computerized menus and reservations for 

5 restaurants and other applications that utilize equipment with nonstandard graphical formats, 

6 display sizes and/or applications for use in remote data entry, information management and 

7 communication with host computer, digital input device or remote pager via standard hardwired 

8 connection, the internet, a wireless link or the like. 

9 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
ORIGINAL, DESIGN, NATIONAL STAGE OF PCT, SUPPLEMENTAL 

DIVISIONAL. CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART APPLICATION 

As a below name inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name, 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an originaL first and joint 
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on 
the invention entitled: 

ThTfORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU 
GENERATION 
the specification of which 

a. [ ] IS attached hereto 

b. [X] was filed on September 21, 1999 as application Serial No. 09/400,413 and was amended on 
_________ . (ifapplicable) . 

• ~'k PCT FILED APPLICATION ENTERING NATIONAL STAGE 

c. [ ] was described and claimed in International Application No. _____ filed on ____ and 
as amended on . (if any). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the 
claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, § 1.56. 

I hereby specify the following as the correspondence address to which all communications about this application are 
to be directed: 

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DIRECT TELEPHONE CALLS TO: 
(212) 758-4800 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P 
345 Park A venue 
New York, N.Y. 10154 

[ ] I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code§ 119(a)-(d) or under 
§ 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or under§ 365(a) of any PCT international 
application(s) designating at least one country other than the U.S. listed below and also have identified below such 
foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or such PCT international application(s) filed by me on the 
same subject matter having a filing date within twelve (12) months before that of the application on which priority is 
claimed: 

] The attached 35 U.S.C. § 119 claim for priority for the application(s) listed below forms a part of this 
declaration. 

492351_1 
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Country/PCT 
Application 

Number 
Date of filing 

(day, month, yr) 
Date of Issue 

(day, month, yr) 
Priority 
Claimed 

NO 

NO 

NO 

[ ] I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119( e) of any U.S. provisional application( s) listed below. 

Provisional Application No. Date of Filing (day. month yr) 

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS FOR DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTII\TUA TION-IN-PART 
OR PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICA TIONCS) (DESIGNATING THE U.S.) 

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code§ 120 of any United States application(s) or under 
§ 365(c) of any PCT international application(s) designating the U.S. listed below. 

US/PCT Application Serial No. Filing Date 

US/PCT Application Serial No. Filing Date 

Status (patented, pending, abandoned)/ 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

Status (patented, pending, abandoned)/ 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

[ ] In this continuation-in-part application, insofar as the subject matter of any of the claims of this 
application is not disclosed in the above listed prior United States or PCT international application(s) in the manner 
provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code,§ 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material 
information as defined in Title 37, Code ofF~deral Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of 
the prior application(s) and the national or PCT international filing date of this application. 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on 
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that 
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of 
Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the 
application or any patent issued thereon. 

I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents with full power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute 
this application, to receive the patent, and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected 
therewith: John A. Diaz (Reg. No. 19,550), John C. Vassil (Reg. No. 19,098), Alfred P. Ewert (Reg. No. 19,887), 

-2-
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David H. Pfeffer (Reg. No. 19,825), Harry C. Marcus (Reg. No. 22,390), Robert E. Paulson (Reg. No. 21,046), 
Stephen R. Smith (Reg. No. 22,615), Kurt E. Richter (Reg. No. 24,052), J. Robert Dailey (Reg. No. 27,434), Eugene 
Moroz (Reg. No. 25,237), John F. Sweeney (Reg. No. 27,471), Arnold I. Rady (Reg. No. 26,601), Christopher A. 
Hughes (Reg. No. 26,914), WilliamS. Feiler (Reg. No. 26, 728), Joseph A. Calvaruso (Reg. No. 28,287), James W. 
Gould (Reg. No. 28,859), Richard C. Komson (Reg. No. 27,913), Israel Blum (Reg. No. 26,710), Bartholomew 
Verdrrame (Reg. No. 28,483), Maria C.H. Lm (reg. No. 29,323), Joseph A. DeGirolamo (Reg. No. 28,595), Michael 
P. Dougherty (Reg. No. 32,730), Seth J. Atlas (Reg. No. 32,454), Andrew M. Riddles (Reg. No. 31,657), Bruce D. 
DeRenzi (Reg. No. 33,676), Michael M. Murray (Reg. No. 32,537), Mark J. Abate (Reg. No. 32,527), Alfred L. 
Haffner, Jr. (Reg. No. 18,919), Harold Ha1dt (Reg. No. 17,509), John T. Gallagher (Reg. No. 35,516). Steven F. 
Meyer (Reg. No. 35,613) and Kenneth H. Sonnenfeld (Reg. No. 33,285) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. whose 
address is: 345 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 10154; and Edward A. Pennmgton (Reg. No. 32,588), Michael 
S. Marcus (Reg. No. 31,727) and John E. Hoel (Reg. No. 26,279) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P., whose address 1s 
1775 Eye Street, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

[ ] I hereby authorize the U.S. attorneys and/or agents named hereinabove to accept and follow instructwns 
from 

--------------------------~--~--~~~~~~----~~~--~~~-----

----------,---- as to any action to be taken in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
regarding this application without direct communication between the U.S. attorneys and/or agents and me. 
In the event of a change in the person(s) from whom instructions may be taken I will so notify the U.S. 
attorneys and/or agents hereinabove. 

Inventor's signature* 

~d, 5;c4 -Sr::=u<fti'1~ C£) .;e.-,. :5c;t; ])t£'C}::' L-A 
Residence 2156-fPaprinDrive, Santa Clarita, CA ~JlJ)o' 

Citizenship --=U-=S..:...A:..__ ______________________________________________________________ _ 

Post Office Address 

Full name of second joint inventor, if any _W-=i=ll=ia..:...m..:...H=:.... . ..:...R:..:.o..:...of=-------------------------------------

Inventor'ssignature• .,4'/$~ ~ 
Residence 13429 Luckett Court, San Diego, CA 92130 

Citizenship --=U-=S..:...A=------------------------------------------------------------------

Post Office Address 

Full name of third joint i 

Inventor's signature* 

S +r.,.,. f-
Residence 20719 Nashville~. Chatsworth, CA 9 

Citizenship _U::::::.S.:...:A:____ __________ ~---------------------------------------------------
-3-
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Post Office Address 

[ ] ATTACHED IS/ARE ADDED PAGE(S) TO COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF 
ATTORNEY FORM FOR SIGNATURE BY FOURTH AND SUBSEQUENT INVENTORS 

* Before signing this declaration, each person signing must: 

1. Review the declaration and verify the correctness of all information therein; and 

2. Review the specification and the claims, including any amendments made to the claims. 

After the declaration is signed, the specification and claims are not to be altered. 

To the inventor(s): 

The following are cited in or pertinent to the declaration attached to the accompanying application: 

Title 37. Code of Federal Regulation. § 1.56 

Duty to disclose information material to patentability. 

492351_1 

(a) A patent by its very nature is affect with a public interest. The public interest is best served, and 
the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being examined, the Office 
is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability. Each individual 
associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of candor and good faith in 
dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known to that 
individual to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information exists 
with respect to each pending claim until the claim is canceled or withdrawn from consideration, or the 
application becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is canceled or 
withdrawn from consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the patentability 
of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information 
which is not material to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all information known 
to be material to patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to 
patentability of any claim issued in patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office in the manner 
prescribed by§§ 1.97(b)-(d) and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in connection 
with which fraud on the Office was practiced or attempted or the duty of disclosure was violated through 
bad faith or intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine: 

( 1) prior art cited in search reports of a foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and 

(2) the closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of 
a patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any 
material information contained therein is disclosed to the Office. 

-4-
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Title 35. U.S. Code§ 101 

Inventions patentable 

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 
requirements of this title. 

Title 35 U.S. Code§ 102 

Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or descnbed in a printed 
publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or foreign country or in 
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United 
States, or 

(c) he has abandoned the invention, or 

(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor's 
certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of the 
application for patent in this country on an application for patent or inventor's certificate field more than twelve 
months before the filing of the application in the United States, or 

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the 
United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another 
who has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1 ), (2), and (4) of section 3 71( c) of this title before the invention 
thereof by the applicant for patent, or 

(f) he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or 

(g) before the applicant's invention thereof the invention was made in this country by another had not 
abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention there shall be considered not only the 
respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one 
who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by the other ... 

Title 35, U.S. Code§ 103 

Conditions for patentability; non-obvious subject matter 

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such 
that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 
ordinary skill in the art to which said matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which 
the invention was made. 

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of 
section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the subject matter and the claimed 

-5-
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.,. 1 • ..,. 

invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same person or subject to an obligation of 
assignment to the same person. 

Title 35. U.S. Code § 112 (in part) 

Specification 

The specification shall contain a written description of the mvention, and of the manner and process of 
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms also enable any person skilled in the art to which it 
pertains, or with which it is mostly nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode 
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. 

Title 35. U.S. Code§ 119 

Benefit of earlier filing date in foreign country; right of priority 

An application for patent for an invention filed in this country by any person who has, or whose legal 
representatives or assigns have, previously regularly filed an application for a patent for the same mvention in a 
foreign country which affords similar privileges in the case of applications filed in the United States or to citizens of 
the United States, shall have the same effect as the same application would have if filed in this country on the date 
on which the application for patent for the same invention was first filed in such foreign country, if the application in 
this country is filed within twelve months from the earliest date on which such foreign application was filed; but no 
patent shall be granted on any application for patent for an invention which had been patented or described in a 
printed publication in any country more than one year before the date of he actual filing of the application in this 
country, or which had been in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to such filing. 

Title 35, U.S. Code§ 120 

Benefit or earlier filing date in the United States 

An application for patent for an invention disclosed in the manner provided by the first paragraph of section 
112 of this title in an application previously filed in the United States, or as provided by section 363 of this title, 
which is filed by an inventor or inventors named in the previously filed application shall have the same effect, as to 
such invention, as though filed on the date of the prior application, if filed before the patenting or abandonment of or 
termination of proceedings on the first application or an application similarly entitled to the benefit of the filing date 
of the first application and if it contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to the earlier filed application. 

Please read carefully before signing the Declaration attached to the accompanying Application. 

If you have any questions, please contact Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

FORM:COMB-DEC.NY 
Rev. 5/21/98 

492351_1 
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Application or Docket Number 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD 
Effective October 1, 2001 

CLAIMS AS FILED - PART I 

TOTAL CLAIMS 

FOR 

TOTAL CHARGEABLE CLAIMS 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT 

* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II 

PRESENT 
EXTRA 

PRESENT 
EXTRA 

PRESENT 
EXTRA 

SMALL ENTITY 
TYPE ~ 

RATE FEE 

BASIC FEE 370.00 

X$9= 

X42= 

+140= 

TOTAL 

SMALL ENTITY 

ADD I-
RATE TIONAL 

FEE 

X$9= 

X42= 

+140= 
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ADDIT. FEE 

ADDI-
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***If the "Highesl Number Previously Paid For· IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3." 

ADDIT. FEE 

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For· (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1. 

FORM PT0-875 (Rev. 8/01) 
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This Page Is Inserted by IFW Operations 
and is not a part of the Official Record 

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES 

Defective images within this document are accurate representations of 
the original documents ·submitted by the applicant. 

Defects in the images may include (but are not limited to): 

• BLACK BORDERS 

• TEXT CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES 

• FADEDTEXT 

. • ILLEGIBLE TEXT 

• SKEWED/SLANTED IMAGES 

• COLORED PHOTOS 

• BLACK OR VERY BLACK AND WHITE DARK PHOTOS . 

• GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS 

IMAGES ARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY. 

As rescanning documents will not correct images, 
please do not report the images to the 

·Image Problem Mailbox. 
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(54) A method and architecture for an int~ractive two-way data communication network 

(57) A two-way data communication device such as 
a data ready cellular telephone, a two-way pager, or a 
telepllone communicates via a two-way data cominuni
calion network with a· server computer on a COI'Il'IJler 
. network that has an interface to the twO-way data. com
munication network, i.e. is coupled to the two-way data· 
.comri'IUnication network.. For example, the COI\1)Uter. 
netwo,rk can be a corporate wk:le area netWork, a COI'J» 
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of comPuter networkS. The two-way data communica
.tion device utilizes a client module to transmit message 
including a resource selector chosen by the user io a 
server. Q'l a server .co~ on the computer network. 
The server. processes the message and transmits a 
response over the two-way data communication net
work to the client modUle. The client module interpretS 
the response and presents the response to the user via 
a structured user interface. Alternatively, the user trans· 
mits a request that directs the server to transmit the 
response . to the request to anOther lpcalion or to 
another user. · 
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Description 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains materiill: that includes, ·but is not.liinited to APPendix I, 
Appendix II, and Figures 10A to 10T. which is subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no cbjection to 

5 the facsimile reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and 
Trademark Office patent fHes or records. but otherwise reserves all copyright rights whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 Reid of the Invention 

15 

This invention relates generally to data communications, and in particular to two-way data communication devices 
including a cellular telephone, a two-way pager, and a telephone that permit a user to interface with ·and interact with a 
server on a computer network 

Description of Related Art . 

For at least the last five years, the wireless communication irxlustrY has tried to merge computing with wireless 
communications. This industry wide effort has held the promise of bringing software intelligence to telecommunication 

20 devices including mobile wireless communications devices such as cenular telephones and two-way pagers as well~ 
standard telephones. 

After years of research and development, and hundreds of millions of dollars' investment by some of the largest 
companies in the field such as Motorola, AT&T, Sony, Matsushita, Phillips and IBM, the resultS have been nothing but 
disappointing. Typically, the intelligent communication devices resulting fiom these efforts inc;lude bam the hardware 

25 necessary for a computer module and the hardware for a wireless communications ~e. ExaJ'Il)les of slut! products 
are Simon from IBM and Bell South, MagicUnk from Sony. and Envoy from Motorola. 

Fundamerital design and cost problems arising diiectly trom the ~ch taken" by the designer'S of these intelli
gent cOmmunication devices have limited widespread market accep~ce of these devices. The combination of a wire
less communication module with a computing module leads to a device that is tOo bulky, too expensive, and toO 

30 inflexible to address the market requirements. · · · . . · · 
The combination of the two modules is too large and too heavy to fit in a usE!r's pocket. Pockef size is a k9y require-. 

ment of the mobile communication market which remains unmetbY these devices · . . . 
In addition, the cost of these devices is close to the sum of the cost Of the cOmputer module and of the comriiuii

cations module, which is around a one thousand dollar end-user price. Market researCh indicate$ tliat the market for· 
35 intelligent wireless communications devices is at prices around $300. Even with a 20% COfll>OUi1d cost decrine; it wauld 

take five years for the cormination units to meet today~s cust.ornen;.• price requirements~ It is therEifore unlikely that 
devices designed by cormining a computer and a wireless module, no matter h(Mr miniciturized and cost reduced, can 
satisfy the cost requirement of the market during this decade. . · . . . . 

To succeed in the market place, intelligent wireless comrllJniCation devices muSt be able ~o si..PPOrt a Wide vanety. · 
4i:l of applications specifiC to each market segment. Typically, these awlieations muSt be added to. ~e device by the end·. · 

user after purchase. Thus, the device must provide a method for roSding the Initial application and for sUbsequent 
updating of the application. · - · . . . · · . . · . · 

The price sensitivity for intelligent communication devices and the size liniitatiOns means that an intel6gent cOinrnu-, 
nication device cannot support the amount Of core mernor}t (RAM), a hard disk or non-erasable meinQY, or a tracr~iOrial' 

45 floppy disk drive, commonly found on col1lluters. These limitations close the traditiOnal routes for deli)ll!ring nev.r app6- . 
cations or updates to intelligent communications devices. . , . 

As a result, the current crop of intelligent communication devices run only the feW applicationS Which were burried 
into their ROMs at the factory or which are contained in a ROM card plugged into a slOt designEid for this purpose. This 
scheme lacks the flexibility needed to run the thousaoos of applications required to address the fragmented require:.: 

so ments of the market and provides no siJll)le method for updating the applications after the device has been sold. 
Two other communication oriented attempts at bringing intelligence to telephones are Short Messaging Service 

(SMS) and Analog Display Service Interface (ADSI). SMS specifies how messages are delivered to and from a cellular 
telephone and how the cellular tetephone should store the messages. SMS also defrnes some si!l1lle processing which 
the cellular telephone can perform on the message. such as caUing a telephone number erit>edded in the message. 

55 SMS's architecture is similar to that of paging networks with the difference that devices inl:lfementing the SMS 
architecture operate CNer the control channel of the cellular telephone network SMS is deployed prfmarily in Europe 
over the GSM network. 

SMS messages are not delivered in real time. The time delays can range from 30 seconds up to 10 minutes, which 
makes SMS unsuitable for real time applications. The main purpose of SMS is the delivery of messages.. SMS does not 

2 
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specify an application protocol or cellular telephone applicatio~ mocltlle which further restricts'iiS usefulness in running 
appf~eations on cellular telephones. After a few years of deployment in Europe, SMS implementations have been limited 
to notification services such as twcrway paging and voice mail notification. 

SMS as a medium is unsuited to building applications which allows the retrieval. manipulation. and storage of infer-
s mation. This is the reason why the industry giants hav.e not turned to SMS in their quest to add intelfigence to cellular 

telephones: but have consistently attelllited to corrbine a computer module With a wireless communications module. 
ADSI was "esign9d as an extension tO Interactive Voice Response Systems. ADSI allows a smart telephone with 

a' small screen to display prompts to assist users in choosing among various options. By using visual prompts instead 
of cumbersOme veice promPts. ADSI is thought to make the use of interactive voice services easier and faster. · 

10 ADSI allows data tci be sent from the service provider to the telephqne in ·the form of screens. ADS I also allowS the 
telephone to resr)oi,d through tOuch ione signaling with a special coding to describe. the full alphanumeric character set .. 
Wrth ADSI, a tel~ne is primarily a j:lassive device. ServiceS send text screellli> to the telephone. and the telephone 
sends biick stiorrstrings irdeating the.choices the user made from the text screen. · 

· ADSI makes no provisions fa" performance of processing in th~ telephone. As a result, ADS I generates ·a high traf-
15 fie load on the telephoile · rietwork since each user input is sent bilck to. the service for processing. This makes ADS I 

unsuiiable for ~ialess netwOrks where bandwidth is at a premium~ "air: efficiency• is one of the most sought after 
quarrtieii. The lack of processing capability in the telephone and the high l?aJ:ldwidth requirements of ADSI have pre
vented it from being considered by the industry for imple11;1enting intellig~ Wireless devices. 

.. up io nt>w, intelligent communiCation devices have combined a computing module with a wireless communication$ 
. 20 modale. However, to gain wideSpread acceptance, a two-wa"y data communication device with processing capability 

and the abaity to run a wide variety of differing user aPPlications is neected. In addition. such a dE!IIice should b9 com- · 
parablein size, Cost, am weight to a cellular telephone. . . . . . 

25 

. ?UMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
-;i. 

. According to the Pflnciples of this invention. the prior art lirilitati~ns Ot Combining a c:iomputer module with a ~rele$s. 
Communication modUle have been a.rercome. In pSrtieular. a two-way data communication device of this invention, such 
as a cellular telephone, twcrway pager, or telephone includes a client module that communicates with a server compu
ter aver a twcrway data communicimon netw()rk. ThEi principles of .this inVention. can be .used "with a wkle variety of twcr 

30 way data communication networks. For example, tw<rwaY data communication networks for cellular telephones that 
may be used include a cellular digital packet data network as. well as TDMA. COMA. and GSM circuit switched data net
worJ<s; and the AMPS analog ceUulai rietwc:irk with a moderrl: Similarly, ~ tNo,~y pagers. two-way data communica
tion networks' include PACT, the new AT&T endorSed two way paging standard, or other priority twcrway paging 
netvio~ with data transport capability. The twO.:way data communication network for a telephone is the public swit.<:rnid 

35 · telgphcine netwOrk . . . . . . . • .. . 
· · · Using the two-way communication dwice ttiat inClUdes the client ll"'Qdule, a LISer can provide information to the 
server computer, retrieve information from the server computer. provide delia to.im &ppncation cry the server computer. 
whiCh &JSes the data aoo. provides informatkm to th~ two-way communieation.device. or sends the information to another 

·"location. Tne functiom11ly provided to the user ot the tw~way cbmmuniCation device is limited only by the applications 
40 · avaiiBble on a server computer that is 'accessible.to the·usei·a.rer the1tWcrWay data communication network.. 

·This 5nventiOn aDcMis for.the·first time two-way communications.deviCes such as cellular telephones, twcrway pag- ' 
ers. and telephOnes tO become open application platforms which in tum empowers software developers to ·deliver 
value-added applicationS and serviCes to any twcrWay. communication deVice that incorporates the principles of this 
il'lliention; This is a radiCal.shiit from the current situation where telephones and .twcrway pagers are closed, proprietarY. 

45 systems; :Corisequently, an· even playing fiek:J is created for the market to invent new uses for twcrway communication 
devices and for two-Way communication networks. Any entity from corporations to individuals can make new applica
tiOns 'aviiiiSble to the installed base Of two-way data communication dev:ices that include this invention without physical 

· modifiCation or addition to the two-Way cornmunii:ation device. Years after purchase, a two-way communication device 
inCorporating this invention will run all the applicatiOns which were develq:>~ since its purchase . 

. Further, all these applications are. available without the eriduser having to add.anything or make any modification· 
to the twcrway communication device. Also. tha applications are indEipendent of the two-way data rommunication net
wort< The applicationS. do not dePend on any featl,Jre. of the twcrway dSta communication nelwork.. Thus, the applica
. tionS are unaffected by a change in the twcrway data communication. netwoi-k. 
· Also •. the applications on the server.computer' are independent of the iwo-way data communication device with. 

55 · ·, which the server computer is interacting. 'An .application on the server COI'TliUter can communicate with any two-way 
· . data:corrmunication device that includes the client module of this ·invention aild a network interface module to transmit 
• '"<dataover, aFx:t receive·data·fiom the two:-way data cOmmunication network. These two features mean that an invest

nient.irq:lwelq:>ing ,an .application is insUlated .. from either: advaneesdn. tWo-way. data cornrru.nication. devices, or 
· advances in two-way data cortlllllinication network technology . 
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As indicated aboYe. the two-way data communication device of this invention utilizes a Client module to transmit a 
message including a resource locator selected by the user rNer the two-way data communication network to a· server. 
on a server computer on the computer network. For example, the computer network can be a corporate wide area net
work, a corporate local area. network. the Internet. or any combination of computer networks. 

5 The server processes the message. i.e, executes the application addressed by the resource locator and transmits· 
a response rNer the two-way data corrimunicalion network to the two-way data communication device, which stores the 
response in a memory. The client module interprets the response and generates a user interface using information in 
the response. In one errbodiment.· the user interlace includes at least one user data input option that is associated with' 
a resource locator. In another embodiment, the user interlace is a display. . 

10 The resource locator associated with the at least one user data input option can address any one of a wide variety 
of objects. In one errt>odiment, the resource locator associated with the at least one user data input option addresses· 
an object on the server corJl>Ufer that transmitted the response. In another embodiment. the resource locator' 
addresses an object on another server compUter coupled to the two-way data communication netWork. In yet another 
embodiment the resource locator ad:lresses ail object stored in the tWo-way COI'IliTllnicalion device. . · 

15 When the user selects the at least one user data input option, the client module interprets the selection and if 
required, appends any input data to the reSOurce aUocator associated with the at least one user data input q>tion. The 
client module transmits a message including the resource locator with any appended input data to the server COIT'pUter. 
Alternatively, the resource locator with any . apPended data can be addressed to another server computer, or can 
address an·object stdred in the two-way comniunlcation device. If the resource locator addresses an object on a server 

20 · · CO!TfJU\er, the client tnodule provides the message to the network interfa~e module which in turn transmits the message· 
oVer the twO-way data COmmUnication network. . 

Thus; in this embodiment, the message originaOy transmitted to the iwo-way data communication device included 
all the infonnation necessary ior the client riloduie to generaie the uSer interlace, to associate the user selection and 
any data entered with a particular resource locator, and to transmit the apprtpriate resource· locator in a subsequent. 

25 message. The client module includes an interpreter that processed the. information in the message. Since ttie message 
included all the information needed by the client module, the server COI'Jl)uter that transmitted the message retained no · 
state infonnation concerning the message. Consequently, the server computer is defined as a stateless server compu-
ter. . . 

An iOl)Orta'nt aspect of this invention is that the message iilcludes all information necessary for the client mOc:lule 
30 to generate the user interfaCe and a particular user interface can be independent from other user interfaces. Unlike prior· 

art systems thirt: gave the user a predeterrilined menU from which to select items. or timited the user. to an E-mail like 
format, according to the principles of this invention, the user intei1aces.and possible interactions available to the. user 
are detemuned.ooly.by the applications that developers make available. The. possible interSctions and user interfaces. 
for one Bpplication can be totaRy different and independent fran the,POssible interactions and user interfaces of another 

35 application. Thus, a ceDular telephofle, two-way pager. and a telephone all truly become an open platform. 
These features of the·invention are a significant departure from prior art systems. Typically, in the prior art. use of 

a particular application on a particular platform required that the application be compatible with the operating system 
on that platrorm. Further,·each time a new version of the application was released, the user was required to take steps 
to update the appficatiori ·on the user's platform. Further, if the user of the plalfonn did not modify the operating system 

40 as new versicins:of the oj:>erating s)'stemwere released,·at some point in time, the"platfonn would no longer be capable 
of processing a new version of an application that required a p.Jrrent version of the operating system. . 

This invention eliminates these problems. As explained above, the client module in the two-way data C:ommunica
tion device functions an interpreter. The application 91'1 the server oorrputer provides all information necessary for the 
interpreter to generate a user interlace on the two-way data comrm.nieation dBI(ice. and in response to user selections 

45 or data input using the user interface, to route messages to an appropriate server, i.e, either the server that sent the 
original informatiOn or another server. 

Thus, the client module only interprets this intonnation and interacts approPriately with the hardware of the two-way 
data communication device. Consequenuy, tO update an Spplicatiori require$ only changes on the server computer and 
not changes ill each two-way data communication device that communicates with that server computer. This invention 

5o eliminates the usual requirement for distriiJ\Jtion of application software, and application software updates to the end 
user of the two,.way data communication device. . . 

In one enixx:liment. a !WO-way data cOmmunication system for communication between a server COI11lUfer and a 
two-way data communication device selected fran a group consisting of a cellular telephone, a twc>-way pager, and a 
telephone, includes a two-way data cOmmunication network. a server computer coupled to the two-way data communi-

55" .':cation network. and a two-way data communication device coupled to the two-way data communication network. The 
' :· . server computer incll.des a two-way data communication interface module coupled to the two-way data communication 

network, and a server coupled to the two-Way data communication interface module. The server receives a message 
. including a resource locator from the blo-wsy data coiTIITII.IrliCaton network. The resource locator includes an address 

of the seiver corrputer and of an appfication on that server COfll>\,lter. The server processes the message using the 
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resource locator. In this embodiment, the server transmits a response to the message ovei the two-way data. commu-
nication network. · 

The tWo-way data ~nk:imon dt:Mc~ selected. from the group consisting of a cellular telephone, a two-way 
pager. and a telephone, includes a network interface fl'lOC!ule coupled to the two-way data communication network, and. 

5 a.client module ootq)led to the nebvork inteiface mOdule. The client module transmitted the message including the 
resource locator to the Se.ver over the t:w<Wrcly data communication network. The client module also processes the 
responSe to the mes5age from the server. The response includes information for a user interaction over the two-way 
data communication network. · . . · . · ·· 

The cli.ent module of this inVention is-iightweight, arid thus requires only lightweight resources in a two-way cta1a · 
10 communication device. Consequently, the client module can use existing resources in such a device and therefore does. 

not adcWo the cost of the tWo-way data Communicati,on del(iee. _ . _ 
In one entlodiment, the interpret!¥ w.ith~n the clie.nt module includes a plurality of managers including a user inter, 

face manager coupied to a diSplay of the'two-iNay data communication device where the user interface manager han
dles interactioris with the display. The ~ interface manager;~ is .coupled to a keypad of the two-way data 

15 communication deVice and trandJe int~ons with the keypad. Herein, a keypad can be a telephone keypad, the keys 
found on· a two-way pager, or other lfata input interface of a iwo-way communication device. · 

In one embodiment, the _response generated bi'tlie server comPuter includes a plurality of resource locators and 
at least one of the plurality of re&Oui-ce loeators iricludes ·an address to another server coupled to the communication 
network. - . . 

20 According to the principles ofthis inlientio'n. a method ior using a two-way data communication device, selected 
from a group coriSisting of a cellular teiephone. ·a hvo-way pag...:. and a telephone, to communicate with a server com-

25 

30 

35 

40·· 

45 

'55 

puteriilcludes: · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

'=':""': 

generating a message by a cli(;!nt module in 
response to. data entered by tpe user of a two-way 
data communica.tioh: device coupl'ed to a two-way 
data communication network, 

wherein the client module executes on a 
mi~r6c6ntroller of the two~way data 

. ,:~ 

conuqunication device; . and 
. the'message includes a resource locator; 

'· t:fansmitting the message over the 
' . . . 

two-:-way, d~t:,a. communic-ation network to a 
' . . . . 

. server computer wh_erein the server 
computer is identified by the resource· 
locator;· ., . 

executing an application on the server 
compute_r identified by _the resburce· locator to 
gep.erate ·a_. resPonf!e to the message; and 

transmitting the response to a location 
identified by' the application· .. 

As indicated ~e the location ~n beihe ~ ~ication d~ce. another server computer,or some other 
device coupled to the 'lierver oomputer. · · · · · · · 

I , 

BRIEF DEscRIPTION OF THE oaAwn-ias · 
- ,\l --. 

Ftgure 1 illustrates one entlodiment (If the airriei network of this invention that includes·the two-way data commu
nication devices of this invention. 
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Figures 2A to 2H are illustrations of a series of screen displ~ys of the two-way data c6mmimication'device of this 
invention that inustrate one application of the principles of this invention. 

F~gures 3A to 3F are illustrations of a series of scre.en displays of the two-way data communication device of this 
invention.that inustrate a second application of the principles of this invention 

5 Figures 4A to 41 ~e illus!Iations.of a series of screen displays of the two-way data communication device of this 
invention that illustrate yet another aPplication of the. principles of this invention. 

Figure 5 illustrates another embodiment ol the _airnet network of this invention that includes the tWo-way data com
munication devices of this invention and an ·airnet network translator. 
. Figure 6 is a block diagram of a mobile wireless comm1.mication device that includes the client and support modules 

1 o of this invention. · · · 
· Figure 7 is a· more detailed diagram 6t the ii'!Obile wireless communication device and a server computer within the 

aimet network architecture .of this invention. · · · 
F~gures SA to 80 are a process flow dia91:airl showing the process performed by the client in the mobile wireleSS · 

coinrnunication device and the server on the server computer of Frgure7. · 
t5 F~gure 9 is a d'.agram of a mobile wireless COfl'!lllUnication device of this invention that includes a novel predictiVe· 

text entrY system that is a part of this invention. . . . . 
F~gures 10A to 10T are one embodiment of a letter frequency ~e. : 

·· Figure 11 is a process flow cfl8gram for one embodiment 01 a data ·eritry process !Nit includes the nov!!!J prediCtive 
data entry process 0t this invention. · 

20 Figure 12 is a more detailed diagram of the mobie wireless communication. device and the airnet network translator 
within the airnet network architeclure of the another embodi,;ent oi this is invention. · 

F~gure 13 is a process flow diagram shoWing the various processes performed by the airnet network translator of 
Fegure 12 . 

Figure 14 is a diagram illustrating the various l'rl09ule.managers included in one ell't>odiment of the client moduie 
25 of this invention. 

Herein. objects with. the same reference mimeral are the same object Also, the first number of a reference numeral 
irdicates the Figure where the objectfirst 8J?PBafed-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
30 . ,. ' . . . . 

According to the principles of tnis invention, a novel airnet network 150, i.e., a two-way data communication net
work, interconnects any one. any combination, or all of two-way data communicaliori deviceS 100, 101, or 102,.that 
each include this invention, with a wide variety of computer networks'120, 130, and 140, fOr example. As explained 
more completely beli:IW1 each tWo-Way data communication device 100, 101, and 102 can be configured to transmit data 

35 to and receive data'from any desired combination of computers on computer networks 120, 130, and 140. Aimet net
work 150 is the two-way._ data communication path from the two-way data communication device to the particular com
puter that iS accessed by ttie. user of that twO-way data communication device. . 

Each wireless communication device 100 that inctudeS this invention ccin communicate over airnet network 150 
with any server COJl1)uter 121; 131, ancl141 on airnet network 150 that includes at least one application that commu-

40 nicates and interacts with the processes of this invention that are included within device 100. Thus, device 100 can 
access information on the CQI'IllUier network· ahd provide information to the Computer network. SimRarty, a two-way 
pager 101, arxJ a telephone 102 with a modem 103, that each include this invention, can communicate over airnet net
work 150 with any of server computers 121,131, and 141that includes at least one application that COITIITUnicatesarxJ 
interacts with the processes Of this invention that are inclUded within devices 101 and 102. · 

45 As explainec1 more conipletely below', an application on a server ooniputer can be accessed by any two-way data 
communication device that can comJrunicate with that server computer. The application is independent of the particular 
type of two-way data cximmunicatiOn device that iS used to access ttie application and independent of the particular two
way data communication network used. ThiS means that a user can acceSs an application from anywhere so long as 
the user has a two-way data communication dGYice that can communicate with the server computer. 

so In one embodiment. a process on wireless c0n1munication deviCe' 100 is configured as a client process and the 
awlications on server corll)Uters 121. 131 and 141 on airnet network 150, that communicate with the client process, 
are server processes. This architecture allows some of the processing burden to be moved 8'N'J:I from cellular tele
phone 100,.across aimet network 150, to a server module on any corrputer on airnet network 150. · 

Specifically, a wireless cOmrrunication deVice.1 00 e.g., a ceRular telephone, with a telephone like keypad, Corilrnu- · 
ss nicates via a data capable cellular telephone network 11(), e.g., a Cellular digital pacl<et data telephone network. with an 

awtication on a server computer on a coJ11)Uter network that has an interface to data Capable cellular telephon·e net
work 110 .. for BX8111Jie, the computer neiWork ean be a corporate wide area network 120. a corporate local area net-
work 130, or perhaps the Internet 140.. . 

Slmilaiiy, a two-way pager 101 cominmicates via a two-way pager network 111 with an application on a server ·. 
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computer on a computer network that has an interface to two-way pager network 111: Again, for example, the computer 
network. can be a corporate wide area network 120, a corporate local ~ea network 130, or perhaps the Internet 140. 
Finally, a telephone 102 communicates via a modem 103 and public switched telephone network 112 with an applica
tion on a server COIJl)uter on a computer network that has an interface to public switched telephone netiNork 112. As 

5 with the other two-way data communication devices, the corrputer network can be, for exarrple, a corporate wide area 
network 120, a corporate local area network 130, or perhaj:>s the lr:rternet 140. 

In each of two-way data coi'ITirunication devices 100, 101, and 102, the client process is stored as a client module 
in the device and the execution of the client mcx!ule on. a microcontroller in the device is sometimes referred to as the 
client process. The cnent process J)erfOrms inlportant procesSing functions locally. This allows the communication 

10 between the client process, hereinafter sometimes referred to as simply client. and the server process; hereinafter 
sometimes referred to as server, to be minimized and the server c;orrputlng requirements to grow slowly as the number 
of clients, i.e., users. grows. · 

The client mcx!ule is small. e.g .• under 64 KByte; and requires only low.processing power congruent with the mem- · 
ory chips and built-in rnicrocontrollers in two-way data communication devices suc:h as cellular telephone 100. two-way · 

15 pager 101. and telephone 102. Thus. unlike the prior art attempts at an intelligent telephone. the cost, size. and battery 
life of ·ether cellular telephones. two-way pagers, or telephones that. incorporate this invention are not adversely 
affected. · 

While client/server architectures have .been uSE!Cf extensively. in corrputer networks, a client/server architecture 
i111>lemented using two-way corrmunication data devices such as cellular telephone 100, two-way pager 101, or tele-

20 phone ,102 yields new and unexpected results. This invention allows for .the first time a wide variety of two-Way data 
communication devices including but not limited to cellular telept)ones. tWo-way pagers. and telephones to become 
open awlication platforms which in turn empowers s~e developers to deliver value added applications and serv- · 
ices to any two-way data communication device Which inCorporates the_principles of this invention. 

This is a radical shift from the current situation where cellular telephones. two-way pagers. and telephones are· 
25 closed, proprietary systems. Consequently, an even playing field is ci-eat~ for the market to invent new uses for. cellular 

telephones and data capable cellular networl<s, for two-way pager$ and twO-way pager networks. and for telephones on 
the public switched network. . · 

Any entity from corporations tO incflviduals can make new applications available to the installed base of data ready 
cellular telephones. two-way pagers, and telepholles, that include this invention without physical modification or actli· · 

ao lion to the devices. Years after purchase, a two-way data communication device with this invention can run all the appli
cations which were developed since its purchase. Further, all theSe ·applications are available without the user having 
to add anything or make any rni:x.iification to the twcrway data communiCation device. These .features of the invention 
are a significant departure from prior art systems. Typically, in the prior art, uSe of a particular application on a particular 
platfOrm required that the application be eqmpatible .with the op4:M"ating system on that platform. Further, each time a 

ss new version of the application was released, the.uSer was required to take .stepS to update the application on the user's 
platform. Further, if the user of the platform did nOt modify the operating system as new versions of the operating sys· 
tem were releasei:l, at some point in timS: the platform would. no longer be.capable of processing a new version of an 
application that require,d a current version ~the operating system. 
. . Also. sniaiJ devices. such as cellular telephones or Pagers, usually do not have card slots. floppy or hard disk drives, 

40 · or other. means commonly found on COill>ulers to add or update applications. This limitation has led prior art attempts 
at intelligent communication devices to design cloSed systems witMixed functionality. Such devices can neither adapt 
nor be .adapted to the fast changing requirementS of the market place and so have not met with market success. 

·. This·jnvention eliminates these problems. The ciient process in the two-way data communication device functions 
an interpreter. The application on the server computer provides all information necessary for the interpreter to generate 

45 a user inteiface on the two-way data communication device, and in response to user selections or data input using the· 
user interface, to roUte messages to an appropriate server, i.e, either the server that sent the original information or 
another, server. . . · . , · . . · . 

Thus, the client process only interprets thiS information and interacts appropriately with the hardware. of the two
way data communication dSYice. Consequently; to update an awlication requires only changes on the server computer 

so and not changes in each two-way data c~nication device thSt comnuni,;:ates with that server corrputer. This invM' 
tion eliminates the usUal requirement for distJ:ibution of application software, and application software t¢ates to the 
end user of the two-way data ccimmuni~on device. 

For example, if initially, two,way pager 101 receives a. response to a message from an application on server com
pUter 121 on corporate Wide area network 120, the interpreter in tWo-way i>ager .1 01 generates a user interface on dis· 

ss play screen 106.using irilormation in the message. As described .more completely below, options presented in the user 
·. interface can allow the user to access irlfcirmation, or provide-information to any.one,.any corrbination of, or all of net-

workS 120. 130. and 140. . . . . 
Specifically, in the response to the message froin two-way pager 101, the application initially accessed on server 

corrputer. 121 included resource locator.; for 8ppfications on each 01 networks 120, 130, 140, typically common gateway 
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interface programs, accessible to the user of pager 101 as well as information required to generate the user intertace:. 
ConsequentlY, when the user makes a particular selection or enters data, the interpreter accesses the a,:propriate 
resource locator and appends any necessary data to the resource locator. The client transmits a message including the · 
resource locator to the a,:prop-iate server . 

s As shown by this examplt;!, the applications on networks 120, 130, 1~ send to the two-way data communication · 
device aU information necessary to generate a ~ interface, and to process all user input. Consequently, only an appli
cation must be changed to update the· information provided to the two-way data communication device. 

In addition, since all the information needed by the dient to generate a·user interface and all information necessaiy · 
for' the client process to rElsponcf to any input data is included in the message, the. computer:server does not retain arrY 

10 state information concerning the information transmitted to the client process. Consequently, the coinputer server is. 
stateless. · 

Each two:way data communication device 100, 101, and 102 that utilizes airnet network 150, indudes a data com
munication capab~ity. a display screen, preferably a multi-line display screen. and storage capability. for the processes 
of this invention .in an on-board rneinory, and for the message being processed. Nearly every data capable cellular tel-

ts ephone, e.g., a telephone that utilizes a cellular digital packet data network, includes excess on-board memory capacity 
and a rrulti-fine display screen. These hardware resources are often available, but ooused in a data capable cellular tel-· 
ephone because of the incfiVisibifJty of memory chip packages. The indusion of the processes ol this invention in such 
cellular telephones therefore has very little effect on the cost. size, and power consurrption of the cellular telephone. 

·Similarly, the indusion oJ the processes of. this invention in ~way f>ageri>.and telephones, that indude a microcontrol-
20 ler and memory, has very little affect· on the coSt, size, and pow"" conSurrption oJ these devices. 

Thus, unlike priOr art approaches that attempted. to combifle a computer mOdule and a wireless cbmmunicatiori 
ITIOd!Jiein a single package, this embodiment ol the invention.preferabty utilizes the memory and processing power that · 
currently exists in the cellular telephone 100, twO-way pager 101, telephone 102 or other wireless or landfine two-way 
data communication devices. This approach limits the cost of .the reSulting deviCe and overcomes many ol the problems 

25 oJ the prior art devices; e.g.,· the size and weight of the twO-way data communication device· is not changed, and; as· 
explained above, updating user applications is removed from cellular telephone 100, ~Y pager 101, and telephOne' 
102. . 

In particular, .unlike devices produced by previous industry attempts at combining corrputing modules and a wire-' 
less cellular module. two-way data communication devices which incorporate this .invention are size and cost corrpeti

so live with voice-only telephOnes and cari, for the first time, satisfy the market cost and. size requirements for an intelligent · 
cellular.telephone. fOr exarrple. 

The incrementai coSt oJ supporting interactive app6cations on cellular tel~one 100; two-way pager 101, and tel
ephone 1 02 is reduced to at most a slightly larger Screen that is required to disl>laY the application to the user. This IS 
a fraction of the cost of adding a complete ciomputer module to a Cellular telephone, for example. 

35 .The incremental jX)wer consumption required tO sOpport this invention is also wry Small, as the incremental me~ 
ory and screen required are smail consumers of power cOmpared to the cellular radio itself. lnteDigent two-Way data 
communication deviCes buM according to the principles oJ this invention are not expected to rnive a significantly lower 
battery life than standard cenular telephones, or two-way pagers, for examj:)le. 

The .configuration and proCesses of the client proCess in two-way. data commu·lication devices· 100, 101' and 1 02 
.w are similar when the diHererices in the dwices .anc.t llie two-way data communication network aver which the deviCes: 

communicate are.considered. Consequently, in the following description, the operation of data-ready cellular telephone 
100 is considered. The same or slmilar operations can be perfOrmed on .two-way data communication devices 101, and 
102, The main difference is that scime device dependent features within the client' module must be changed to a~ 
modate the· particular hardware used in the two-way communication .deVice .. However, the client module architecture 

45 described more CCJr11)1etely below limits the number ol changes that must be made. 
As indicated above, in response to user actions, wireless communication device 100 transmits a message, typically 

a data request. to a server computer 121 on computer network 120 and receives a response to the message. Merna· · 
lively, the user action can result in directions to server· computer 121 on computer network·120 to ~it the response 
t'o the mesSage to another loddi6n or to another user. Also, wireless communication device 100 can receive a message 

so from any one ol the computers coupled to airnet network 150. 
fin importSnt aspect o1 thiS invemc:m.is that the client module interpreter in wireless communication device 1oo 

· generates a user interface by which the user can both initiate and receive messages from a variety ol appi'JCations;The ·· 
interactions take place ifl real-time and· are not lirmed by the client module interpreter. The uses of wireless communi
cation device 100 are limited only by the availability of applications on server eomputers. 

ss The applicatioris available are determinoo by app6cation developers. Prior to considering one implementation of 
the inVention in further' detail, several iDustrative examples of applications that can be iJ'11)1emented according to the 
principles of this invention are described. These applications are illustrative only and are not intended to limit the inveil
tion to the particular applications and features described. 

·In one use. the user configureS cellular telephone 100 to access server COflllUier 121 on XYZ corporate wide area:· 
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network 120. In response to the access by the user. server computer.121 transmits a card deck to cellular teiephone·. 
100 over data capable cellular telephone network 110. As explained more completely below, a card deck includes one 
or more cards. and each card is interpreted by the client module to generate a user interface screen 

In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 2A. the initial card deck transmitted to cellular tei!!J)hone 1 00 include$ an 
s introductory display card and a choice care!. Figure 2A is an example of introductory screen display 200 that is gener

ated on display screen ·105 by the client process in cellular telephone 100 by interpreting the display card: As used 
herein, a display screen is the physical display apparatus in a twcrway communication device. A saeen display is the· 
image presented on the cf!Splay screen. . . . . 

lri.this eni>odimenl display saeen 105 is a pixel display that cf15plays graphics. In another embodiment, display 
10 screen ·105 displays only teXt and so the graphics would not appear on display screen 105: Screen display 200, and 

other screen displays described.more completely below, iriCiooe a horizontal arrow. i.e., a multH:ard deck incf~cator, to 
comriumicate to the uSer that the current deck includes another card. The inclusion of screen indicators. such as the . 
mi.tlti-card deck indicator, to communicate with the user is oPtional. The functionality of this invention is independent of 
such screen indicators. 

15 When the user presses a pred~errnined ke'y, or key sequence, the client process in cellular telephone 100 inter-
prets the• next card in· the. card d~ .i.e .• the choice C¥d· and in tum g~erates a menu 201 (Fg. 28) of items that can 
be accessed by the user. In this embodiment each of the menu. items is available on server computer 121 to the· user 
who, in this Elxample, is a representatiVe ofXVZ corporation visiting ABC Designs. 

As explained more completely below. each of the menu ilefT!S is associated with a resource locator that includes an · 
20 address·of the particular object associated with that menu iteni, typically an address to a common gateway interfaCe 

program on server computer 121. In general, a resource locator includes an address and may include appended data: 
The address can be to a local object within the two-way data communication devic.e or to a remote cbject on a server 
COfTII)uter. AS is known to th.ose skilled. in the art. the cominon gateway intertace is an Internet standcird that is used to 
dynamically generate information, e.g .. cards. In view of this' disclosure, other techniques to generate d)inarric cardS ' 

25 . could be used. . . · . : · . · 
Initially, the highlighting of the first Jine'of menu 201 is not present When a~ on the· keypad of .cellular telephone 

100 is pressed, the menu item corresponding to that key is highlighted on saeen 105. Thus, menu 201 shows the first' 
citem highfrQhted to indicate that the one key walij pressed by the user. HoweVer, highiighting a selected item is a feature 
that iS specific tci this example, and in gimeral is not required to implement the invention. Other methods can be used 

30 to indicate the .user's choice on display screen 105 such as an airow pointing at the choice, if such an indication is 
desired. . . . 

After the 'one key is pressed. the user presses a predetermined key. e.g,, an enter key, to verify the selection. Alter
natively, in another einbodiment. the verifieation of the selectiOn is n~ required. In both errt>odiments, the resOurce 
locator for the selection is transmitted to 5erver cximputer 121 by the. client process in cellular telephone 100 over data· 

35 capable cellular. telephone network 1t0. In response to the. selection, server computer 121 processes the message 
containing the selection. and in this_err'bcidirrient, transmits another card deCk to cellular telephone 100. 

· The client process in cellular telephone 1 oo inte..Prets the first card in the deck received from server corrputer 121. ·. 
which is a choice card, and generates a screen display .202, that inclldesa second -menu as illustrated in Fig. 2C, on 
di$play,.screen 105. lnitiaUy, none of the items in. the second meriu are highlighted •. 

40 Notice thSt screen display 202 includes a header, that desaibes the selection made by the user on screen display 
201, io addition to the second menu of choices available to the user. A multi-display screen card indicator 203, e.g;, in · 
this errt>odiment, a hand icon With a finger poiming down, shcrNS that the screen associated with the currerit choice card 
includes'additional items that are not shoWn on diSplay screen 105. Herein, a screen can be larger than the nurrtler of 
lines available on display screen 105 and so the .user muSt scroll the si:reen display to view the complete screen .. 

45 · ThUs, to view the additional items; the user presses a first screen scroll key, e.g .• a next key, on cellular telepliohe 
100. In this embodiment, When the firSt screen saoll key is pr~ed •. each line of the display is roBed up one line. The 
resultiilg,cf!Splay has an icon with a finger pointing up {nof showri) if the menu requires only two screen displays. If the 
menu.requires more than two saeen displays, the second screen display of the menu would have two icons, one with · 
a finger pointing up, and another with a finger pointing down. To scroll betWeen the various lines in the second menu, 

50 the user uses the first screen scroll key; and a second screen scroll' key. 
If the tJSer cf!Splays the last line of a card, e.g., the last fine in the second ~u. and presses the first screen Scroll 

key nothing hapJ:ien5. In this embOdiment. the user must make a choice before the next card is available. . 
· · Screen display 202 also includes representations of two soft keys, a home key 204, and an info key 205, In this 

exarf1)1e. these soft keys are defined only for the card used to generate screen display 202. When the user presses a 
ss · ·predetermined key sequence. the home key is highrJghted to ilidicate.the selectioO. In this enixldiment. when the home 

· • key iS :selected, the user is .returned to Sc:reen disj)lay 200. In another embodiment the. user could .be -returned, for 
·· exllflllle, to a horne screen display that is displayed each time the user activates eeDular. telephone 100 for use on aimet . 
network 150,, -' .. •. · · 

The home key is associated with a-pointer, that in one embodiment is a resource locator, and the card addressed 
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by the pointer is displayEd by the client process when the home key is selected by the user. Sp~JCally, if the pointer is 
to a card.in the current deck, the client proc~ sifl1)1y displays that card. If the pointer is to other than a card in th!i 
current deck, the client process in cellular telephone 100 retrieves the deck containing the card at the location identified 
by the pointer. The location could be, for example, either a memory in cellular telephone 100, or a memory in computer 

5 121. 
Simaarly, when the user.presses another predetermined key sequence, the info key is highlighted to indicate the 

selection. In this emlxx:liment, when the info key is selected, a help screen is displayed fur the user that describes the 
possible selections. The particular contents of tlie help saeen are determined by the provider of the service. Specifi· 
cally,.a pointer is associated with the info key and when the info.key is depressed by the user, the information stored at 

to the location identified by the Pointer is retrieved and interpreted by the client process in cellular.telephone 100. . 
Returning to the menu in FJQure 2C, since .the user.wants to determine the status of an order, the user puShes tlie 

twO key on.the keypad of cellular telephone 100. In response to the key press, the secoro choice in the menu is high· 
lighted as shown in Figure 2C. In response to verification oft~ l(eypress, e.g., the user presses a Predetermined keY 
sequence, cellular telephone 100 transmits a clleck open order requB!>f to coi'Jl)Uter 121. i.e, the client process trans·· 

ts mits a message that includes a resource locator associated with. the menu item selected by pressing the two key. · 
In response to the check open order request; computer 121 transmits yet another card deck to cellular telephone 

100. The Client process in cellular telephone 100 interprets this deck. that.is an entry card, and in turn generates a pur·· 
chase order number entry screen display 206 (Fig. 20) on display screen 105. Notice that screen display 206 has a pi'e
vio~ soft key 207 imd a fax soft key 208. Again~ each of these soft keys has an associated pointerand.the inforrniltion 

20 stored at the location identified by the pointer is retrieved and interpreted by the client process when the user selects 
the soft key. 

. ·In this example,.the user does not select a soft key, but ra~er the user enters the purchase order nurroer as·shown 
in FIQure 2E using the keypad of cellular telephone 100. The user enters only the various numbers. The client process· 
formats the number and inserts the dashes as shown in Figure 2E. · 

25· After the purcllase order is entered, the user presses a predetermined key sequence to indicate to the client prOc" 
ess that entry of the ·purchase order number is cofl1)lete. Notice that the user is entering data and not simply selecting 
a menu item The user is utilizing cellular telephone 100 as if cellular telephone 100 was a cOmputer connected to net· 
war~ 120, but. as explained more cof11)1etely below, cellular telephone 10o is simriar to a standard digital data capable 

. cellular telephone that communicates over data capable cellular.telephone network 110. Specifically, cellular telephone' 
3o 1 OO.is not a combination of a COfll)uter module and a wireless communication module as in prior art attempts to. create. 

an intelligent telephone. · 
. In addition, the user enters data using only the standard cellular telephone·keypad. Thus, cellular telephone 100 

eliminates the need for a computer keyboard or for a sophisticated touch screen that recognizes motion of a pointing · 
object" This is irrportalit to maintaining. the size, weight, and power requirements of cellular telephone 100 similar to 

35 those of a VolCEH>nly cellular telephone. In one embodiment. to facilitate data. entry,. as explained more completely 
below, cellular teJephoOe 100 includeS a teXt prediction process that reduces the nurrber of key strokes required tO· 
enter text data. In this enilodiment. the text prediction process·is turned·on or off for each entry. card. 

In response·tO entry Of the purchase order number, the client process transmits a request to server eo~er 121 
for the partiCular purchaSe order. Specifically, the client process appends the entered data to a resource locatOr and 

40 transirits a message containing the resource locator to server computer 121: Server computer 121, in respc:inse.to the 
message, retrieves the appropriate purchase order and transmits the purchase order as a card deck to the client proc- · 
ess in cellular telephone 100 over aimet network 150. 

The client process interprets the card deck•and generates a screen display 209 {Fg. 2F).InitiaDy, faX key 208 is not· 
·highlighted in screen display 209. · 

45 Notice that screen dil?Pfay 209 includes rnultk:lisplay screen caret indicator 203 to show the user that the purchase 
order screen contains more information that can be displayed at one time on display screen 105. 

After the user reviews the purchase order, the ilser presses the key sequence for fax key 208 and in response, faX 
key 208 ·is highlighted as Hlustreted in 'Figure 2F. 

In response to selection of fax key 208.-the client process retrieves the card deck at the location identified by the 
so pointer associated with fax key 208. If the Jocation.is on.server corrputer 121, the client process transmits a message· 

including a resourc:e.locakr to server CQrTPuter 121 aild;;.. response to the message, server·cornputer 121 transmits 
back yei anQther card deck.. If the location is on a server corr.,uter other than server coi'Jl)Uter 121, the client process 
transmlts a message including a reSource locator to that server. computer and in response to the message, that server · 
computer transmits back yet another card deck. H the location identified by the pointer is within cellular telephone 100, 

55 the client process si~ retrieves the deck. In ei1her,case;faxfam210 {fig. 2G), that is an entry card, is displayed on. 
c:flsplay.sereen :105 by cellular telejlhone 100 .. ThiS example demonstrates the information accessed by the client proc· 
ess can be located in any nt.JI'Tt)er of locations. The resource locator associated with the fax key identifies the appropri~ 
ate location. · . , .... , .. , . 

When fax form 210 is displayed, the user enters,the facsimile machine telephone·nuni>er at ABC DesignS, as 
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shown in Figure 2H. usinQ the cellular telephone keypad. In this embodiment, the telephone number is automaticaDy 
formatted by the client procesS. After the telephone number is entered, the client process appends the telephone· 
number to a resource locator aoo transmits the information to server conl>uter 121. 

When server corrputer 121 recEiives the information. server computer 121.executes a common gateway interface 
s application (CGI) pointed to by ~e resource locator. The CGI appliCation grabs the necessary information and transmits 

the informcition via e-mail to a fax gateway. The fax gateway, upon receipt Of the e-mail, converts the information to a·. 
fax and sends the information to the specified telephOne number. Thus, cellular telephone 100 requires neither a printer 
connection nor a print driver, but yet can print using the facsimilfi! machine at ABC Designs. 

As:alustrated in this example, cellular telephone 100 transmilted.a request for a particular purchase order; and 
10 sCheduled transmission of data responsive to the request ~to a local machine. capable of printing the data Thus. the 

processes_ of this invention, as described more. completelY below, in ceilular telephone 100 in. combination with data. 
caj:>able cellular telephone network 110 aoo server computer 121 permit cellular telephone 1 00 to effectively utilize an 
application on server computer 121 on n~ 120 even th,ough ceDular telephone 100 uti6zes only a microcontroner 
found in telephone 100 800 doeS not reqUired a separate COIJlllller module as 'in the prior art. 

15 In addition, the client process using the information trarlsmitted from server corrputer 121, i.e, the cards, generates 
a wide-variety of user interlaces as illUstrated in Figures 2A to 2H. The partirular configuration of the various user inter
faces:is defilled by the caids transmitted in a card deck.. Cor)sequently.: the User interface is not fixed to one partiCular . 
format such as an E-mail type format. but rather the ~t is variable ~ can be redefined by each card that is inter
preted by the client J)rocess. Also. in general, the user interface for one application on a server computer is independent 

20 from the user interface for another application on that servEir computer. . 
Specifically, the application accessed on server computer 121 generates the card deck and so in tum defines each · 

of the various user"lnterfaces.. Each user interface penl\its thEi uSer to identify a particular selection. EaCh particular 
selection could reSult in generation of a different user intertace with different sl;!lections. Thus, the user interfaces are . 
limited only by the applications aceessible to ,the ~way data, comrrunication deYice. 

25 As shOi.vn beloi.v. a ·wide variety of applications cari be provided on a server computer. Despite the robustness of 
the client module in interJ,retirlQ a wide variety of application: .iypicaily, the client process is lightweight and thus requires · 
only Hghtweight resources, e.g.; sO Kbytes: of. read-only memory (ROM). for \he client module. 10 Kbytes of raridom 
access memory (RAM). ai1d less than one million instructions per second (MIPS) of processing power. Since the client 
process needS only these lightweight resources in a two-way data communication device, the client can use existing 

30· resources in si..ch a deYice and.therefore does not add to the cost of the two-way data communication device such a5 · 
data capable cellular telephone 100. . • . · _ . · 

. In another embodiment, the user can eonf~gure ceDulartElfephone 100 to access. server computer 131 on corpOrate · 
local area netwOrk 130. In response to the access by the user, computer 131 transinits a home card (not shown) to eel-·:· 
lular t~lephone 1 oo which in. fum generates a hoirie screen display on display sC:reen 105. · • 

35 . When the User _selec;IS pei'sonal inbrmatiOh on the.hoine screen display ·or on a.subsequent screen display ·aSSI>-
cicited with the home Can:!. a message including a resource locator for a personal information deck is transmitted from 
cellular telephone 100 to computer 131.1ri respOnse to the message; computer 131 transmits a.carddeckthat includes 
a display ca:n:i aoo 1:1 choice card to ceiJUJM telephone· 100. In these examples, the card deck is described as including 
one,Qf,three cards, a. display card, a chOice card, and an entiy card. .However,, ttiese examples are illustrative only, and' .. 

40 ·are not• intended to limit the invention to those·partirular. embodiments of cards. In view of this discloSure. those skilled 
in the,art will be able to torm combinations of these types of cards and define other types of cards, if such cards are- · 
appropiiate for the particular application • 

. The client proceSs in cellular telephone 100 interprets the displaY~ that inclUdes image aoo teXt data aOO gen
erates screen display 300 on display screen 105 (Fig. 3:A)~ Screen display 300 includes a home key 301, and an info 

45 key 302. When the user selects horne key 301, the u5er is returned to .the home screen. Into key 302 functions in a man-
ner Sir'nilar to that desCribed above for info key 205. · · · · . · · . · · · 

When the user presSes a predetermined key, the ciient ProceSS ifiterpr:ets the choice card and a second screen dis
play .3o4 (Fig. 38) is driVen on diSplay screen 105. Screeri display 304 is a menu of the personal information that is 
stOred on server COmputer 131 for use by the user of cellulaf teiEIPho!:'e 100. Multi-display screen caret indicator 203;• 

so e.g.; the hand with a finger Pointing down, illustrates to ll:le user that the list has additional items that appear on the next · 
screen<lisplay. sCreen display 304 also iridicates the number of E-mail nies$ages,.faxes, and voice messages waiting 
for the user. · · · 

The user scrOlls the screen display line by line until ~een display 30s is on display screen 105. Initially, the foUrth 
item in the menu is not highligtrted.·ln this exarrflle. .the user presses the four key on the keypad of cellular telePhone 

55 100 to view the user's schedule. ·In resi:>onse to the key press; the client inodule in ceDular telephone -100 transmits a 
mes$age, including a resource 1oc.ator assOciatiacf with the menu item selected by pressing the four key, to server com
puter 131 using data capable cellulaf telej)hbne network 110 8rd corpOnite local area network .130. . 

In response to the message, ·senier computer, 131 executes the appliCatiOtl identified in the resource locator. Upon 
completion of the execution, server compUter 13t,transrri1S, over corporate local area network 130 and data capable 
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cellular telephone network 110 to cellular telephone 100, a card deck that includes a choiCe card that deScribes the. 
user's schedule for that day. 

In this embodiment, when server COrll>uter 131 completes.the transmission, server computer 131 has corr;>leted 
the response to the message and has transmitted all necessary information to cellular telephone 1 00. Therefore, server 

s corr;>uter 131 does.not retain any state information concerning the transmitted information and so is referred to as a 
stateless ·server compUter 131. In this embodiment, the client process can only request a card deck. However, as dem-· 
onstrated herein, card decks and the two-way interactive data communication system of this irrverrtion provide.the user· 
With a new level of capability. · 

When cellular telephone 100 receives the card deck, the client process in cellulaitelephone 100 interprets the 
10 choice card aild drlves·screen display 306 (Fig. 30) on diSplay screen 105. Initially, the first item in the menu of screen· 

display 306 is not highlighted. When the LISer deJ)resses the one I<Sy on the keypad of cellular telephone 1 oo. ceDular 
telephone 100 highfights the first item in the meriu:Cellular telephone 100 generates screen display 308·(Fig. 3E) upon. 
the user subsequently depressing a predetermined key. Scieen display 308 includes a schedule key 309; that wher,. 
selected returns the user to screen display 306 (Fig. 30). Screen display 308 also includes a more detailed descriptioli 

15 of the 10:00 a.m. meeting. . . 
. While screen aJSplay 308 is active,· if the user depresses a predeiermined key; the user is presented with the · 

options in screen display 310 (Fig. 3F). Initially, item tWO in screen display 310 is not higt'iighted. 
In this example. the user depresses key two on the keypad of cellular telephone 100 and so cellular telephone 100. 

sendS a message including a resource iocator to server computer 131 to serid an E~mail message to BiD Smith oonfirm-
20 ing the meeting at 10:00 a.m: When seryer comPuter 131 executes the cipplicatiOn addressed by the resource lOcator,' 

an E7mail message is sent. · . . .. · . 
' In' another exaJ'Il)le, the user of cellular telephone 100 connects to lnt£1fnet service provider computer 141 on firter: 

net 140 using data capable ceDular telephone network 110. Upon conneCtion of cellular telephone 100, service provider • 
141 transmits to cellular telephone 100 a card deck to generate FigUres 4A to 4C. 

25 : The client process in cellular telePhone 100 interprets the fii'St card in the card deck from computer 141 and gen-
erates screen display 400 (Ftg. 4A). When the user preSSes a Predetemtined key; cenular. telephone 100 aJSPiays 
screen display 401 (Fig. 48). Screen display 401 provides the user with a series of '?hoices ttiat group services alpha-
betically. '. . 

When the user der)re$ses the seven key on the keypad of cenular telephone 100, cellular telephone 100 displays a 
30 list of the services that have letters P. A~ or S as. the fii-st letter in the S!i!rviCe name. In thiS embodiment, Sa:een displays .. 

401 and 402 are a single card, e.g., a single screen. Each of the. various services associated with a key haS an index 
and when. a partirular choice is made by the user, the choice defines an iOdex. The client process then disPlays all of 
the services with the index that eorresponds to the index defined by the usefs choice. 

In screen display 402, the user is given a series of choices of services that are available to the i.Jser under tab · 
35 seven. Initially, item three .in saeen display 4o2 is not highlighted. In this exaf11)1e, the user depresses the three key on 

the keypad of cellular telephone 100 to select the stOck quotes aoo item three in screen cfr.;play 402 is highiighted. 
In 'response to this s£11ectjon. cellular ~elephor\e :1 00 transmi1s a rE!QIJest for a S1ock quote, i.e, a message including 

a resource locator, CNer cenu1cv telephone network .100 and internet 140 to service provider 141. ·In r~Ssponse to the 
request, service providef' ~er 141 executes the ilpptication adctressed by ~tte resource locator. The application · 

40 retrieve~ a card deck that. in turn is transmitted to cellular telePhone 100: The card deck includes a display card and an. 
entry card. . . · .. . · . · - . · · 

Upon receiving the card dElck.·the client process in cellular telePhone 100 interprets the display card and generates· 
screen display 403 (Fig. 40). When the user depresses a predetell'flined key, eiltry screen display 406 (FIQ. 4E) is gen
erated on aiSj:)lay screen·105 ofcellulai'telephone 100. 

45 Initially, the box with letters SUNW in sereen display 406.is empty. The letters SUNW are entered in the box by the · 
user to indicate the ticker s~ of the stock for ~ich the user wants ~tion. After the user has entered the stock · 
ticker symbol, the user presses the predetermined key to indicate that the entrY· is corr;>lete. 

In respOnse.tci the entry by ttie user; the client module appends the stock ticker syrri:xll to the resource locator and 
transmits the. resource locator to service provider COI'J1)uter 141 which,· in. tum, executes an application addressed by 

5() the resource lOcator to retrieve the latest stock market informatiOn for the stock ticker symbol. ServiCe provider 141 uses 
the retrieved information to generate a card deck that contains the infOrmation and then transmits the card deck to cel
lular telej.)tme 100. 
. . The dient process in cellular telephone 100 interprets. the fii'St card in the deck and generates saeen display 409 
(F~g. 4F). ·For c:oriverience. the F~gures 4F to 41 are grouped together and separated by a dotted line. However. at any 

ss given time. in this embodiment. display screen 105 can dispiay any foUr.adjacent lines and so the grouping of lines ii 
· FtgUres 4F to 41 is for ccitWenience only· tO denions1rat.e the level of inform.idion that can be retrieved and displayed by 
the client process. The useof a·four line dlsplay screen is iOustrative only. The client process of this inventioi"r can work 
with any size display screen. ~en a one line display screen. HoweVer, a multi-line display screen is preferred.· 

In the FJQUreS discussed above, the display screen is a r:*eJ display and so can aJSPiay images. In another eiTbod-
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iment, the display screen only displays text and is smaller in size. For·such an embodiment. the various entries are 
abbreviated and only text is displayed, but the general operation is identical to that just described. Also. the various 
CO~ll>uter networks can be interlinked so that a user with access to one computer network can dJtain information on 
anotlier COOlluter network. Moreover, the embodiments described above are merely illustrative. One important aspect 

5 of this invention is that cellular telephone 100 Can interact with any type of server appfication that is configured to com· 
municate with and interact with the client process in cellular telephone 100. Thus, the user is no longer limited to only 
a few services offered by a telephOne network provider. · 

ln. Figure 1, the cellular telephone user must address, i.e., connect to, each coOl)uter of interest to access the dif· 
ferent Services. Consequently, each computer requires the information necessary to communicate with cellular tale- · 

10 phone 1 00. In another embodiment. not illustrated, cellular telephone 100 contacts a single central computer over data 
capable ceDular telephone network 110. This computer is connected to each of the either networks illustrated in Figure 
1. Consequently. the user of cellular telephone 100 sends a message inCluding a resource locator to the central com
puter, the central coOl)uler processes the message and retrieves the information addressed by the resource locator 
from the CIJ:Propriate network shown in Figure 1. After the requested information is retrieved. the central computer gen-

15 erates' a card deck and trarismits the card deck to cellular telephone 100. In this embodiment, only one computer must 
be configured to communicate with cellular telephone 100. However, that same computer must be configured to com· 
muriicate with all other computer networks that are of interest to the user of cellular telephone 100. 

Hence, according to the principles of this invention, the client process on a two-way data communication device can 
initiate an interaction with a particular Server computer. The server CO"llUier transmits (i) information to the client prOC· 

20 ess to generate a User interface, and (i~ a resource locator for each possible selection by the user from the user inter· 
face. The resource locators can address applications on the server computer, applications on over server computers, 
or an application on the server computer that in tum accesses ot!ler !;erver coniputers. Gonsequently, the user of a two
way data commUnication device is limited only by .the applications provided on the server computers. 

Further, the user can be provided new and/or updated capabilities by modifying the applications on the server com-
·25 p'ut'ers. There is no requirement that the client process be changed for a new or L.pdated application. The client process 

must only interPret the information received from an application and transmit a message for additional information. 
These operations.are unaffected ~y a new or Lq:Xjated aPplication. ConSequently. as noted above. this invention doeS 
not require distribution of application update$ or new applications to the end user of the two-way data commtlnication 
device. 

30 Figure 5 is an illustration of another embodiment of airnet network 150. In this embodiment, the messages from a 
two-way data communication device, e.g., devices 100, 101, and 102 are'directed to an airnet netwak translator 500. 
Airnet network translator 500 and a particular two-way data communication device, e.g., any one of devices'1 00, ·1 01,· 
and 102 cominunicate using tria protocol for point-to-point Coll'!J)1Unication on the particular network linking aimet net· 
work tranSlator 500 and that two-way data communication device. Fo~. example, if data capable cellular telephone net-

35 work·110 is a cellular digital' packet data network; either the transmission control protocol (TCP) or the user datagram 
protocol (UDP) can be used. · 

Airnet network translator 500 transfers data between the t.vo-way data cOmmunication device and the selected 
computer network aft~ translator 500 validates the commLII'!icatibn path, as explained more corrpetely below, and 
enCrypts,,the meSsage transferred to the computer network if necessary:.1n add"ttion, airnet network translator 500 col· 

4D leets transaction. and billing infoimation com:~ming the cominunication between the two-way data communication 
device and the designated computer netwOrk. Speeifically, aiJ11et network translator 500 provides access control for .. 
pa}ting serviCes and a logging mechanism for billing. Airnet network translator 500 can also provide·a directory service 
to users: , .. :. ,; · . · · · · 

· Figure 6 is a block diagram of a typical GSM digital cel.lular te!ephone. Each of the hardware components iri cellular 
45 telephone s6o is known to those skilled in the art and so the hardware componer!ls are not described in detail herein. 

The compiled and linked processes of this invention are stored in ROM 601 as a client module 602 and support mod
ules 603 •. Upon activation of a predetermined key sequenee utilq!ing the keypad, physical layer processor 610, that is 
sometimes referred to herein as a microcontroller, initiates a client.process using Client module 602 in ROM .601. 

In this embodiment. client module 602 inclooes a plurality of manager modules, as explained more completely 
so below. The particular manager modules utifized isdetermiried by the characteristics of the particular cellular telephone 

100 in whiCh client 'module 602 is iniplemented. Client· nlodule 602 must inctooe manager modules to interface with 
modules that Control the particular hardWare in cellular telephone 100, a manager rricxtule to interface with the particular 
cellular telephone network protocof used bY cellular telephone 100, and a manager module to interpret the card decks. 
received. Therefae. thepartitalar manager modules desaibecl herein are Only illustrative of the principles of this inven-

55 ·. tiOrl and are not intended In limit the invention to the specific modules described more CO"llletely below. 
In this embodiment, the client process controls the operations of a plurality of-cellular telephone dependent support 

processes that are stored in ROM:60i such as a display module.· a·l(eypad mooule, and a network and terminal control 
. module, that were referred to above collectively as support modules 603. The combination of the client process,,display 
process, keypad process; and network and termnal control process are considered foreground tasks by the microker-
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nel in ceDular telephone 600. Also, herein module and process are used interchangeably, but those skilled in the art will 
awreciate that the module is the computer software as stored in a memory, preferably, a ROM. of cellular telepho11e 
600 and the corresponding process is the execution of the .moclule by· the microcontroller in cellular telephone 600. 
Again, note that this invention does not require a separate processor and instead can utmze the processing power that 
already exists in cellular telephone 600, because as described above; the. client process of this inVention is so light
weight 

The user interface for cellular telephone 600 determines the version of the Oser interface manager module ttBt is 
stored in ROM 601. In one embodiment, the parameters used to define the user interface level are the display resolu
tion, the pixel access of the display, and the support of soft keys. One definition of the user interface levels is given in· 

to Table 1. · 

15 

20 

TABLE.1 

USER INTERFACE LEVEL DEFINITIONS 

Levell Text only; 1 or more lines; 12 to 15 characters per line; and no soft keys. 

Level2 Text only; 4 or more lines; 20 to 25 characters per,line;·and soft keys. 

Level3 Pixel.access; 150 by 75 pixels or larger; and soft keYs. 

The user interrace manager module presents data to the display module wtricl'! in tum drives display 'Sa'een 605; . 
and capture$ data entered by the user on display screen 605. In response to.this information, the client process pre-
pares a message fOr transmission by a network manager module. · 

25 · To more c:omPretely explain the opei'ations performed aver aimet networl< 150, Figure 7 is a block diagram that arus-
trates the various components in one embodiment of this invention of cellular telephone 700: Those skilled in the art will. 
awreciate that cellular telephone 700 includes circuitry and software similar to that illustrati:!d in cenurar telephone 600 
for voice and data operations supported by cellular telephone 700 in addition to the modules for operatiOn on aimet net
work 750~ Similarly, server computer 743 includes other software and hardware that is known to those skilled in the art.· 

so and so is not illustrated in Figure 7 for clarity. 
In this errbociment. client module 702 in digital cellular telephone 700, that is executing on the microcontrollei' of : 

· telephone 700. communiCates with server computer 743 over cellular digital packet data (CDPD) net.woi'k 710. CeDular 
digital packet data network 710 is used to iDustrate one embodiment of this invention on one two-way data comniunica· · 
lion network. The principles of this invention can be used with a wide variety of two-way data communication networks: 

35 For example other two-way data communication networks for cellular telephones that may be used indude'TDMA; 
COMA, 'and GSM circuit switched data networks; and the AMPS analog cellular network with a modem.: $imilarly, for 
two-way pagers, two-way data communication networks include PACT. or otllE!r priority two-way paging netwOrks with 
data transport capability. . · · . . · · · · · ·• .· 

Prior to corlsidering the operation of this configuration of airnet network 750 in more detail, another .aspect of ·this · . 
.w invention is required. Specifically, a technique is required for conveying instructions from digital cellular telephone 700 · 

to a server application on server computer 743; and conversely. · · · ·· . · · . · · · 
.A teteghone interaction .description Janguage (PIDL) is defined for use by sef'Vi9e developers. A terminal interactiori 

!anguage (TIL) is a distiDation of the telephone inieraction description language and describes the same interaction tO · · 
digital cellular telephone 700 as the telephone interaction description language describes to comPuter 743. 

45 With the exceptiOns described more tompletely below, a process in the terminal interaction language is a· com-
pressed version of the same process Written in the telephone interaction description language. The terminal interaction 
language allows easy parsing on the f:wo.,way data communication devic.e, which in turn makes the ·client smaller than 
a client for the telept\one interaction description language that is readable by humahs, but is not optimized for parsing 
by a machine. . · . 

so The COfllll'ession from the. telephone interaction description language to ttie terminal interaction deScription jan.:. 
guage is done typically at run time because some cards are <::ofl1XIIed cards and so cannot be precompiled. A wide 
variety of techniques can be used to convert the telephone interaction description language to terminal interaction lan· 
guage. The importa~ aspect is that; if bandwidth across the cellular telephone network is 6mited; a compressed form 
of the telephone interaction descriptiOn language is used: 

55 Preferably, each data type is canpressed to facilitate optimal transfer .over the two-way data communication net"· 
work. For exaf11)1e. the verbs in the telephone interaction description language are COI'Illl'essecl using a binarytokeni~· 
zation. :Graphics are COfll:11'essed using run length limited compression and text is compressed using any one of the 
weJI.-known techniques tor'text cotnpression. While compression of the telephone interaction description·language is· 
not required to ii'Jl)lement. this invention, compression makes the invention more efficient by utilizing the bandwidlh ot 
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the·network more effectively. 
Instructions in the telephone interaction desaipti(,n language and \n the termmal interaction language are grouped 

into a deck and a care!. Each deck includes one or more cards. A c;ard inclldes the intormation, i.e .• a set of telephone 
interaction description language. required to generate a screen. As indicated above. a screen can be larger than the 

5 number of fines in a display screen. 6th~r equivalent terms for a card include a page and an atomic. interaction. Thus, 
a card deck is silll)fy a group of screens~ The nurrber.of.cards in a card deck is selected to facilitate efficient use of the 
resources in the two-way data eomirlinication device and in the aimet network · · 

For simplicity. in this embodiment, eal;;h card is a single 'operation. Herein, an operation is defined as a related set 
of actions· such·that the user does not encOunter an unanticipated delay in moving from on'e action to the' next. i.e, the 

IQ USer does not have to wait for client inocfufe 7fJ2 to retrieve another Cam deck from COmputer 743. AlSo, a deck may 
inclooe 'definitiOns of soft keys that stay in force while the deCk is active. i.e. being executed by the cellular telephone 
microController. · . 

~uter 743 may contailfstored static telephone interaction description language decks. Computer 743 alsO·gen
erclles telephooe interaction descriptiOn laoQuage decks .in r~nse to data. fiom. or choices made by, the user of eel· . · 

1s lular telephOne 7oo. · · . 
In the embodiment Shown in Figure 7, cornput~ 743 converts a telephone interaction description language deCk to 

a terminal interaction language deck. that in tiJm is transmitted to i::ellular telephone 700. The terminal interaction lan
guage is designed so that decks car be stored unaltered in memory 716 of cellular telephone 700 and referencect 
direC11y, with littie or no parsing. While telephone interaction description language decks on computer 743 may contain . 

20 references to. imag~ a terminal interaction language d~ ~ns tlie ~gesat the end of the dad<. Thus, if a par~ 
ticular two-way data communication device does not support display of images, the images are easily stripped from the · 
terminal interaction language deck before the deck is transmitted to that particular two-way data communication dEIIIice • 

. As il1dicated above. each .interaction with thEi 'user .of cellulclr telephone .700 is descnbed by a deck or a series of 
decks. Logically. the user retrieYes a terminal interaction language deck,stored in a memory 716 of cellular telephone . 

25 · 700 after receipt from corrputer 743 over CDPD network 710. The user reviews the information displayed by cards in 
· the deck and makes choiceS and/or enters requested il)fQI111CitiOn arid then requests another deck, as described above· . 

with rE!spect to Figure5·2A to 2H, for exaf11'1e. 
· When ihe user niceives a dEick, the first c;:trd of information_ is displayed on .display s<:reen 705. Typically, as shOwn 
above, the first card is text. an image, ora combinatiOn of an image and text. After the user has reviewed the first card; 

30 the user hits a NExT key to view the neXt card in the deck. $imitarly, a user.Q30 return to a previous ·card in the deck by ·. 
using a PAEV key, Thus, uSing the NEXT.and PAEV ~<BYs; the user can Flavigcite back and forth through the dad<. 
WJthin a card. the user usesascron key or keys to move the partioo of the card displayed up and down. This description 
of a partieular method used to n~te through a deck ~n~\.iiithin ·a card is .not intended to limit the invention to this 
particular method. In view of this discloSuie, those skilled in the art will be able to use a wk:le variety of ways to naVigate 

35 through a deCk and. within a card. . ' ' ·. . . . . ' . . . 
Cards. in this Eimbodinient. are one Of three types, a display. card, a choice card, and an entry card. lndElpendent 

· of.the l}rpe of Card, tlie Card can contain text and images. In adcfrtion. the invention is not limited to these three partiCular 
types Of cardS. The d9!inition of the three P<irtieular types of carets is used to facilitate a description of the invention and 
to assist. the deYeloper's in organizing awlicafioils: · · ' . . . · 

4o · A display ci:lid gives information to the user to read. The diSplay content can inctlde any one of, or any combinatiOn' 
of text.· an image, ard a soft key. The soft key is In effect only while the display card is active. . 

A-choic8 card cflsi:>rays a tisi of chOices for the user. Jhe choices are autorriatically presented in a format specified 
on the choice card. See Appendix 1; which is a par1 of the present disclosure and is incorporated herein by reference in 
its entirety. As explained above. the user makes a choice by depressing the key corresponding to the choice. · 

45 · An. entry card is used to obtain inPut data ffom the user.·An entry card displays one or more entry lines.·Typically, · 
· each entry line includes a display followed by an entry line. The entry line, in this embodiment, can be for either numeric 
ortextdati:i. :. · · . 

In this embOdiment. choice and entry cards preYent the user from moving to the next card until the user has entered 
the requested information. When the user reaches the_ laSt card in a <feck and hits the NEXT key, a request for a new 

so deck is. initiated. The deck requested is 'detel'l)'lined by either th.e cteck that the user has completed, or by the choice$ 
made by the user. Also. When the deck is cont:ileted. the choices and/or data entered by the user typically are transmit

. ·.ted along with the request for. the new deck to computer 743. 
Appendix I iS one embodiment of a symax for the telephcine interaction description language and the terminal inter· 

action langUage of this invention. In one embodimer~. the telephone interaction description language is described using 
55 a subset of the standard generalized markup language. Only a subset of the standard generalized markup-language is 

i.Jblized so that telephone interaction description language j:larsers also can be written easily using simple tools like lex 
ard yacc. . , · · 

Returning to operation over airnet network 750, cellular telephone 700 includes a display module 712, a keyboard 
moclule·711, a client module 702, and a UDP interface .T.odute 714.1n this el'lilodimeFrt, module 702 is stored in a non-
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volatile memory (not shown) of telephone 700 and is executed by the microcontroller (not shown) in telephOne 700: 
Modules 711, 712. and 714 operate under the control of client module 702. 

Clieitt module 702 includes instructions that direct the microcontroller in cellular telephone 700 to p~rm the oper
ations described more COI'll'letely belcwv with respect to F~gures 8A to 80. The operations include sending uniform 

5 resource locator (URL) requeSts to HyperText TranSfer Protocol (HTTP) server 749, parsing and displaying a TIL deCk 
or decks returned by HTTP server 749, ard generating new URLs based on the user~s key presses. For a description 
of HTTP server sottware alid platforms that can run the HTTP server software, see. for example, Jan S. Graham. The· 
HTMI: Sourcebook. .iohn Wiley & Sons. Inc., New York. Chapt 8, (1995). which is incorporated herein by reference. 

User datagram protocol (UDP) interface module 714 cooples CDPD network 710 to client module 702, ai1d alloWs 
10 client module 702 to communicate using UDf' over CDPD network 710. The user datagram protocol is weD knoWn to~ 

those sllilled in the art and is doCumented extensively. UDP .interface module 714 supports transmission of siinple 
stand-alone messages between the connection partners. . 

Display module 712 is a display driver that couples client module 702 to display screen 705 and so allows· Client 
· module 702 to specify the info~mation presented on display screen 705 .. The user interface manager module within elF 

t5 ent module 702 converts the dlspiay information in a card to instructions for display module 704 which in fum provides 
signals that drive the hardware that controls ttJe operation of diSplay scr.een 705, For example. if the TIL deck includes 
an image, the.user interface rrJil~er module determines whether the active card calls for display of the image. H the 
active card directs the USfilr.inteiface manager module to alsplay the image. the user interlace manager module passes· 
the Image in memory 716 to disr)lay mcidule 712. which in turn displays the image on display screen 705. 

20 Keyboard module 705 couples keypad.71S to.client module 702, and stores data representing keys pressed by the 
user on physical keYPad 715 in mernory.716 .. Keyboard module 705 notifies client module702 when the user has 
pressed a key.. . . · . . . · · · . . · · · 

When client module 702 is notified Of a key press, the user interface manager module within client module 702 
pa5ses intormation about the key press to display module712 that in turn displays the appropriate character on display 

25 screen 705, if an entry card is active.·" the user interhilce manager moduie determines that a choice card is active; and· 
the key press corresponds to one of the choices. the user interface manager module sends instructions to display mod· 
ule 712 that resuh in the choice being identified for the user. e.g., highlighted as described above. · 

. In addition.to HTTP server 749, host COJll)uter 743 includes a UDP interface module 748. CGI programs 7S1 stored 
in·a memory 755 of host collllUf.er 743, and TIL decks 760 stored in memory 755. 

· 30 . HTTP server 749 uSes UDP interfaCe module 748 to send data to and reeeive data from CDPD network 710. TIL 
decks 760 are TIL.decks that can be accessed by HTTP server 749. Static files containing PIDLdecks are oonverted. 
to TIL decks only once on HTTP server 749. CGI programs 761 are common gateway interface programs that j)roduce· 
PIDL decks that are used by HTTP server 749 to produce TIL decks that in turn are transmitted via UDP interface mod~ 
ules 748·and 714 and cellularteltlphone network 710 to cliel'!l module 7D2. In this embodiment. the services availabte_ 

35 over aimei network 750 are application$ acCessible by HTTP server 749 on Internet 140 for which a service developer 
has written a PIDL deck. ora CGI script that in turn generates a PIDL deck, and is stored on computer743. · 

The. architecture in Ftgure .1 demonstrates some inllortant aspects of this invention. Fll"St, the applications. the • 
PIDL decks and CGI scripts in this embodiment, are indlipendent of the particular two-way data communication net
work. For HTTP server i49 to communicate over a.different two-way data CO!'llnl.lnication network that doeS not support 

40 UDP, only UDP interface module 748 mListbe changed; The applications are unaffected by such a change. 
· Second, the applications on HTTP serv.er 749 are ir:xfependerit of the two-way data communication device with. 

which HTTP server 749 is interacting. Ai1 apj;,lication on HTTP server 749 can comrrunlcate with any two-way data 
comrm.inication deviee that includes the appropriate client and a module to transmit.and receive data over the two-way 
data communication network. These twci facts mean that an investment in developing an application is insulated from 

· 45 either advances in two-way data communication devices. or advances in two-way data communication network techno!· 
ogy. . . 

Ftgures 8A to 80 are a process flow diagram for one embodiment Of this invention. Initially, when the user initiates 
communication over airnet network 750, client module 702 initializes a work space in memory 716 of cellular telephone. 
700 and then, in get home URL process 801, stor_es a URL in the work space. According to the principles of this inven-

so tion, in one etrbodirnent. each cellular telephone that.utilizes the airnet network has·a home URL stored in a non-vola
tile memory that is used to retrieve a home card deck for the celiUJar telephone. In another errbodiment. the ceDular . 
telephone obtilins the home URL from server 749. Thus, in get home URL process 801, dient module 702 obtains the 
home URL Herein. a URL is an exarll)le of a specific errtlodiment of a resource locator .. 

For example, in get home URL process 801. client module 702 obtains a home URL. SliCh as 
ss htlp:Jiwww.libriS.comlairnetlhome.cgi · 

and storeirtillihome URL in the work.space. The portion of the home URL. http:Jwww.libris.com, identifies a particular 
HTrP serVer, i.e, server 749, on the world-wide web: The portion· of the URL. /airnetlhome.CQi, specifies a particular 
common gateway interlace program within CGI programs 761. The USE! of a URL pointing to a ser\ier on the world-wide 
web is illustrative only is not intended to limit the invention to appi"ICations on the world-wide web. In general, ceOular 
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telephone 700 obtains.an identifier, i.e, a resOurce locator, of a home application on a heme server that is" executed by 
the server when the ceDular telephone initially becomes· active on airnet network 750, and stores the resource locator 
in the work space. 

·Next in ereate HTIP request process 802, client module 702 converts the URL in the· work space to a H1TP 
s request. For example, for the above URL. create HTI':P request process 802 generates a method field, such as 

GET /airnetlhorrie.cgi HTTP/1.0 . 
The GET method is part of lfiTP. Thus, the format for the GET .method is known to those skilled in the art Also, this 
particular form of the method is uSed becauSe a specific server connection is established by cellular telephone 700 and 
so ·Identification of the server is unnecessary. Nevertheless, briefly, this corrimand instructs server 749 to execute appli- . 

10 cation home.cgi and execution of applicatipn home.cgi in tum results in generation of a home deck and a subsequent 
tranSmission of the home dE!cl<.to cellular telephone 700. HTIP/1.0 specifies the H'[TP.version used by client module 
702 in cellular telephone 700. · . . . 

In addition to the method field, client module 702 in proce51? 802 could also generate appropriate H1TP request · 
fields to pass information to server 749 about the capabilitieS of client rOOdule 702. The request fields can include infor- .. 

·1s · mation Such as liSts of the MIME ccntent-typeS acceptable to the client; fists of data encoding tyPes acceptable to the· 
. . client; user authentication and encryptiOn scheme inforrn;ition for the server;. the length in bytes of the message being . 

sent to;ihe server; and the internet rna;, address of the user accessing the server. This list of information is illustrative' 
only and is not intended tolirri~ the invention to the: particular request fields d~ibed herein. hry request field defll'led · 
·by H'TlJ:?. can be utilized by crrent module 702.'However, iii this. embodiment, the defaults are utilized and so no H1TP 

. 20 recjuest fiillds are generated. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. Typical H1TP methods that can be generated in HTTP req1J9Si proCess 802 are a GET method for requesting either· 

a TIL deck froni server749, or execution of a comrhon ·gateWay intf.irrace prc)gram on server 749; and a GET method· 
·reqUest to a cOmmon gateway int~rface progrant'With data, ag:, a query string awended to the URL In either case, a 
URL is transmitted to serVer 749 within the particulclr m~ge. Alter create H1TP request process 802 is .COfl'lllete. 

25 client process transfers to transmit request process. 80-:1:. . . .. . · · .. 
However, if the transinission control protocol is uSfid inste<ief 01 UDP, client module 702 would access a TCP ·mod

ul~ in establi!!h server cOnnection process 803 that replilced UDP module 714. Since, in this embodiment. U.DP is used, 
establish connection process ao3 is enclosed by a dashed line in Figure 8A to indicate that this process is unnecessary 
when using'UDP. ·· . · · . · · · · · ·.. · 

30 . : In eStablish server oonnectioo prOceSs 803,' a virtual ccinneCtiori .would be made over CDPD network 710 between 
TCP interface module 714 and a TCP interface module in HTTP servei-749 so that data could be transmitted between 
cellular t~lephone 700 and cell'iluter 743 uSing TCP, e.g., tx.dferS to support data exchange are defined. The establish-
ment of a'TCP connection is weif..known and so is not desciibed further. . · · ......... . · 

lri Figu~e SA, a dashed line connectS establiSh server connection piocess 803 with establish client connection proe-
35. ess 860; ttiiius alSo dashed, thatis perfomieef by H1TP server 749. This incfJCates that both client module 702 and 

server 749 are reqi.rired to cOmplete proc~ aoa: ' . . ' . . . . . .· 
· When the TCP virtual eoonection is established, errant module 702 transfers processing from establish server~ 

nection proeess so3 to transmit request process 804. Siri'lilarly, server 749 transrers: to request received check 861, in· 
which s~er 749 waits until a request is r![!Ce!Ved. EstabliSh clieni connection process 860 is not needed tor UDP and .. 

4D so HTTf'-'server 749 initiates processing in' rE!CJ.Iest r~eived:check process 861 •.. Process 860 is enclosed within a. 
· daShed ~ine box to lndicSte that the process is used only for TCP.' •· · 

.. · In transmit requestprocess 804, the HTTP requeSt ~serit from the work area in telephone 700 to H1TP server 749. · 
Again, a· dashed line connects Process 804 of client rnoc:l.ule 702 to.riiquest received check 861 that is performed by 
H1TP server.749 to indicatE; that the check is dependent upa:a' information from client module 702. When the transmis"'· 

45 sion of the·request is complete, client module 702 tl'linsfers to response received check 806. • · . 
Upon· receipt afr:t siorage of the HTtP r.equest, requeSt received chBck 861 transfers to service request procesS 

862 irl ¥itlich H1TP server 749 initiates service of the received request !n service. request process 862, if the H1TP 
request only seeks transfer of a static deck, H1TP senler 749 retrieves the requeSted static deck from TIL decks 760. 

· Conversely, if the request requires sewer 749 to c:btain.data from the Internet or to append data to a particular file,· 
50 server 749 launches the com(ll6n gateway intertace appliktion addresSed in the 'rE,quest, and passes the data in the 

· HTTP request to thiS application for further processing. · ·. · . . · · · . . . 
Foi example, 'if,the uSer o(cellulaT te~ 700 requested a fax as in F'IQure 2F, the HTTP request Identifies a 

cori1mon gateway interface application in CGI programs 761 that accepts as input data the telephone nurmer and grabs 
the information to be faxed. The 001 application generat9l> an e-fnail transniission to the fax gateway. Similarly, for a 

. 55 stock quote;.server749, in responSe to the H1TP requ9st, laUhches a cOmmon gateway interface application that sends 
out a stOck query aver Internet 140 to a Stock quOte serVice pi-cWid~ using the tiCker tape symbol passed as inj:lut data 
by server 749 to the common gateway inteiface application. When the responselo the stock query is received, the corrt

moil.gateway interface app6aition buHds a PIDL deck thaunciuctes the data in the response to the stock query. 
Upon completion of serVicing the request, HTTP Server 749 converts the PIDL deck to a TIL deck and returns the 
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TIL deck to client mcx:lule 702 using UDP in transfer response process 863, that is connecte(:f by a dotted line to 
response received check 806 in client module 702. As the TIL deck is transferred, client rrodule 702 stores the deck in· 
memory716. · · 

After the TIL deck is transferred, HTTP server 749 closes the process for responding to the message from ceUular 
5 telephone 700. All the information needed by client module 702 to ge!'lerate a user interface on display screen 7os and· 

for responding to any selection or· data entry presented in the user interfaCe is included in the TIL deck. Consequently, 
client module 702 only has to interpret the TIL deck and interpret the user input to transmit the next message to HTTP . 
server 749. The state for the HTTP server is defined in the next message. Consequently, 11ITP server 749 is stateless 
because HTTP server 749 does.not retain state information concerning a respon$e to a message after the message is 

to transmitted. · ·· 
However, in another errtKldiment (not shown), .a server could retain state information concerning each interaction 

with a client mcx:lule. For example, if the server transmitted a choice card to the client module, the ~erver would retaiii 
state information indicating that a choice was pending from the ciient mcx:lule. In this embodiment, when the user makes 
a choice, e.g., depresses key two to Indicate choice tWo, the choice is transmitted to the server which in turn accesses . 

t5 · the URL associated with choice two. H this URL addresses another aPplication, the server executes that application. 
Thus, in this embodiment. the server retains Sl!:lte infonnation concerning .each interaction with a client mcx:lule. In view 
of this cfJSclosure, those skilled in the art can implement the prindples of this invention utilizing a server that retains state 
info1'11'18tion when such a client/server combination is ~geous. · 

Returning to the present enibodiment, when the TIL deck is recEiived, client module 702 leaves· response received 
20 check process 806 and transfers to procesS first cai-d 808. !-JowE!I(er, if TCP iS used instead of UDP. client module 702 

upon leaving check 806 would close the virtual TCP conn~n in tTansmissiori CCJn1>leted process 807. Upon closing 
the. virtual TCP connection, processing would transfer to proces$ first card 808. Again, transmission complete process 
807 is enclosed within a dashed line box to indicate thatf)rocess 807 is used only with TCP . 

. In process frrst Card 808; dient rnooule 702 pars~ the TIL dlick and interprets the first card. Processing transfers 
25 from process first card 808 to generat(! cf!Spliy process 809. 

In generate display process 809, client module 702 ~ the data to be displayed in the first card to display mod
ule 712. Display module 712, in resj)onse to the data, drives the text and images in the data on display screen 705. 
Generate cftSplay process 809 transfers prOcessing to key press Check 820 through nooe 813. In Frgures SA to 80, any. 
circular ncx:le with the same alphanumeric character and reference numeral is the same ncx:le. The circular nodes are 

so used to establish connecyons between the various processes in the mEithod of Figures SA to 80 without cluttering the 
frgures with a number of connection lines. . . . ,. . . . . . 

·Client module 702 w:aits in-key press check 820 for the user to press a key on keypad 715 of cellular telephone 700. 
In this embodiment. cellular telephone700 is assumEid to have the capab~ity to support two soft keys, a scroll-up key,• 
a scroll-down key, a prevloos key, a next key, ·_i:p,d keys zero. to 9 that .ar:e configurect in the standard telephone keypad 

35 configuration. In 'view-of the following disclosure, if one or more of these keys are not present, one of skill in the art can . 
alter the meihcxt fOr the P<irticutar configuration Of the ceilular telephone k~. or other \WO-way data communication' 
device-keypad. F.or exarll>le. if the cellular telephone inclUded a home key. the key press processing described more 
con1)1eteJy beloW would inclooe a. check that detected when the horlle key was.pressed and would in tum transfer to 
get horne URL process 801. • ·. . · · . · . . . ·. . · · 

.w Briefly, the processes in Frgu~es ss to sc. idMtnY the key P{essoo by ihe.user, identify the action required, and then 
transfer to a process that implements the action reqtiireq. SpecniCatty,.wheri a· key on the keypad-is presSed, ke)'J:iad · 
module 711 stores an identifier for the key iri w9rk memory 716 and notifies dient module 702 of the key preSs. Upon .. 
receipt of the notification trdn1 keypad mcx:lule '711, ~ient module ~2 reads the storage locatim in work memory 716 
to determine the key pressed and iransterS proceSSing 'trom keY pr9ss chElck_820 tO scroD key Check 821. · · 

45 In scroll key Check 821; c;lieOt module 702 det~rmines whether the user pressed either of the scroll keys. if a scrOll 
key. was pressed, processing transfers to adjust display process 822 and otherwise to di~lay card check 823. 

In adjust cfJSplay proeess 822; client- nlodule. 702 determines which of the scroll-1.4> or scroll-doWn keys was 
pressed. Client mOdule 702 theruends inJormliition to display mcx:lule 712 so that the current display is either scrolled
up one line or scrolled- down one line. H the·~ofl key would ITIOIIe.the display beyond a boundary of the current card, · 

so the scroll,key press iS ignored in tidiust display procQSj> 822. . . 
Jn reSpollSe to the infoi'rnati90 from client IT)qclute 702. d$play moc.hJe 712 adjusts the saeen display on display·· · 

screen 705. C6ent module. 702 tninsfef-s.proceSsing from adj~ display process 822 to key press check 820 through 
node813. • · · 

H.a scroll.key was not pressed, prOcess;niJ is passed.through scroll 1<ey check 821 to display card check 823. Client 
55 module 702.takes action that depends. ori the particular type of card that is· currently being displayed on display screen 

705. H the current card is a display card, client rnOctule 7Q2 passes through display card check 823 to soft key check' 
828,,and otherwise transfers to choice card check 824. . 

AssUming for the moment that the current card is not a display card, choice card check 824 determines whether the. 
current card is a choice caro. H the ci.rrrent card is a choi~ card, client module 702 passes through choice card check 

.18 
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824 to choice key check 826, and otherWise transfers to data key check 826. · 

Assuming for the moment that the current card is neither a display card·nor a choice card, the current card must be 
an entry card, because in this embodiment only three card types are defined. Thus, client module 702 does not check 
fOf an entry card. Rather, data key check 826 determines whether a valid data key was pressed. In this embodiment; 
the data keys are keys zero to nine on the keypad. and the# key. In other errtxxliments, other combinations of keys 
could be defined as data keys. If the pressed key was one of the data keys, data key check 826 transfers to process 
data entry 827 and otheJWise transfers to soft key check 828. · 

In process data entry 827, client module 702 knows whether the predictive text entry process is turned-on. because 
one of the parameters on the entry card specif.ies whether' to use the.predictive text entry process. as described In 

10 Appendix I, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 

15 

. If the predictive text entry process is not turned-On. cliefrt module. 702 in process data entry 827 enters the pressed 
key value in a text entry buffer In work memory 716 at the appropriate location. Also, client module 702 sends inforrna·· 
lion to display module 712 so the value of the pr·essi:!d key is displayed in the appropriate location on display screen 705 
by display module 712 .. 

If the predictive text entry process is turned-on, client module 702 ~es the novel predictive text entry process in 
process data entry 827, as described more COJTPietely below with respect to Figures 9, 10A to tOT, and 11, to deter
mine the letter to select from the set of letters aSSOCiated with ttie pressed key. After the predictive text entry process 
determines the awropri~te letter, a value representing the letter is stored at the awropriate location in the text buffer 
in WOfk memory 716 .. ;.M;o, client module 702 'sends informatiOn to display module 712 so that the letter is displayed in 

20 the appropriate location on display screen 705. Upon completion of process data entry 827, client module 702 transfers 
proce$singthroughnode813tokeypress.check820.· . · · . . 

' The previoUs description assumed that the Current card was an.entry card, butif the current card is a choice card, 
choice card check 824 transferred to choice key check 826. In generate. display process 804 for the choice card, each 
of the choices are labeled according to information on the.choice card al)d same or all of the choices are displayed on 

25 OISJ)Iay screen 705. Thus, choice key check 826 determines whelher the pressed key corresponds to one of the 
choices. If the pressed key is one of the choices. client module 702, in one errbodiment. sends information to displaY · 
module ·712 to indicate the selected choice. Clieot module 702 also transfers from choice key check 826 through node 
83.1. to store identifier_ process 850 (Fig. 80), that is described more completely below. Conversely, if the pressed key is 
not ooe of the choices, choice key check 826 transfers to soft keY check 828.. · · 

Soft keys can be specified both tor a deck as a whole and pe~ card, i.e., a physical key on the keypad is specified 
as a soft key as described more completely in Appendix I. Each soft key specification includes an identifier that defines 
the action to be taken when the soft key is pressed. 

30 

· When a soft key is specified for a deck, the_ soft key remains in eff.ect for the entire deck. Howeiler, when a soft key 
is specified for a card, the card soft key sPecification tellllOrarily overrides the corresponding deck soft key specifica-

35 lion, i.e., the deCk soft key specification foi the same p~ key as ttie card soft key specification, while the card is 
visible, i.e., displayed on displaY screen 705 .. ThiS override is done independently for the two soft keys. Thus, soft key 
check 828 transfers processjng to firSt soft key check 829 if the key pressed is one of the two possible physical soft keys. 
ConverselY. soft key ct'teck 828 transfers processing to next key check.840 (Fig. 8C), if neither of the two possible phys-

40' 

ical soft keys is pressed by the user. . · . · 
. ··In first soft keY check 829, cfient module 702 determines whether. the pressed key corresponds to the first &Oft key. ' 

If the pressed key is the firSt soft key, check 829 passes the active Identifier. lor the first soft key to stOfe identifier process 
850 through node 831:; Conversely, if the pressed key is not the firSt soft key, processing transfers from check 829 to 
second soft key check~83o. · 

If the pressed key is the second Soft key, check 830 passes the active idE!ntifier lor the second soft key to store iden· 
45 tifier proCess 850 through node 831. Conversely, if the pressed key is not the second soft key, e.g., a physical key that 

can be defined as a soft key WaS pressed but neither the current deck. nor the current card defines a soft key for that· 
physical key, processing transfers from check 830 to key press check 820 through node 813. . . 
· When pressing transtenii to next key chEick 840, client module)02 determines whether the pressed·key was the 

next key. If the next key was pressed. processing transfers to disptSy card check 841 and otherwise to previous key 
5() check 846. . ' 

If a display card is the current card, the next key is used to move to another card in a deck, or alternatively to 
another deck. Thus, display card check 841 transfers processing to last card check 842 when a display card is the cur
rent card, and otherwise to entry card check 843. 

Last card check 842 determines whether the current card is the last card in the deck. If the current display card is 
55 not the last card in the deck, last card check 842 transfers processing to read next card process 845, which in turn reads 

the next card in the deck and transfers through node 812 to generate t:fJSplay process 809. 
If the current display card is the last card in the deck, the deck includes an identifier that specifies the location to 

transfer to from the last card. This identifier can be a URL to another deck, to a common gateway interface program, or 
an address for a card within the current deck. for example. Thus, last card check 842 transfers through node 831 to 
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store identifier process 850 when the·current display card is the last card in the deck. 

If the current Card is not a display Card but is an entry card, d'JSplay card check 841 transfers to entry card check 
843. In this embodiment. the next key is the predetermined key used to iildicate that an the data for an entry on an entry 
card has been entered. Thus, if the current card is an entry card, entry card check 843 transfers processing to store 

s data process 844. . 
Store data process 844 stores the data entered in at an appropriate location in memory that is specffied in the cur~ 

rent entry card. Typically! the data is combined as an argument with a URL and stored. Upon completion, store data 
process 844 transfers through node 810 to create HTTP request process 802 (Fig. SA). 

Wh.en the next key is pressed, if the current Card is ·neither: a display card nor an entry. card, the current card is ·a 
to choice card. However, as indicated above, in this embodiment client module 702 requires that the user make a choice 

and does not allow use of the next key. Consequently. if the current card is not an entry card, entry card check 843 trans· 
fers processing through node'813 to key press check820. 

The previoi.Js discussion assumed that the next key was pressed and so next key checfl840 tranSferred proCessing 
to display card check 841. HoWever, if the next key was not pressed, next key check 840 transfers processing to previ-

15 ous key check 846. If the previous key. was pressed, check 846 transferS to first card check 847 and otherwise returns 
proeessing to key press check 820. · · 

First card check 847 petermine5 whether the current card is the f~: card of a deck: If the current card is not the· 
.. first cilrd, processirig transfers from first card check 847.to read preVious ciard 849, which in tum reads the previous card 

and transfers to generate display P..ocess 809 through 'rlade ·813. Convefsely, if the current card is the fii'St card. 
20 processing transfers to home deck cheek848. . . . · · 

If the current card is the first card in the home deCk, there is riOt a J)ievious card and so home deck check transfers. 
processing to key press check 820 throUgh node 813 and so the previous key press is ignored; If the current deck iS not 
the home deck, home deck check 848 retrieve$ the identifier for the pieYious deck and transfers through nOde 831 to 
store identifrer process 850. · · · · · · · 

25 store identifier process 850 iS reached through node 831 from Several different points. The cperatiOns in store iden-
tifi~r process 850 are the same irrespective of.the particular.process that transfers to process 850. In each in:Stance, an· 
identifier. is passed to stOre identifier process 850 and process 850 saves the ktentifier in working memorY 716 .. The·, 
identifier can be, foi'exafll)le. a pointer to anOther locatiOn in the current card. an address of another cai"d in the CUrrent' 
d~ a URL to a deCk stored in working memory. 716, 11 URL to a l:IL deck in TIL decks760 on computer 743, or per-

30 haps, a URL 10 a common gateway interface progiain in CGI prOgrams 761 on computer743.:Thus, process 800 
checks the.stored identifier to determine the ~clion required. · 

specifically, in identifier to current deck check 851, client module 702 determines whether the identifier is to a card 
in the current deck. If the identifier ~nts to the current deck, check 851 transfers processing to retrieve data process 
852 and otllerwise to URL to local dad< check 853. · . · . . · . 

35 · ·In retrieve data proceSs 852. client module 702 retrieves the infomiation stored at the location indicated by th8 iden~ 
tifier from working mernoiy 716 and processes the infontlation. Retrieve data proc~852 transfers through node 812 
to generate display ·s09 (Fig. SA) that Was described above. 

URL to local. deck cheCk 853 detSrrnines whether the identifier is a URL ~ a deck that is stored in working memory 
716, e.g:, cached. ltthe'cle<:k is stored locally, Check 853 transfers to retrieve local deck 854 which in tum moves the · 

40 local deck into the storage location~ the current deck. Retrieve local deCk 854 transfers processing through node 811 
to process nrstcard 808 (Fig. SA), that was described above. · 

If the identifier is neither to a location in the current deck, nor to a toea! deck, the identifier is a URL to an objeCt on. 
corrprter 743. Thus, in thiS case; check 853 returns proCessing to create tfJTFi request 802 through node 810. 

Process 800 continues so long as the user continues to enter and process.the information provided. In this embod-
45 iment, proCess 800 is terminated, fOr e.xampte; either by the user powj:!ring-off cellular telephone 700, ~lecting a choice 

or entry. card that discontinues operations of client module 702, or remaining inactive for a time longer than a lime-out 
period s<> that client module 702 shuts itSelf down. · 

To further illustrate the operations in:process 800, consider the following exaJ11)1e which is retumed to client module 
702 as a TIL deck in ri:lspon&e to a HTTP request generated by process 802. For readability, Table 2 presents the deck· 

50 in PIDL In this exaJ'lllle, all 'of the choiceS 'are for applications on the same server. How&Yer, in another embodiment, 
each URL could address any desired combination d servf!!rs. 

55 
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TABLE 2 

EXAMPLE OF PIDL CHOICE DECK 

<CHOICE> 

<CE URL=htlp:/lwWw.libris.com/airnetlnnn>News . 

<CE URL=http://www.libris.co_m/airnel/www>Weather 

<CE UR(.;;http://www.libris,com/ainiellsss>Sports · 

((CHOICE> 

((PIDU 

1~ pr~'firsf card aos, cti~ .mOdule 702 interpreb; the inh>rmati'an irl'-Table 2 ~ ~ers to generate display proc~ 
es5 809. 111 generate display process~. client ITIOdtile 702 sends illforrnation'to display,module 712 so that the user 
is present~ with, a list of three Choices on display saeen 705, i.e, a I.ISer int~ce for the choice card Is generated: 

1. News 
2.Weather 
3. Sports 

25 Generate d~y procesS so9 (Fig. SA) transfers to key press check 820 (Fig. SB). When the user Presses the two 
key on keypad 715, key press check 820 1rans1ers through check 8?1 tO display card check 823. 

Since the current cafd Is a choice card, CtieC:k'823 transfers processing to choice card check 824, which in tum . 
transfers to choiCe key chiK:k 826. Since the two key was pressed,and that key is a choice key, check 8261ransfers 
proeessing to store identifier process 850 (Fig: sO). In proce5s 850: client module 702 stores the URL corresponding· 

so to two, i.e, 
UR(.;;h11p:Jtwww.lil:iris.com/airnettwww . . . . · ... 

in working memory 716. .. . · · . • . · . · · . · · . · 

Since. this URI.: is to an object on computer 743, processing transferS through checks 851 and 853 to create HTTP 
request process 802, which in turn generates the. rei:iuest When the HTTP reciu~ is transmitted to server 749. as 

· 35 described atic:we with resPect to.proc~ .804. serVer 749 in service recju~ process 862 retrieves de<;k www from TIL 
decks 700. Ail exarii>Je of the deck is given in Table 3.'AQainfor readabirrty, ~edeck in present herein in PIDL. 

40 

. ··::..:;· 

45 

50 

TABLE3 . . 

EXAMPLE OF A SECOND PIDL CHPiCE DECK 

<PIDU 

.<CHOICE> 

<CE UR(.;;http:/J'www.libris.eoiritairnet!VIww~ 1 JWor1d 
<CE URL=hllp:J/wWw.ribris.comlairnetlwwW-2lNationaJ 

<CE URL=http://www.libris.comtairnetlwww-3lStSte 

<CE URL=hllp:Jiwww.libris.comtairnet/www-4>Local 

(/cHOICE> 

.((PIOU• 

·55 The. deck in Table 3 is transmitted to c~utar telephone 700 ~ Stored in m~ry 716. as described above with respect 
to process sos: The choice card is processed in procesS 808 and displayed in process 809. As a result of process 809, 
the user Is presented with a list of choices: . 

1. World 

' 21 
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2. National 
3. State 
4. local. 

s When the user makes another selection, the same sequence of processes as described above for the first choice 
card is executed by client module 702, and another URL is stored that points to a program on server 749that retrieves 
the desired weather information and generates a deck with that iriformation. This deck is transferred to cellular tele
phone 700 and displayed. 

As desaibed above, if the current card is an entry card and a key is pressed, client process 702 reaches data key 
10 press check 826 (Fig. SB). H the pressed key is a valid data key, check 826 transfers to process data entry 827. 

In one errbodiment, process data entry 827 uses a novel predictive text entry process for text entry. Recall that on 
a typical telephone keypad, the keys are labeled with both a number and two or three fetters. For example, the two key 
is also labeled abc. This leads to some ambiguity when using the telephone ke}'pad to enter text Is the user attempting 
to enter an a, b, or c when the two key is pressed? 

15 In one prior art metha:l, two keystrokes were required to enter each letter of text. The first keystroke identified the 
first key and the second key stroke identified the specific letter desired on the first key. For example, to enter the letter 
s, the user would first press the seven key that is labeled with letters p, .,, and s.·Next, the user would press the three 
key to select the Jetter s. While this method may work weD for short sequenceS that consist of only three or four letters, 
the method dOes not work well for English text.· For example, if the user has already entered th and then presses the 

20 three key that is labeled with letters d, e, and f, almost always the desired next letter is the letter e. Therefore, making 
the user press the two key is an extra and uMecessary step. 

Client module 702 of this invention utilizes a novel predictive text entry process to reduce the number of key strokes 
required to enter text using a telephone keypad, or any similar keypad. Using this process, in most cases a single key 
stroke suffices to enter a single letter. 

25 While this embodiment of the invention is described in terms of a telephone keypad, the principles of the invention 
are not limited to only a telei;>hone keypad. In general, the process described more completely below, can be extended 
to any keypad where a single key is used to enter two or more letters. Further. the process is not limited to only letters, 
but rather is applicable to any keypad where a single key is used to represent two or more characters. In view of the 
following disclosure,. thOse skiDed in the art can use the principles of the predictive text entry process in a wide varietY · · 

30 of applications. 
The system for predictive text entry includes a predictive text entry module 901 that in this embodiment is included 

in client module 702, keyboard module 711, and a letter frequency table 902 that is. loaded into memory 716, when cfi
ent module 702 is activated. Predictive text entry module 901 is used in process data entry 827 when specified by the 
current entry card. Predictive text entry module 901 performs routine buffer management processes, that are known to 

ss one of skil_l in the art and so are not described further to avoid detracting from the process. · 
Predictive text entry module 901 Stores a letter entry for each letter entered in a text buffer 903 in mernory716. In 

this enibodiment, letters 0 and Z are assigned to the one keY and the zero key is used to enter a space, period, and 
comma, i.e., the zero key provides punctuation. HOINever, these assignments are ~lustrative only, and are not intended 
to limit the invention to ttiis particular errbodiment. 

40 The first letter entered is placed at·the left end of the buffer and each additional letter is placed in the left rOost 
unused space in buffer 903. Thus, the last letter entered in text buffer 903 Is the right most character. Letter ffequency 
table 902, sometimes referred to as a table of predictive letter entries, is a look-up table where each entry in the look
table is addressed by three indices. The first two indices represent the two most recently entered letters in text buffer 
903 and the third index represents the key that was pressed. Each predictive letter entry stored in letter frequency tabl8 

45 902 defines which of the letters associated with the pressed key to use given the previous two letters. For example, 
since the is a commonly occurring string, the entry in table 902 addressed by (t. h, 3) returns e. or more concisely the 
predictive letter entry' 2 is returned to indicate that the second letter of the group of letters d. e. and f associated with· 
the three key is the predicted letter. Of course. letter frequency table 902 coufd.be altered to return more than a single 
letter. · -

so In this embodiment, letter frequency table 902 was empirically generated using a COllection of e-mail. Appendix II 
is a computer program fisting that was used to generate letter frequency table 902 that is illustrated in Frgures 10A to 
10T. Briefly, the computer program implements a process that sequentially steps through the data provided and (i) for 

. each possible single letter determines the most likely letter that follows for each key on the keypad; and (ii) for each pos
sible corroination of two letters determines the most likely letter that foUows for each key on the keypad: In this eni>od--

55 irnent. the most likely letteF is the letter having the greatest frequency after the single letter. Similarty, the most bl<ely · 
letter is the letter having the greatest frequency after the con1bination of two .letters. If there is a tie in the frequenCy, the 
first letter associated with a key is selected. Of course, other measures of likelihocld could be used to generate the 
entries in table.902. · · · · · ·;; 

Thus, in Fgures 10A to·10T. the first of the ten columns, i.e., the left most.colurrm, is the two letter sequence and 

22 
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the first row, i.e., the top rem is the keys on the key pad used to enter text A combination of an entry in the first column·. 
and a key in the top row is used to select the predicted text entry. Thus. using the example of th, this two key sequence 
appears in the first column of Figure 100. When the three key is pressed, the letter in the row with th as the fwst entry 
and in the column with three as the first entry, i.e., e. is retrieved. Alternatively, if the four key is pressed, letter I is 

· 5 retrieved from the table. · 
In this errbodiment. table 902 is a buffer of two bit numbers. Each two bit number has a value in the range of zero 

to three; and the two bit nuiTiber represents ·a predicted letter for the pressed key. Thus, for a two key labeled with letters 
A, B and C, a zero represents A; a one represents B; and _a two represent& C. In general, the number of bits us8d is · 
determined by the key that represents the maximum number of characters. In this errbodirnent. .the maximum riumber 

10 of characters represented by. a key is three. The n~JT~li?er of storage bits required is an integer S where Sis the smalleSt · 
nurl-Der·such that 2·•s is greater than or' equal to the mrudm..rm number of characters represented by a key. 

In this embodiment, three indices iO, i1, and i2 are used generate a table index that. in tr.m is used to access a par
ticular predictive letter entry in table 902 of two bit numbers. Each letter is represented as a number, i.e., a letter entry, 
with letter Abeing z~~· letter B being a ori.e, letter c. being a two. and so forth with letter z being twenty-five. A space 

15 element is assigned a space element value of twenty-six. Tl:lus. in this embodiment. there are twenty-seven posSitje 
characters. · · >- • 

Upon the initial entry to process. 1100 (Fig. 11), letter indices iO, i1, and i2 were set to twenty-six in the initial·· 
proceSsing of the entry caid to indicate that the ~ext bUffer is eJ'I1)ty. Also, as explained more c6mpletely below, as each 
letter of text is entered, letter indices iO and i1 ar~ l¢ated and stored in memory 716. · · · ·· .. 

20 Hcmever, in another·embcxliment. an initialize inc:fJCes proCess is the first operatioo in predictive text entry process 
1100. In this Eirrtxxlirnen(for the first letter entered,.letter indices_ !0 and i1-are !>el to twenty six; for the second letter 

' ·entered, letter index iO is set to twenty ~ arid letter index i1' is set to the value of the letter in text buffer 903; and for. all 
ietters entered after the flfsl two. the value .associated with next to the lastletter in text buffer 903 is assigned to letter 
index iO aOd the value associatBct with the last letter inJ8Xt buffer-903 is assigned to letter index if. · 

25 Punctuation key check 1101 determineS whether -the zem key was pressed, i.e., the key selected to represent 
punCtuation. . · 

. H ihe zero key was pressed. processing transfers from check 1101 :to process punCtuation entry 1102. Proce$s : 
punctuation entry 1102 sets index i2 to twenty:six,.Md ·sends the space element value to dsplay letter process 1108. 
DiSplay letter process 1108 tranSfers the space element wlue to diSplay inodule 712 which in turn drives a space in the . 

30 text entry on display screen 705. This conipletes the OJ)eratic:ra of proceSs data entry for a zero key press and so · 
processing returns to key press.check 820. · . . 

.· H the zero key was not preSsed; processing. transferS. tlYough punctuation key,check 11 01· in data entry process· . · 
1100to key. one-to-nine check 1103: i.e., to a data entry key check. Hthe pressed key was anyone of keysoneto nine,· 
check 1103 transt~rs to set letter. index process 11_()4 and oth&Nvise to rotate last entry process 1109.. . 

35 In set letter index process 1104, one is_ ~triu;ted from the rurneric value of the pressed key and the resulting value 
is assigned to index i2. ·Set· index process 1.104 transfer~ to generate table index. process 1105. 

: Generate talje i~ process 1105 combines indices iO, i1 and i2 to create atable index. In this embodiment. tatje 
index TABLE_INDEX is defned as: . . . . 

TABLE_INDEX = (({10 • 27) + i1) • 9) + i2 . . . . . .. . · . . . 
40 i.Jpon completion of generate table· index process ·110s, generate· text entry prpcess 1106, retrieves the two bit value in · 

the table at the location pOinted to by table .index TABLE_INDEX and C0111fertS the two bit value to a letter represented· 
by ttie tM> bit value. 

Generate text entry process 1106 transfers, to update index process 1107, which in tum stores the value of letter 
index.i1 as Jetter index iO; stores the value of the retrieved letter in letter index i1; and stores the predicted letter in· text 

45' · buffer 903. 'While this step assumes that letter indices iO, and i1 'are stored and accessed each time in process 827, · 
aHeraHVely, the last two letters in text buffer 903 can be retrieved imct assign~ to indices iO and i1, respectively, as 
describiid abo'le. · · . · · . . · · · · · 

llpc:l8te index process 11 o7 transfers to displaY letter proCess 1108. Display letter process 1108 sends information 
to display mociulf1712 which in turn generates the.preclicted letter on display. screen 705. 

50 "the pressed key is not one of keys one to nine, i.e, is nota data entry key. processing transfers fran check 1103. 
to rotate last entry 1109. ·Recalllt!at data key check 826 determined whether the pressed key was one of the zero to·· 
nine k9Ys. or the# key. Thus, since checks 1101 and 1103 ~etermined that keys zero to nine were not pressed. the only 
key press renlaining is the# key, i.e.. the rotate entry key, which indicates the user wants a letter different than the one· 
entered last in text butter 903. In rotate last entry 1109, the. last character:. i.e.. the right most character. in text buffer. 

55 903 is rEisJJaced by the next ~racter in the set of characters assigned to the last key pressed before the # key was 
· pressed. Again, the use of the # ke)r is alustrative only and is not inteOded to limit the invention to the use of that partie·· , 

ular key to rotate an entry. · 
For exarJ1)1e, if the last character in the text buffer 903 was a· t and the# key is pressed, process.1109 changes the 

. t to u. "the # key is pressed again: the.u is changed to a v. Alternatively, if the last character in text buffer 903 was a u 
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ard the# key is pressed, process 1109 changeS the u to a v. If the last character in text buffer 903 was a v·and the# 
key is pressed; procei;s 1109 changes the v to a t If index i1 is stored, as the last character in text buffer 903 is rotated, 
iooex i1 is updated .. 

Text entry in cellular telephone 700 in different languages or contexts can be supported by using different letter fre-
s quency tables. For example. for plumbers. the prediction table can be based on text about plumbing procedures. For· 

Frenchmen, the prediction table can be based on French teXt JlJso, multiple letter frequency tables could be stored in 
cellular telephone 700, or selectively transmitted to cellular telephone 700, and a particular letter frequency table would· 
be selected on an entry card. . 

In addition, an entry in the table can be more that a single letter, and thus save even more key strokes. For example;· 
10 if the text buffer contains sehe then typing a 3 could return dule rather than just d. Ft.Jrther, this novel method of text 

entry can be utilized with other than a cellular telephone. The method is applicable to any device that has several char· · 
acters assigned to a single key on a keypad. . . · . . 

In the aoove enDodiment, the EngliSh alphabet and a space element were used as the character set Thus. the 
number 27 used in defining the table iooex is just the number N of characters in the set Similarfy; the number 9 used· 

1s in defining the table index is just the number M of keys in the keypad that represent two or more different characters;· 
Hence, predictive text entry method of this invention is not limited to text and is directly applicable to any keypad Where 
each key represents a plurality of different characters. · . : . . · 

· In the embocfunent of Figures 7, 8, ard 9, client module 702 ard server module 749 communicate 011er CDPD net- . 
work 710. However, this architecture is·iRustrative only of' the pniicij:>les Of the inv'ention ardis not intended to limit the 

20 inventiOn to the particular architecture described. Client module 702 ·and server module 749 can use a wide variety of 
two-way data corrmunication links' to exchange reSource locators, e.g.;·URI.s; and TIL decks. For example, the commu
nications link could be a switched voice circuit in which the client module and· server· module comm.micate using 
moclems. AlternatiVely, the communications link coUld be any other packet switchEd network, so long as there is some 
way.for client module 702 to get requests to server module 749 and for server module 749 to send data bad< to dient 

25 module 702. Further. a special purpose server could be used in place of HTTP server 749. For exaJ11)1e. the princples 
of this invention can be uSed over various data transport mechanisms including circuit switched data ard packet · 
switched data. These data trani;port mechanisms are being deflfled and in'lpleinented for ll'OSt Of the cellular network 
standards including GSM, TDMA. and COMA 

In the COnfiguration of airnet' network 750 (Fig. 7), client module. 702 communicated directly with a server ooinpUter 
. 30 743. In another eJTbocliment, as illuStrated in Figure 5, the two-way data communication device first communicates with. 

an airnet network translator 500 that in tum communicates with the appropriate server. In this embodiment, the opera" 
tion of twO-way data communication devices 100, 101, ard 102 is similartothatdescribedabove.for cellular telephone 
700, except the methci(ffield in the request generated in proeess .002 has ~different form. For example. using the same : 
information as before, the method field in this embodiment is: ·. · 

35 GET ht!p://Www.libris.cOm/airnet /home.cgi?&cost=1 ANTPN .0 . 
. The method field inch.des the full address of the server,.the expected cost of the service, and the version of the Protocol 

used for comrmmicating with airnet network translator 500. The _two-way data communication devi9e transmits the 
HTTP request including the complete URL to aimef network translator 500. · 

FIQUJ"e 12 is a more detailed block diagram that illustrates the structures in one embOdiment Of airnet netwOrk trans-
40 lator 500, accoo::ling to the principles of this invention. In this entlodiment; aimet network tranSlator 500 is a COfTII)uter · 

running under the UNIX operating system with an intertace to CDPD network 710. Such CoJ11)utE!fS are well.known to 
those skilled in the art Thus, herein only the structures and proCesses that must be added to such a COII1lUfer are 
desaibed. . . 

Airnet network translator 500 supports internet protocol (JP) conneCtions over CDPD network 710 and·with each 
45 computer. network.wilh which tranSlator 500 can interact. In this erilbodirnent, each ofthe modules in network translator 

500 are processes that are executed by the processor in the cxxnputer. Control module 1201 is a daemon that:.rrstens ' 
for transmissions over an IP conneCtion from CDPD network 710. when control module 1201 accepts a transmission. 
control module 1-i!o1 spawns an ANT .request processor 1204, which in this embodiment is a process, as indicated 
above. While in Figure 12, only one ANT request processor 1204 is shown, there is an ANT request processor spawned 

so for each transmission that control module 1201 accepts and the ANT request processor remains active untalthe com
munication is terminated .. 

Ftgure.13 is a proCess fk>w diagram that inustrates the operation of ANT request processor 1204. This process flciw 
cflagram considers tiansmissions that utilize both TCP/IP' and UDP/IP. However, the processes that are specifiC only to· 
TCP/IP are enclosed in dashed-line boxes. Upon being spawned for a TCP/IP. in establish con.nection process 1300, 

ss ANT-request processor .1204 estabi'JShes.a TCP comection using a TCP module in the·server with the client moduki 
over CDPD. network 110. After the connection is established .processing transfers frOm process 1300 to request 
received-check 1301. . · · ' · · : · 

If UDP is being used, upon being spawned ANT request processor 1204 initiates processing in r9CJ.Iest receiVed 
check 1301. In check 1301, ANT request processor 1204 determines whether the request from cellular telephone 700 
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(Fig. 12) has been received and stored in memory 1210. Memory 1210 repreSents both RAM aoo non-volatile memory 
in this embodiment. When the request has t:?een received and stored, processing transfers from check 1301 to reirieve 
data process 1302. 

In retrieve data_process 1302. ANT request processor 1204 retrieves information concerning the source of the· 
5 URL. i.e., client module 702 of cel_lular telephone 700 from customer database 1213, and the destination specified in 

the URL. i.e., the designated ser-Ver. from server database 1212. Both databases 1212 and 1213 are stored in rnemoiy 
1210. A cuStomer record in database 1213 inCludes, for exaflllle, a earner address, e.g., an IP number, an airnet net
work. translator account nurri:ler, tilling information, and server Subscriptions. A server record in database 1212 
includes a seiver IP address, name, category, and class of service. Class of service refers to the pricing of the service;. 

to e.g., basic services, premium services, or pay-per-view services. Other pricing schemes can be supported in other 
implementations. When the inlomlation is retrieved for the server and service specified in the URL. and for the cus~ · 
tomer. processing transfers to valid request check 1303 .. 

In varld request check 1303, ANT request processor 1.204 determines, for example, whether client module 702, i.e., 
the customer, is authorized tO access airnet netWork translator 500; whether client module 702 is authOrized to access 

t5 the server specified i~ ~e URL; whether the specified salver is available through translator 500; and whether the spec
ified•server supports the requesteq service. Thus, valid request check 1303, validates the client. the server, and the cli
ent/server pair. Also, since an estimated cost is included in the request, the status and credit fimits on the customer's 
account could be checked to deterniine whether the estimated Cost is acceptable. If aD of the checks are true, process
ing.transfers to <':reate HTIP request .process 1306. Conversely, if any one of the.checks is untrue, valid request check 

20 "1303 passes information concerning the error to return error prOcess 1304 •. 
Return error process 1304 launches a CGI program stor~ in memory 1 ~ 10 based on the information received and 

passes appropriate information to the .CGI progr:am. The CGI program builds an appropriate PIDL deck describing the. 
error and converts the PIDL deck to a TIL deck, as described above, When the TIL deck describing the error is com
plete; return error process 1304 transfers processing io log transactiOn process 1315 that is described more. completely · 

25 below. · · 
If all the checks in valid request check 1303 are true. create HTIP request 1306 converts the request in, memory 

1211 to a request SPecific to the server specified, which in this embodiment is a HTTP request For example. for the· 
above request create HTIP request process 1306 generates a method field, such as · 

GET /aimetlhome.cgi?&client=xyz&cost;,.1H11P/1.0 
30 In this embodiment, the method field in.clucles the same informatiOn as in the embodiment described above, and in addi

tion, the method field includes a client identification and the estimated cost 
After create HTTP request process 1306 is complete," ANT request processor 1204 accesses TCP module 1203 in 

establish server connection process 1307 for TCPnP and transferS to seeure transmission check 1308 for UDPnP.In 
establish connection proc:ess 1307, a connection is made t>Ettween the server designated in the client request and the 

35 TCP interface modUle (not shown) so that data can be transrriitted between airnet network translator 500 and the 
server. When the TCP connection to the server is established, ANT request processor 1204 transfers processing from 
establish server connection process 1307 tO secure transmission check 1308. · 

· In secure transmission check 1308, ANT re"quest_ piooessor 12o4 determines-whetherthe HTTP request from the. 
client requested a server that utilizes a protocol that suPPorts enciyption. If such a server was requested, processing 

40 transfers to negotiate process 1309 and otherwise to transmit request prOcess 1310. 
In negotiate process 1309, ANT request processor 1204 negotiates an encryption technique with tlie server. Upon · 

completion of the negotiation, processing transfers from process 1309 to encryption process 1311. In encryption proc.; 
e5s 1311, the HTIP reque!!t is encrypted using the negotiated ercryption technique, and then processing transfers to· 
transmit request process 1310. 

45 In transmit request process 1310, the HTTP request is sent from memory 1210 to the HTIP server. When the 
transmission is complete, ANT request processor 1204 goes to result received check 1312. 

As described above, upon receipt of the request. the HTTP server services the request Upon completion of serv
icing the request. the HTTP server returns either a PIDL deck or a TIL deck to airnet network translator 500. The deck 
is stored in memory 1210. If the server does not convert the PIDL deck to a TIL deck. the l:raJ1slation is done by aimet 

so network translator 500. 
When the deck is received and stored, ANT request processor 1204 transitions from check 1312 to transmission 

coflllleted process 13_13 for TCPnP and to secure transmission check 1314 for UDP/IP. ANT request processor 1204 
closes the TCP circuit with the server in transmission completed process 1313. Upon closing the server TCP connec
tion, processing transfers to secure transmission check 1314. 

ss If the server utilized encryption. the deck stored in memory 1210 is enaypted. Thus. secure transmission check 
1314 transfers processing to decryption process 1316 if encryption was used and otherwise to log transaction 1315 • 

In decryption process 1316, the encrypted deck is decoded and stored in memory 1210. Also, after the decoding, 
if the deck rrvst be .converted to a TIL deck. the translation is performed. Decryption process 1316 transfer to log trans
action process 1315. 

25 
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In log transactiOn process 1315, ANT request processor 1204 Writes a desoiption of the transaction to tranSaction 
log 121-1 in memory 1210. In this embodiment. each transaction record includes a customer identifiCation. a server 
identificatiOn; lime required for the transaction, cost of the transaction, and a completion code. In one embodiment. for 
security purposes. each cellular telephone~ assigned to orlly one customer_and only one account 

s ·After the transaction is logged. processing transfers to transmit resuH .1317. In transmit resuH 1317, ANT reqtiest 
processor 1204 returns the deck to client 702. After the deck is transmitted, ANT re"quest processor 1204 is terminated. 

In one embodiment, if an airnet network translator is fully loaded and another iransmission comes in, the translator 
returns the address of another aimei network translator and refuses the tranSmission. The cellular telephone transmits 
the. message tO the other aimet network translator. In yet another embodiment, all incoming transmissions are directed 

10 to a router. A plurality of aimet network translators are connected to the.router. The router mooitors the status of each . 
translator. Each in:Oming transmission is routed to the least tusy translator. wf"!iCh In tum responds to th.e transmissioo 
and performS the necessary Operations for continuing communications with the. client module. . 

In the above description of client mcxlule 702, mcxlule 702 interacted with componerits within the cellular telephone 
to perform the various operations specified by the user. To insulate client module 702 from the exigencies of various· 

· 1s cellular telephones to the extent possible,.a: general architecture for client module 702.is desaibed more completely 
below. This general architecture is designed to have specific manager modules that interact with the modules described 
above within the Cellular telephOne and to provide standard information to" the remaning manager modules within client 
mcxlule 102. The manager modules with client module 702 form an interpreter that Interprets TIL decks to gentnte a 

· user Interface; interprets data' (nput by the user; 8nd interprets the TIL deckS so that the data input by the user is com-
20 · bined.with an appropriate resource locator and either a message is sent to an appropriate server, or another lOcal TIL 

deck is interpreted by client module.702. While this embodiment is for a ceDular telephone, the manager modules are 
generic and so are awlicable to any client module in a two-,INay data cornrrunica~ion device. 

This approach limits the.modifiCations that must be made to client module 7o2 to iil,::>lement the prinCiples of this 
invention In a wide variety of.~ data communication devices over a wide variety of two-liuay data communicaticin 

25 networks. Also, in the above eiribodiment, clierit mcxlule 702 supported communications and interactions over the cel
lular telephone network. HOINever. client module 70~ can also St.pPOrt local services on cellular telepl'\one 700. Typical 
loCal services includes local messages. an addresS book. and preconf~gured e-mail replies. or 8ny combination of such 
services. . . . 

In this embodiment, client.module 702 includes a.plurality of manager modules including a-navigation manager 
so module 1401, a network manager inodule 1402, a TIL manager module 1403, an archive manager module 1404, a local. 

manager module 1405, an event manager module 1406; a timer manager.module 1407. a user interface manager mod-' 
ule 1408, a memory-manager module 1409, and a device dependent module 141 o. · 

Navigation manager rnoclule 1401 handles card arid deck navigation as well as managing any caches. Navigation 
manager module 1401 oWns and manages a history fiSt and as well as a pushect card list IIi additiori, navigatioo man-

35 ager module .1401 functions as the main line of client module 702; does all event'distribution; and supports local serv· 
ices. ' ' ' ' '' • . ' . ' ' 

For local services. like local message Store. there are two basic approaches that can be used. First, local services 
are illl'lemented in a CG.Hike manner. Each 1ocat service hcis an entry point which is caUed with an argUrrient rJSt. A. 
TIL deck is returned via the event·manager. From that point on, the TIL deck is processed in-the standard manner. This 

40 approach limits local services to the same constraints as remote services. A less restrictive approach is to alloW the 
local service to field events insteact of the stanctard event loop. The local service would conStruct TIL cards On-the-fly 
and feed them to user lntertace manager 1406 .. Noie that the local service would need to COOperate. with' the s1andartl · 
event loop with regard io the history, the pushed card list, and any other state that is normally managed by the event 
loop. Table 4 is a fisting of processes for the architecture for navigation manager module 1401. · 

45 

50 

55 

:··: ·.· 
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TABLE 4 . .. . 

ARCHITECTURE FOR NAVIGATION MANAGER MODULE 1401 

ProcessEvents (void); 
PushLocation (void *.location, Boolean forStack); 
void* PopLocation (Booieall forStack); 

void * CurrentLocation()_; 
struct LOCAL_SERVICE { 

.char name [SO),; 

FUNC HandleEvent(Event. * pevent); 
FUNC StartLocalService{void); 

.FUNC StopLocalService (void); 

} ; 
static LOCAL_SERVICE loC::alServic.es [] ={ •.. } ; 
STATUS HandleEvent {Event * . pev_ent) ; 
STATUS StartLocalService(); · 
STATUS StopLocalservice(); 

. . 

Routine ProcessEvents is the main entry poinUor event j>r~essing in client mooule 702. Typical 'events include key 
presses on the keypad, choice selection for a choice card. ,text entry for an entry card, network events, and history 
events. Routine ProcessEvents can be called at any. time to ·process an event or events. Routine ProcessEvents does 
not return until all events on a queue generated by event manager module 1406 are proi:;essed.· If a·local service is ~n· 
ning, events are distributed to the local service before being processed by routine Process Events: 

The remaining routines in Table 4 are called internally to navigation manager module 14o1 and by local services. 
Routine Pushlocation pushes a location on the history list anJ issues a request for that location. The forStack flag indi· 
cates a staCk push of local cards. . . ' . . . . 

Routine "PopLocation pops a locatiOn tm the historY staCk. ruji:i iSsUes a request for the top location of the history 
sta<;k. In routine *PopLocatiori the forStack flag indicate$ that cill c:8rds s_ince ih~ last stack push should be popped. 

<!'!Routine "Currentlocation returns the ci.Jrrept lOcation the et,~rrentUAL being displayed. . 
..• As shown in Table 4, each local service proVides_a number of funCtionS:·If.alocal service is running, function ~-~an-··· 

. dleEyent, the local service's event handler, is c8J1ect before any pr6cessng bY navigation manager module 1~1 ~ If the 
event is ilandhid by the lcx:a! service, the Er~~ent is not processeq any further: .. · ·. . · · · 

Function Startl.ooaiService is the loCal seriices start function. Function S,tartLocaiService is called before any ·. 
45 events are distributed to the· local function .. SimaarJy,: funciioo Stopi.ocaiService is the stop function for the particular 

local service. Function StoplocalSetvice is cailed when no more events are distribUted to the lcx:al service. · 
Network manager module 1402 insulates the rest of client module 7o2 from the. specific netvworking protocol used 

over the cellular telephone netwOrk. Netwak rmnager module 1402 cieiiyers reQuests to the server specified in the URL. 
via the cellular telephone network iriterlace; segments responses from the server for lower latency; delivers responses · 

so from loca_l services to navigation module 1401. vi8' event module 1406; handles request/response cycle (e.g. cancella• 
liOn, retry strategy) with the server CNer the celluJar telephone network; ~ reCeive' asynchrOflOll$ messages from the . 
server; pEirforrns ineri1ory management of TIL d~; performs cachirig Of TIL decks; handles all negotiations concer,.- ' 
ing protocOls and server Scafing with the server; handles any enayption for intOrmation exchanged between cellular tel· 

· ephOOe 700 and the server. · , · 
55 · . In some celluiar telephone, the maxirrum message size is fixed. HOwever. for UDP and TCP messages, a more 

direct interfaCe is used that bypasSes this !irritation of message paSsmg. It is important to aiiOid copying network data 
from rl'i(m10iy buffef_tO· memory buffer as such copying int~"eases th8 ~ 'high water mark" as well as decreases 
perfomiarice. Since differel'!l cellular telephones ti8Ve different interfaces for deftvenng network data, network manager 
module 1402 manages the network data. In this waY. netwOrk data is only copied from the network buffer for long·term 

27. 
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storage. 
When a message or reply arrives, netWork manager .module 1402 uses event manager module 1406 to report that 

fact. However, access to the data by other manager modules in Client module 702 is through a protocol that aDows stor" 
age of data in a variety of fashions on cfrfferent telephones.. Any transparent, short-term caching of TIL data is harx:lled 
.by network manager module 1402. Table 5 is one architecture for network manager module 1402. 

TABLE 5 

SPECIFICATION FOR NETWORK MANAGER MODULE 1402 

typedef short TID; 

void NM_Init(110id); 

void NM_Terrninate(void); 

TID NM_SendRequest (void •requestData, int length, Boolean ignoreCache); 

NM_CanceiRequest (TID TRANSACTIONid); 

NM_DataType(TID TRANSACTIONid); 

NM_GetData(TID TRANSACTIONid, vOid 'data. int 'length, Boolean •complete); 

110id •NM_HoldData (TID TRANSACTIONid); 

NM_ReleaseData(TID TRANSACTION !d); 

TID NM_StartDataQnt data Type, diar •requestData. int lenQth); 

STATUS NM_EndData(TID TRANSACllONid); 

STATUS NM_SetDatalength (TID TRANSACTIONJd, int length); · 

STATUS NM_GrowDatalength (TID TRANSACTIONid, lnt grow); 

int NM_ GetDatalength(TID TRANSACllONid); 

void 'NM_GetDataPointer (TID TRANSACTIONid); 

STATUS NM_DeliverDati (TID TRANSACTION !d); 

Network manager mOclute 1402 identifies each network data transaction by a 1El·bit transaction identification Code· 
TID. Network manager module 1402 incniments transaction identification code TID by one for each new transaction.· 
Transaction identification. code TID rolls over after OXffff. 

Routine NM_Init initiSiizeS netNork manager module 1402 Snd so is called before any other calls in network man-
40 ager module 1402. Routine NM_Terrninate closes processing of network manager module 1402 and so is called after 

all other calls in network manager module 1402. 
Network manager mcxtlle 1«12 uSes routine TID NM:_SendRequest as the standard jlrocess of sending a request · 

to the server. Pointer' •requestData in the call to routine TID MN_SendRequest is defined by the server protocol: Simi
larly, the state, e.g., the Boolean value, of variable ignorecache is used to indicate whether any cached rep,ies should 

45 be ignored. After sending the request. this routine returns a server transaction identification code TRANSACTIONid. A · 
local service can also send a requeSt to the server. · 

When the user inStructs client module 702 to cancel a request. network manager module 1402 calls a routine 
NM_CanceiRequest with cellular telephone transaction identif~tion.code TID arx:t server transaction identification 
code TRANSACTIONid. Routine NM_Canc91Request issues a corrinand to the server to cancel the epecilied request. 

50 When data. are received from the netvmrk.- the data· can be either a response to a request sent by routine TID : 
MN;..:.SendRequest, or by a local service. Thus. in response to receiving data (rom the server, network manager module 

· 1402 generates an event that inclUdeS server transaction identification code _TRANSACTIONicl arx:t the type of data · 
DATAType; For replies to requests sent by routine TID MN_SendRequest. server transaction identification code 
TRANSACllONid is the same as the one returned by the matching call to routine TID MN_SehdRequest arx:l data type 

ss DATAType indicates that the data is a response. For local service originated messages, server transaction ID is new, 
arx:t data type DATA Type deperx:ls.on whether the data is an e-mail: pushed TIL, or another type. 

After the network event is received ·by event manager module 1«16, arx:t navigation manager rriodule 1401 d~ 
utes control of the event to network manager module 1402, network manager module 1«12 users the servertransactiori 
identification code· TRANSACTIONid and the remaining routines in Table 5 to process the data. 

28 
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Routine NM_Data Type is USE!d to. return the particular data type data TYPE, e.g, reply, MIME; server puSh; etc. Rou
tine NM_GetData sets a pointer to the data identified by server .transaction identification code :mANSACTIONid,. 
retrieves the length of the data. and determines whether an the data has been received. The interface provided by this 
routine allows the first part of a data stream, e.g. the first card of a TIL deck, to be processed by client module 702 

5 before the rest of the d~ is received. . · 
Routine NM_HoldData is eaDed befOre calling routine NM_GetData to hold the data and thus insure that the data 

remains valid during processing by client module 702. If the data is not held, the data can be deleted or moved with the 
internal buffers of network manager module 1 402.1f the data is held. routine NM_ReleaseData iS called after network 
data has been processed to release the data. · 

10 Routines TID NM_StartData. NM_EndData, NM_SetDataLength, NM_GrowDataLength, NM_GetDatalcimgth; 
NM GetDataPointer, and NM DeliverData are used internally by network manager module 1 4<>2. anct by local services 
to d£iiver data By allowing 1~ services to use these rOutines. the same buffers can be used to' smre both network 
and locally generated data thereby reducing the amount of memory required to support client ITIOdule 702. · · 

Routine TID NM_StartData creates a new data transaction and triggers a data delivery event Routine 
15 NM_EndData is called when all data for the given server transaction identification code TRANSACTIONid has beeti 

transmitted. Routine NM_SetDataLength sets the data segment to a given length and may cause the location of the 
data to change. Routine NM_ GrowDataLength grows the data segment by a given length and also may cause the loca· 
tion of the data to change. Routine NM_ GetDataLength returns the length of the data segment Routine 
NM_GetDataPointer returns a pointer to the data. This routine is preferably called before writing into the dala buffer. 

20 Also. thlS.routine is preferably called whenever the data's location may have changed. Routine NM_DeliverData can be 
called when at least one card has been stored to reduce latency while the other cards are being generated. 

TIL manager module 1403 insulates the rest of client module 702 from changes to the TIL specification. The inter.' 
face provided by TIL manager module 1403 has the following characteristics: removes the need for parsing by the rest 
of client module 702; uses cursors to avoid generating data structures on-the-fly; does not need an entire deCk to oper-

25 ate; and handles Til versioning. 
Each TIL deck contains a major and a minor versioil number. The minor version number. is incremented when TIL 

changes in a way that does not break existing Til manager modules. The major version number is incremented for non· 
compatible versions of TIL 

Each TIL deck has the same hierarchy. One errbodiment of this hierarchy is presented in Table 6. In Table 6, inden-
3o tation is used to represent the relationships c:A the various hierarchical levels. 

45 

50 

55 

deck 

TABLE 6 

TIL DECK HIERARCHY 

options 
softkeys 

options 

card 
options 
softkeys 

options. 
formatted text 

formatted lines 
entries 

options 
formatted line 

The interface presented in Table 7 for TIL manager module 1403 is designed with the assufll)tion that TIL iS a direct 
tokenization of PIDL as described in Appendix I. However, the interface does not have any dependencies on that tokeni· 
zation and can support other PIDL encoding techniques. Given the above ass!mplion. the opaque pointers described 
below are actual pointers into the TIL deck itseH. A rucfonentary cbject typing scheme based on where in the deck the 

29 
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opaque pointer points can be IJSed to implement the generic functions desaibed below. If this object fYpirig is nOt fea
·sible due to details·ot TIL encoding, the generic functions can be replaced with specifiC functions. 

TABLE 7· 

ARCHITECTURE FOR TIL MANAGER MODULE 1403 
trPedef char *opaque; 
typedef opaque Deck; 
typedef opaque Card; 
typedef·opaque·Text; 

: ··.•: 

. 'i· 
.·,; 

30 
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type de£ opaque Entry; 
typedef opaque Option; 
typedef opaque SoftKey; 
typedef .opaque Object.; 

1*. Generic functions *I 
FirstOpticin(Object obj, Option *o); 

I* obj ~sa card, softkey,·entry, or deck *I 
Getsoftkey(Object .. obj, Option *o); 

I* obj is a card or deck */ 
GetText(Object obj, Option *o); 

I* obj is a card or entry */ 

/* Deck functions */ 

SetDeck(Deck d, int length); 

-or-

I* tells modi.tle which deck to use */ 
DeckGetCard(Card *c, int num); 

DeckGetcard(Deck d,·card *c, int num); 

/* Card functions */ 
int cardType(Card c); 
CardFirstEntry(Card c, Entry *e); 

CardLookupSoftkey(Card c, int num, Softkey *s); 
CardisLast _(Card c); 

..... 
I* Option cursor functions *./ 

OptionNext(Option *o); 

char *OptionKey(Option o); 
char *OptionValue(Option o) 

I* Entry cursor functions */ 
/* Text (and image) cursor functions */ 

TextNextToken('i'ext ··t:~ int *type,· int *subtype, 

int *length, char *data); 

Archive manager rncxjuJe 1404 stores ard retrieves long-lived information. This information includes: data related 
to the server's location and/or required to st.qJpOrt server scaling; data related to enayption; TIL caching (transparent 
to user); TIL storage (specified by user); and message storage and retrieval (see local manager module). Archive man-

31 
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ager mcdule 1404 should suwort a variety of nonvolatile memory schemes that are provided by the two-way data com
munication devices. 

Local manager module 1405 is an interface to local device resources, such as local messages. address book 
entries. and preconfigured !Hllail replies. Local manager mooule 1405 should also define an abstract interface to nav-

s igation manager I110Cille 1401 for use by archive manager modUle 1404. · 
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30 

35 

40 

Table 8 is an architecture for an interface within local manager module 1405 to access to an address book stored 
on cellular telephone 700. The name of a routine in Table 8 is descriptive of the Operations performed by the routine. 

TABLE 8 

ARCHITECTURE FOR ADDRESS BOOK ACCESS 

int NumAddresses(); 
char *Addres~Name(int num); . 

..... 
char *AddressGetEMail(int num); 

II returns e-mail address 
char *AddressGetPhone(int num); 

II returns phone number 
char* AddressGetFax(int num); 

I I returns fax number 
SetAddress(int. num, char •name,: char •email, 

char *phone, char •fax); 
DeleteAddress(int num); 
InsertAddress(int before); 

Table 9 is an architecture for an interface within local manager mcxtule 1405 to ai:cess P..~etermined replies stored 
on cellular telephone 700. The name of a routine in Table 9 is descriptive cit the operations peiiormed by the routine. 

TABLE 9 
. ., 
ARCHITECTURE FOR PRE- . 

DETERMINED REPLY 
ACCESS 

int NumRepliesQ; 

char • GetReply(int num); 

DeleteReply(int num); 

SetReply(int num, char "teXt); 

lnsertReply(int before); 

so Table 10 is an architecture for an interlace within local manager module 1405 to a~ess meSsages stored locally· 
on cellular telephone 700. The name of a routine in Table 10 is descriptive of the operations performed by the routine. 

55 

.·. 
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TABLE 10 

ARCHITECTURE FOR LOCALLY STORED MESSAGE ACCESS 

int-NumMessages(); 
~oid *FirstMessage(); 
void *Ne~tMessage(); 
int MessageType(void *rnsg); 

II e.g. e-mail, TIL, etc. 

void •MessageContent(void *msg); 
void *Savefo{essage(i:nt.type, void *content, int 

contentLength) ;' 

DeleteMessage(void *msg); 

Event manager module 1406 handles the distribution of events. In this embodiment, evems include kMI.Jevel events 
like key presses and higher level navigation and user interiace even1s. There are typically only a small number of events 

25 at any one time. The main event loop in the two-way data Communication device dependent module keeps calling 
EM_GetNextEventO until no events are left in the queue. 'Note itiat processing one event can cause another event to.· 
be pushed.onto.the queue. The main event loq:> is not restarted unbl another event is pushed onto the queue due to a 
user key press or a network event. 

In this embodiment, the event types inciLde: 
30 

1) keypad events, i.e., pressing cit a key; 
2) choice events relating to a current choice card. e.g .• the user selecting choice three; 
3) text entry events relating to a current entry card. e.g., the user keying in "Hello"; 
4) network events. e,g., responSe arrived, request arrived, transaction terminated, network status; and 

35 5) history events. e.g., pop, pop to marker . 

45 

50 

55 

Table 11 is ary arct)itecture for atent manager module 1406. As in the other tables herein, the name of a routine in 
Table.11 is descriptiv&ot the cperation$ performed by the routine and in addition a brief description is given in the com· 
mentfield. . . . . 

TABLE 11 
ARCHITECTURE FOR EVENT MANAGER MODULE 1406 

struct Event { 

int type; 
void *data; 

/* e~<j. keycode, choice num, entry 

text, status code, other data */ 

33 
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EM_QueueEvent(int type, void* data); 

/* Adds event at end of queue*/ 
EM_GetNextEvent(Event *event); 

/*Pops next event*/ 

EM_PeekNextEvent(Event event); 

/*Peeks at next event*/ 

Timer manager module 1407 allows timer events to support timeouts, animation: anci other time-do~ features. 
limeouts are delivered via event manager module 1406. 

Table 12 is an architecture for tirnennanager module 1407. As in the other tables herein, the name of a routine in 
Table 12 is descriptive of the operations performed by the routine. 

TABLE 12 

ARCHITECTURE FOR TIMER MANAGER MODULE 1407 

Tiinerinit(}; 

int TimerSet(int millis~conds, int code, void 

*clientData); 
/*Returns a timer identification timerid to 

be used for cancellations*/ 
""Timercancel(int timerid}; 

TimerCancelAll() 

User interface manager module 1408 handleS interactions with the keypad and the display. Each of the three types 
of user interfaces defined in Table 1 above requires a different version of user interface manager module 1 408. For most 

40 ceQular telephones, only one card at a time is used. However, some cellular telephones can display multiple cards at · 
once and so would require a different version of user interface manager module 1408 from the version that harldled dis· 
play of only one card at a time. · 

In this embodiment, user interface manager module provides a user interface for the three types of cards d-.splay, 
cli6ice, and entry; provides hooks for custom user interfaces for the address list and e-mail reply entry; only cares about 

45 the user interface aspects of cards and pn:Mdes no navigation, argument, or option processing; handles all text and 
graphic layout including word wrapping; handles scrolling of text; operates from PIDL data structures; generates key· 
board events, some of which may be generated by soft keys: and generates high-level events, e.g. next card, choice 
entry 3, text entry "IBM". 

Table 13 is an architecture for processing cards by user interface manager module 1408. As in the other tables 
so herein, the name of a routine in Table 13 is descriptive of the operations performed by the routine. 

55 
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TABLE 13 
ARcHITECTURE FOR CARb PROCESSING 

BY UI MANAGER MODULE 1408 

void OI~Startcard(Card. c); 
I* called to begin display and -~roi::_essirig of. 

a given· card*/ 
void UI_EndCard(Card c); 

/•called when a card' is no longer to be 

displayed*/ 
Boolean UI HandleEvent(Event *pevent) ; 

/•returns true if the event is handled, false 

if not*/ 

Table 14 is an architecture for the user interface implementation by user interface manager module 1408. As in the 
25 other tables herein, the name of a routine in Table 14 is desaiptive of-the operations performed by the routine. 

3() 
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TABLE 14 

ARCHITECTURE FOR UI IMPLEMENTATION 
BY UI MANAGER MODULE 1408 

UI_ Layoutcard(Card c, Boolean draw, Proc 

callback) 
I* relies on global data; needs to be able 

to: draw as it goes; and note the 
special function of the currentLine 
(e.g. none, choice, softkey)*/ 

int n~~ines, firstVisible, lastVisible, 
currentLine; 

char currentEntry[80); 
int currentChoice; 

void •currentSoftkey; 
Card currentCard; and 

···.other info as needed for in-line 
scrolling 

The callback routine is notified of the special function of each line as the fine is laid ouL Thus, routine 
UI_LayoutCard can be used to scroll to a particular choice. H the current line is too wide to display all at once, horizontal 
scrolling is used to display the complete line, one display width at a time. 
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Memory manager module.1409 is optional, and is used if) two-way data Communication devices that do not StJppOrt 
dynamic memory allocation. In these devices, all memory allocation and releases must go through memory rrianager 
module 1409. Also, by allocating memory in advance via memory manager mcxlule 1409, dient mcxlule 702 does not 
run out of memory due to some other process on the device usirig up merno,.Y. · 

s In one embodiment. the airnet networl! translator described above was used with an Internet server to communi-
cate with dient module. The Internet server was a UNIX ~uter running the Mosaic HTIP server. The executable 
code was generated by compiling the source code on a Computer running the Sun Microsystems Operating sYstem 
Solaris 2A using Sun Microsysterns compiler SunPro C and C#, and the .Sun Microsysterns SDK make utility. All of 
these products are available from Sun Microsystems of Mountain Vi~. Calik>mia. . 

to Various embodiments of a novel interactive two-way data commu'nication system·. a two-way data communication 

15 
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25 
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device, an airnet network architecture, and a predictive text entry system have been described herein. These embodi
ments are illus1rative only of the principle$· of the invention and are not intended to limit the invention to the specifiC 
embodiments described. In viE1.v of this disclosure, those skilled in the art'W.ll be able to use the principles of this inven
tion in a wide variety of applications to. obtain the advantages of this invention, as described above. 

36 
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APPENDIX I 
A DESCRIPTION OF PIDL AND TIL 

Unpublished ~ 1995 Libris, Inc. 

The main .structure of PIDL is described by an 

abstract syntax. This appendix describes· the elements 
of the language and their semantics. In the syntax 

description of each element, an element is defined in 

an enhanced BNF. 

Ia .. = b the element a is defined as b 

a .. == b the element a is defined as b or c 

.. = c 

b c the element b followed by element C, the 
intervening space is just for clarity 

albic element a or element b or element c 

{a} the element a is optional 

{a}* the element a may appear zero or more 
times in a row 

{a}+ the element a may appear one or more 

times in a row 

abe the characters abc literally 

ol(a) an option list with zero or more top ions 
of the element a, see Options below 

In general, the element blank-space can optionally 
appear between any two other elements. To keep the 
diagram clear, it has been omitted except where 
required. · Where a blank-space is illegal or treated 
specially, it is noted. 

. 37 
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The PIDL ELEMENTS 

deck ::~deck-header {softkey}* {card}+ deck
footer 

deck-header 
deck-options 
de~k~fo~ter 

a-cost 

: := 

: := 

: : == 

-cP:IDL 

o:-args 
</PIDL> 

ol(deck-options) > 

a-cost I o-ttl 

A deck consists of one or more cards. 
There must be at least one card. A deck 
may also have a number. of softkeys 
defined that stay in force for the whole 
deck. See soft keys below for the· 

syntax and full description. 

::=cost= value 
o-ttl ::= tt1= .integer 

Additional arguments to be passed on the. 
next deck ·request are given in o-args. 
See Arguments below for syntax and full 
description. 

The cost of retrieving this page 
{exclusive of telephone system charges) 
is represented in o-cost. · If no o-cost 
is given, the deck cost is inciuded with 
the user's standard service contract. 

Decks can be c.ached by the cellular 
telephone for a period of time. The o
tti entry indicates the number of 
seconds that the deck can be cached from 
time of. reception. If no o-ttl entry is 
given, the deck can only be cached for 
short periods of time, for example, to 

38 
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implement a back function similar to 
that of most Web browsers. If the value 

of o-ttl is zero, the deck must not be 
cached. 

CARD ELEMENTS 

::=display-card I choice card 

card 

entry-

A card is one of three types of card in 

this embodiment. These are described in 

the sections below. 

: : == o-name I o-next I o-prev 

: := name= identifier 
: := next= destination 

: := prev= des.tination 
All cards can have these options. The 

. . . . 
optional o~name option gives a name to 
the card. If a card has a name, the 

card can be referred to by a 

destination. 

The o-next and o-prev give destinations 
for the NEXT and PREV keys. If omitted, 

the defaults are the next and previous 
sequential card in the deck. If o-prev 
is omitted from the first card, the PREV 
key returns to the deck_last visited. 
If o-next is omitted from the last card, 
the NEXT key returns to the first card 
of the current deck. However, this 
default behavior is only a fail-safe: 
the last card in a deck should always 
have either an o-next option, or be a 

choice card where each choice entry 
indicates a new destination. 

39 
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DISPLAY CARD 

::=display-header display-content 

display-footer 

.. -<DISPLAY option-list> 

: := 

card-options 

{ softkey }* formatted text 

</DISPLAY> 

Display cards give information for the 

user to read. See Formatted Text below 

for a full description of the format of 

information that can be displayed . 

Softkeys can be described for this card 

only, see Softkeys below . 

CHOICE CARD 

choice-card ::=choice-header display-content 

{ entries } choice-footer 

choice-header ::= <CROICB ol{choic~-options} > 

choice-options ::=card-options I o-method I o-key 

I o-default 

o-method ::=method= method-type 

. method-type : : = number I list I alpha I group 

entries ::=·{"choice-entry}+ 

::"' { group-entry { choice-entry }+ )+ 

;hoice-footer ::= </CBOICB> 

Choices let user pick one from a list. 

The initial display content is shown to 

the user, followed by the choices. Each 

choice can have one line of formatted 

text (which may be wrapped or scrolled 

by the phone if too long) . 

How the choices are displayed and chosen 

40 
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is based on the o-method option. Note 

that· this option is a hint only, and can 

be disregarded by the phone. The number 

method is the default and indicates that 

the c:hoices are numbered sequentially 
from one· and are chosen by pressing the 

appropriate digit on the keypad. If 

there are more than nine options, the 
phone may choose some other method of 

selection. T~e list method indicates 

that the list should be unnumbered and 

that the user should scroll through the 

list and hit some designated enter key 
to choose an entry. The alpha method is 
like list, only it is an indication that 

the ·text of the entries should be used 
to aid selection if at all possible. In 

this case, the entries are assumed to be 
alphabetically sorted. The group method 

is described in more detail below. 

The o-key option indicates, if present, 

the key of an argument to be added to 
the argument list. See Arguments below 

for more information. The value of the 
argument comes from the choice entry; 
~ee below. The o-default option 
indicates the default value if the user 
just hit ENTER. :see o-default under 

Entry .card below.for more information. 

choice-entry :: = <.CE ol (entry-options) > 

·formatted-line 

entry-options ::=action-options I o-val:ue 
Each choice has text displayed to the 
user. If the action~options are given, 

41-'· 
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the indicated·action is performed if the 
choice is made. If the o-value option 
is present, :it supplies the value to the 
argument identified with the o-key 
option in the choice header. If no o
value ·is given, the text of the entry is 
used (without any formatting) as the 
·argument value. 

gr~up-entry ::= .<GE ol(group-options) > 

group-options ::=label= value 

eritiy-:card 

entry-header 
entry-options 

entry-footer 

If the .group method is used, the choices 
are divided into a number ·of groups . 
Each gro.up is headed by a .group-entry, 
which, via the label option, gives a 
short name to the group. The phone can 
then give the user a hierarchial 
interface for choosing among a large 
number of .choices. The text of the 
label should be limited to eight 
characters and may be truncated by the 
phone. 

ENTRY CARD 

:;=entry-header display-content entry
footer 
::=<ENTRY ol(entry-options) > 

::=card-options I o-format I o-key 
I a-default 

: : = </ENTRY> 

Entries let the user enter a value .. The 
display content is. shown to the user, 
followed by an entry line. The user's 
entry is controlled· by the format. The 
o-key option indicates. the argument that 

42 
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is being set by this entry. The value 

of the argument are the user's entry. 

format= value { ; format-hint } 

value 

This option specifies the format for 

user input entries~ The string consists 

of format control charaC:ters and static 

text which is displayed in the input 

area. Most of the format control 

characters control what data is expected 

to be keyed in by the user. They are 

displayed as blanks until the user types 

into· them . 

The ~ormat codes are: 

A entry of any alphabetic 

9 

X 

*f 

\e 

character 

entry of any numeric character 

entry of any alphabetic or 

numeric character 

allow entry of any number of 

characters; the next character, 

f, is one of A, 9 or X and 

~p~cifies 1"'hat kind of 
cha.racters can be entered. 

display the next character, e, 

in the entry field; allows 

display of the formatting 
characters in the entry field. 

Format hints indicate wh.at kind of value 

.is expected. If a format hint is not 

understood, it is ignored. Currently 

defined format hints are: 
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-text text is expected to be 
text, use special 
input techniques; 
generally follows *A 
or *X 

mail.,-reply like text, ·but 

expected text is for 
an e-mail message or 
page; may affect input 
algorithm 

address-list entry is a list of 
e-mail addresses 

-o-defauit : := default= value, 
The o-default option supplies a value 
that is used if the user·simply hits 
NEXT. If no default value is given, 
then the user must supply a value . 

FORMATTED TEXT 
formatted-text ::= ·{ {flow-image 

text-line)* 
formatted-line : : == text-line 

{ line- format } 

tex;-line ::= { text I image I text-format I 
alignment-format }* 
Formatted text is what is shown to the 
user in most cards. Formatted lines are 
used for choice entries. 

-text-format· ::= <B> I <I> I <BL> 
::= </B> I <%> I <BL> 

The format codes control Bold, Itaiic 
and Blinking. The slash versions cancel 
the formatting. Unlike HTML, these 
needn't be strictly nested and over 
application and over cancellation are 

44 
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tolerated. · Formatted·-text and 

formatted-line elements start in plain 
mode (no bold, italic, or blinking}. 

alignment-format ::=<CENTER> I <BOLD> I <TAB> 
The alignment codes specify how parts of 
a line are to be laid out. The text 
following the alignment code is either 

centered or right justified on the same 
line as the other text. The text or 
image following the·code is considered 

to be all text up to the next alignment 
code or line break. All lines start 

implicitly aligned.left. Note that 

these _do not include an implicit line 
break so that one can have both left and 
right justified text on a.single line. 

If there is too much text and not enough 
room on the line then, if in wrap mode, 

the non-fitting text is moved to the 
next line and aligned the same way. If 
in line mode, the line may end up 

runiiing. together with two spaces between 
the left, center, and right justified 
segments. 

The.tab code.is used to create aligned 

columns. Rather than. tab to specific 
character positions, the tab code' 
separates/the. text for each colu~.' The 

width of the column is determined by the 
maximal width of the text (or images} in 
each line. The extent of the columns is 
from the first line with tab codes 
through the last contiguous line with 
tab codes. Some lines may have fewer 

45· 
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tab codes than others, in which case 
they are assumed to have no text for the 
extra columns. 

<WRAP> I <LINE> 

<BR> 

Multiple lines of text are separated by 
the <BR> code. If a line ·is too long to 
fit on the screen and, if in wrap mode, 
the line is word·wrapped onto multiple 
lines. If in line ·mode, the line is 
left as one line and is scrolled 
horizontally. Formatted-text and 
formatted-line elements start in wrap 
mode and may be changed with either the 
<WRAP> or <LINE> cOdes. These codes are 
an implicit line break. 

IMAGES 

image ::=<IMAGE ol(image-options) > 

•• - <~XNE ol(image-options) > 

inline-data </:rnLZNlb 

flow-image ::=<IMAGE ol(flow-image-options) > 

::= <INLINE ol(flow-image-options) > 

inline-data </XNLIHB> 
image-options 

flow~ image-options 
inline-data 

o-source 
: : = image-options I o-flow 

:: = ASCIIBS encoding of image data 

Images are treated as large words and, 
by default, are simply displayed as part 
of the text. Flow-Images have a flow 
option that causes them to be treated 
differently. The image data is stored 
in a separate data stream as identified 

46 
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by the source option. 

Inline images are treated identically, 
only the data is part of the current 
data stream. ASCII85 is a standard way 
of encoding binary data in printable 
ASCII, whereby each four bytes of data 

is encoded in. five characters. Note 
that TIL only uses inline images, and 
uses a different encoding. 

o-source ::= srca location· 

·This option s~ecifies the location of 
the source for images. 

o-flow : := floW.. { left I right } 
This.option controls. theal{gnment of 

flow-images. The option specifies that 
the image is flush left or flush right 
with the screen. Subsequent lines of 
text flow in the remaining right or left 

hand ,S.pace. 

SOFTKEYS 

· · softkey : := <SOPTKBY ol:(softkey-.options) > 

softkey-options : := o-label I .o-button I action-options 

Softkeys supply definitions for two 
buttons. known as SOFT-L and SOFT-R. 
They do not show up in the normal text 
and.graphics area displayed to the user, 
but on a separate line for ~:!Oft key 
labels. (Note: in.some implementations, 
where screen real estate is scarce, this 
label· line may get used for normal text 

47. 
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and graphics display when there are no 
soft~eys defined on the current card). 

When thesoftkey ·is pressed, the 
indicated action takes place. 

:·: = button= side 

left I· right 
o-label ::=label= value 

The button option specifies ~hich 
physical key·the softkey applies to. 

The label option is the text that is 
displayed on screen for that key. The 
phone may truncate the label. It is 
suggested that _labels be fewer than 
eight characters. 

Softkeys can be specified both for the 
deck as a whole and per card. When 
specified for the deck . (after the deck
header, but before the first card) they 
remain in effect for the entire deck. 
When specified for a card (at the 
beginning of the formatted-text for the 
card), they temporarily override any 

. deck softkeys while the card is visible.· 
Note that the override is done 
independently for the two keys (a card 
can override one softkey, but not the 
other) . To override a deck softkey with 
no softkey (in effect, 'to remove a 
softkey for the duration of a card) use 
a softkey with no label and no action. 

SYNTAX: OPTIONS 

48' 
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Many of the syntactic elements of PIDL 
have option lists associated with them. 
Options refine the operation of the 
elements they are part of. Unless 
otherwise noted, options do not nest, 
even when the same option is given in 
two nested elements. Options that are 

not defined for an element are ignored, 
even if valid for an enclosing element. 

ol (valid-option) : := f blank-space valid-option }* 
{blank-spaces } 

option-list ::= ol(option) 
option : :"' key = value 

key ::=identifier 
value . ' : : = plain-text 

::= • {text}·· 

An option list· contains zero or more 
options. Each option is separated by 
blank-space (required!) and optionally 
followed by blank-space. In the syntax 
diagrams, option lists are shown as: 
ol (valid-option) where valid-option is 
replaced with an element. that defines 
the possible options in this context. 
ol is a generic syntactic description of 
option-lists. 

Each option is a key and a value. They 
may'be given in any order within the 
list of options. The. key is always an 
alpha-numeric name that is case 
insensitive. The value, if it is 
composed of only alphanumeric 
characters·; may appear directly after 
the equals sign. Otherwise, the value 

49 
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must be quoted. Irr·quotes, blank-space. 
is treated literally and is considered 
part of the value. 

In the syntax diagrams, the possible 

values for various options are spec~fied 
without quotes. However,. quotes are 
always acceptable around an option 
value. 

Unlike almost all othe~ syntactic 
elements, blank space is not permitted 
between the key and the equals.sign or 
between the equals sign and the value. 

Many options have a more restricted set 
of possible values than represented by 
·the above syntax. See the individual 
options for details. 

DESTINATIONS 
destination .. : : = location { ; animation } 

: := card-loc .. { ; animat.ion }· 
::c stack-operation { ; animation 

loc~tion .. : := .full-loc I partial-.loc 
I relative-lee 

full-lee : := service-id I deck-path 

::: = service-host I deck-path 
·partial-lee : := I deck-path 
relative-lee .. / }* deck-path 

card-.~oc : : = # identifier 

deck-path : ·: = plain-text { I plain-text } * 
serv.ice-id : :=· \ plain-text 

50 .. 
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service-host·'· :: = plain-text 

stack-operation 

animation 

·Destinations are used in .. some options to 
indicate the next, or previous deck or 
card to show. A deck is specified 

:either with a full location (service-id 
and deck-path), just a deck-path (in 
which case the service is the same ·as 
the current deck's service), or a 
relative deck-path. In the later case, 
the last component of the current .deck
path:is· removed, (and one additional 

·'component for each .. / in.the relative 
deck-path), and the deck-path appended. 

A particular card can be a destination 
.and is .specified by a card-lac element. 

·;.;,• 

+ card-lac 
: := 

rn addition to the normal history list 
of where a user has been that is kept by 
a phone, the phone also keeps a short 

·.stack of locations. Using a plus sign 
form cau~es the current. location (deck 
and·card, and location in the history 
list, and animation used) to be pushed 
on the stack before going to the new 
card. Using the minus sign form causes 
a return to the location on the top of 
the stack, and the history list to be 
pruned back to the saved point. If no 
animation is given; the inverse 
animation is used. The stack is popped. 

: := ali deN slideS 

. !: (! . 

,. 

. 51 
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: := slideW I ali deE 

: := slideSW I slideNE 

: := slideSE I slideNW 

: := flipV 
: ::: flipB 

: := fade 

:::none 

The optionai animation·argument 

indicates what forni of screen animation·, 

if available, is to be used when going 

to. the destination. The ;,miniation is 

remembered with the destination in .the 

history and destination stack. If the 

user moves to a destination via a 'go' 

or •ne:xt' operation, then the animation 

is performed. If the user moves to a 

destination via a 'prev' or 'pop• 

operation, the reverse animation 

associated with the current location is 

performed. 

ACTIONS 

Choice entries and soft keys can specify 

actions to be performed when the user 

selects the choice or softkey. 

action-options ::= o-args I o-call 

I o-page 
::=go= destination 

: :"' call==· value 
The go operation indicates that the 

destination should be moved. 

ARGUMENT .PROCESSING 

Each time a deck is reques.ted, arguments 

may be passed along with the request. 

52 .. 
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These arguments may be used by the 
service end to ·compute a deck specific 
for the user rather than just return a 
pr:e-written deck. 

Arguments are built-up as the user 

traverses the deck. Each argument is a 

key-value pair. While arguments 
.superficially look like options, these 

two entities are quite distinct: Options 
are a part of PIDL ~d affect the 
operation of the-phone. Arguments are 
information gathered·by the phone and 

returned to the service. Neither PIDL 
nor the phone Understands the arguments 

bey~nd their basic syntactic structure. 

Arguments come from threeplaces: Choice 
cards, Entry cards, and the args option. 
Each of these specifies a key-value·pair 
that is added to. a buffer of arguments 
to ·be sent.. In the case o.f the arga 
option, ~ltiple arguments may be 
specifie~.· When an argument key-value 
pair is added to the argument buffer, if 
the ~ey is already present in the 
buffer, its value is replaced. 

o~args ::= args. arg-list 

ar~ent-list ::= arg-key-value { { &: 

key-value }* 
} 

arg-key-value 
arg-key 

arg-value 

::= arg-key = arg-value 
: := identifier . . . 

::=plain-text 

Note: The entire o-aigs element is 

S3 
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actually the value of an option. If it 

has more than one arg-key-value it will 
need to be in quotes. Since the 

· ·ampersand (&) and semi-colon (;) are 

used as key-value pair se~arators, these 
characters cannot be part of argument 
values. 

o-value : : = key= arg-key. 

::=value= arg-value 

These options.are used in choice and 
entry cards to specify the key and value 
for the arguments those cards set. 

BASIC ELEMENTS 

alpha : : = any alphabetic character 

numeric : : = any digit 

alpha-numeric ::=alpha I numeric 
hex : : = ·numeric 

either case 

blank-space ::={.space 

any letter A through F, 

tab 1· new-line }+ 
space ::=the space character 

tab : : = the tab character 
new-line· : := the ·carriage return character 

::=the line feed.character 

·word 
identifier 

integer 

::=the seque~ce carriage return, line 
feed 

: := alpha..:.numeric }+ 
: := alpha { alpha-numeric }* 
: := { + I - } { numeric }+ 

text ::=any 7-bit ASCII character except<, 
. >, n! or &. 

:; = &gt; &lt;. &quot; &amp; 

54 
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&nbsp; 

::=any ISO-Latin-1 named.entity_ 

::=&#hex hex; 
In text, runs of blank-space are treated 
as single spaces and my be used as point 
for word wrapping. 

safe ::=.{alpha 

: := $ I 
numeric 

I@ 
safe· }* 
I & I 

• i 

TIL ENCODING 

Except where noted, TIL is identical to 
PIDL in structure. To translate PIDL to 
TIL several steps are conceptually 
needed (these may pe done in one pass by 
a translator) : 

l. Escape characters with the high 

bit set. 
2. Compress or remove all blank space 

3. 

where possible. 

Tokenize comment elements with a 
single byte with the high bit set. 

4. Inline images. 

Fundamentally, TIL is just PIDL with 
certain common character sequences 
replaced by single bytes with the 
high-bit set. The first two steps above 
support this. Additionally, images are 
further compacted by including them 

inline in a dense format. 

The tokenizing follows the encoding 

ss· 
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given in the table below. Nc)~e· that for 
purposes of element separatio_n, the 
tokens that represent option key 
identifiers (with the equal sigu) can be 
cons-idered to include ~11 preceding 

blank space. Similarly, the tokens that. 
represent option values can be 
considered to include all following 
blank space. 
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</DISPLAY> 93 
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</CHOICE> 95 
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</ENTRY> 97 
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<GE Al 

<IMAGE A2 

<INLINE A3 

<SOFTKEY A4 

<8> 80 
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<8L> 84 
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<LINE> 89 
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args= co alpha EO 

button;,. Cl center El 

call= C2 fade E2 

cost= C3 flipH E3 

default=· C4 flipV E4 

flow=. cs group ES 

format= C6 inline E6 

go= C7 left E7 

key= ca list E8 

label,;, C9 none E9 

method=- CA number EA 

name= CB right EB 

nex~= ct slideE EC 

page= CD slideN ED 

prev= CE slideNE EE 

src= CF slideNW EF 

ttl= DO slideS FO 

value= Dl slideSE Fl 

slideSW .F2 

slideW F3 
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APPENDIX II 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO GENERATE 

A.LETTER FREQUENCY TABLE 
FOR USE IN THE PREDICTIVE DATA ENTRY PROCESS 

Unpublished 10 1995 Libris, Inc. 

I* This program opens a text file selected by the 

user, generates the frequency table .for that fiie, 
arid then writes the frequency table to another 
file also selected by the user.· 

*I 

#include <Stdio.h> 
#include <String.h> 

#.include <Console. h> 
#include <assert'.h> 

typedef unsigned char byte; 
typedef byte triplet(3}; 
typedef byte tristorage [27] [27] [27) ; 

IncrementTrigram(triplet t, tristorage trigrams) 

.} 

byte * pb; · 
asse;rt(t[O) < 27); 

assert (t [1] · < 27); 

assert(t[2] < 27); 
pb = &trigrams [t [0]} [t (1]] [t [2) J ; 
if (*pb < 255) *pb = *pb'+ l; 

return *pb; 

. . 

StoreTrigramValue(triplet t, tristorage trigrams, byte 

value) 

58 
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assert(t[O] < 27); 

assert(t[l] < 27); 

assert(tl2] < 27); 

trigrams [t [OJ J [t £~11 [t [2) J value; 

byte FetchTrigramvalue(triplet t, tristorage trigrams) 

assert(~[O] < 27); 

assert (t [1) < 27); 

assert(t[2) < 27); 

return trigrams [t (OJ] (t (1]) [t [2)] ; 

byte DumpTrigram(triplet t,.· tristorage trigrams) 

{ 

byte value; 
assert(t[O] < 27); 

assert (t [1] < 27); 

assert(t(2] < 27); 

value = FetchTrigramValue (t., trigrams); 
if (value != 0) 

printf("\ctc\c = ", t(O] + 'a', t[l] +'a', t[2) + 

'a') ; 

if (value== 255) print£(•***"); 

else printf ("%3d" I value);· 

return value; 

int IdFromChar(short c) 

c =tolower(c); 
if (c < 'a' 11 c > 'z') return 26; 

return c - 1 a' ; 

59 
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AddChar(tristorage trigrams, triplet t, byte b) 

byte value; 

unsigned short r; 

assert(b <= 26); 

if (b 26) { t[O] a t(l] ~ t(2] "'26;'return;} 

t[O) t[l); 

t[l] t[2); 

t [2) = b; 

value = FetchTrigramValue(t, trigrams) ;· 

if (value == 255) return; 

#if ·o 
if (value > 64) { 

r =Random(); 

if (value > 192 && r &: OxEOOO). return; 

else if (value > 128. && r & OxCOOO) return;. 

else if (value > 64 && r & OXBOOO) return; 

#endif 

StoreTrigramValue(t, trigrams, value+ 1); 

DumpTrigrams(tristorage trigrams) 

inti, j, k; 

int.x; 

triplet t; 

X == 0; 

for (i = 0; i < 26; ++i) 
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for (j = 0; j < 26; ++j) 
for (k = 0; k < 26; ++k) 

byte value; 
t [0] i; 
t (1] j i 

t [2] k; 

value= DumpTrigram(t, trigrams); 

if (value == O) continue; 

if (++X == 6) { 
printf(n\n"); x 0; 

else 
printf(n "); 

OSErr BuildTrigram(short refNum, tristorage trigrams) 
{ 

OSErr err; 

triplet t; 
t[O) = t[l) t(2) = 26; 

while (true) 

long count = 80; 
char buf[BO); 

int i; 

err= FSRead(refNuin,. &count, buf); 

if (count == 0) return err; 
for (i = 0; i < count; ~+i) 

AddChar(trigrams, t, IdFromChar(buf[i])); 

61 
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if (err) return err; 

return 0; 

Handle OpenTrigrams(void) 

OSErr err; 
OSType type ; 
StandardFileReply reply 
short refNum; 

short ~id; 
Handle h; 
Str63 name; 
tristorage *trigrams; 

type = 'TEXT' ; 
StandardGetFile(nil, 1, &type, &reply); 
if (!reply.sfGood) return nil; 

': 

err = FSpOpenDF(&reply.sfFile, fsCurPerm~ &refNum); 
if (err) return nil; 

memcpy(name, reply.sfFile.name, sizeof(name)); 

h = .NewHandle(sizeof(tristorage)); 

HLock (h); 

trigrams = (tristorage *)(*h); 
memset(*trigrams, 0, sizeof(tristorage)); 

BuildTrigram(refNum, *trigramsl; 
FSClose (refNum); 
DumpTrigrams(•trigrams); 
HUnlock (h) ; 

62. 
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type· = 1 rsrc 1 
·; 

StandardGetFile.(nil 1 1~ &type, &reply); 

if (!reply. sfGood) return; 

refNum := FSpOpenResFile (~reply. sfFile, fsCUrPerm); 

if (refNum == -1) return; 

UseResFile.(refNum) ; 

id = UniqileliD (' smrt' ) ; 

//id = 128; 

AddResource (h, 1 smrt'., id1 -~arne);. 

UpdateResFile(refNum); 

FSClose (refNuml 1 · 

return h; 

main() 

OSErr err; 

Handle ·h; 

cshow ( stdout) ; 

TE!nit(); 

Init;Dialogs(OL); 

Ini~.tursor < > ; 

h = OpenTrigramsj) ; 

. . .• . 
1. A two-way data comt1'1lnication system for communication t>etvv~en a computer and a two-way data communication 

device selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone (105), a two-way pager (106), and a telephone 
'(1Q7}, said two-way data communication systemCOf1l>rising: 

so a two-way'~ta C:ommunic8tion network (110,1U, or 112); · 
a server COfl1)llier comprising: · · · · 

55 

a 1\yo-way data comirunication ~erface ~e (748) coupled ~o said two-way data communication net-
work; and · 
a server (121, 131, or 141) coupled to said two-way data communication interface module; 

wherein said server (121, 131, or 141) recewes a message including a resource locator from said two
way data communication netWork. and said resource locator includes an address of said server (121, 
131, or 141); 
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said server (121, 131, or 141) processes said message using said resource locator; and 

said server (121, 131, or 141) transmits a response to said message over said two-way data commu
nication network(110, 111, or 112); 

5 a two-way data communication device ( 105, 106. or 107) coupled to said two-way data communication network 
(110, 111, or 112) wherein said two-way data communication device (105, 106, or 107} is selected from the 
group consisting of a cellular telephone (105), a two-way pager (106), and a telephone (107), and further 
wherein said two-way data communic;:rtion device (105, 106, or 107} further COI"'llrises: 

10 a network interface module (714) coupled to said two-way data communiCation network; and 
a client module (702) coupled to said network intertace module (704); 

wherein said client module transmits said message inclUding said resource locator to said server (121, 
131, or 141) over said two-way data communication network; and 

15 said client module processes said response to said message from said server (121, 131, or 141) . 
wherein said response includes information for user interaction over said two-way data communica-
tion network (110, 111, or 112). · 

2.. A two-way data communication system for communication between a server COITIPuter and a cellular telephone, · 
20 said two-way data comnunication system comprising: 

25 

30 

35 

a data capable cellular telephone communication network (110); 
a ·server computer comprising: 

a two-way data communication interface module (748) coupled to said data capable cellular telephone 
communication network (110); and 
a server (121. 131, 141) coupled to said two-way data communication interface module; 

wherein said server (121, 131, 141) receives a message including a resource locator from said data 
capable cellular telephone communication network (110), and said resource loi:ator includes an 
actfress of said server (121, 131, or 141); 
said server (121, 131, or 141) processes said message using said resource locator; and 
said server (121, 131, or 141) transmits a response to said message over said data capable ceDular 
telephone communication network; 

a cellular telephone device (1 05) coupled to said data capable cellular telephone communication network (11 Q) 
wherein said cellular telephone device (1 05) further COJT1)rises: 

a network interface module (714) coupled to said data caPable cellular telephone communication network 
40 (11 O); and 

a client module (702) coupled to said network interface module (714); 

wherein said client module transmits said message including said resource locator to said server (121, 
131, or 141) over said data capable cellular telephone communication network (110); and 

45 said client module processes said response to said message from said server (121, 131, or 141) 
wherein said response includes information for user interaction over said data capable cellular tele-
phone communication network (110). · · 

3. A two-way data communication system as in Claims 1 and 2 wherein said client module further comprises an inter-
50 preter wherein said interpreter generates a user interface using i.nformation in said response, and said user inter

face includes at least ooe user data input option associated with a reSQU'ce locator. 

55 

4. A !IM)-way data communication system as in Claim 3 wherein said resource locator associated with said at least 
one user data input option addresses an object on said server COill)uter. 

5. A twO-way ctata comrrumication system as in Claim 3 wherein said resource locator associated with said at least 
one user data input option actfresses an object on .another server computer coupled to said communication net
work. 

64 
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6. A two-way data communication system as in Claim 3, 4 or 5 wherein said interpreter indudes a plurality of mana g.: 
ers including a user interface manager coupled to a display of said device wherein said user interface manager 
handles interactions with said display. 

7. A two-w;;y data communication system as in Claim 7 ~erein said user interface manager is coupled to a keypad 
of said device. and further wherein said user interface manager handles interactions with said keypad. · 

8. A two-way data communication system as in Claim ! wherein said anotl:ler resource locator including said address 
of said server (121, 131, or 141) and said input data corrprises a uniform resource locator . 

9. A two-way data communication system as in any preceding Claim wherein said response includes a plurarrty of 
resOurce locators aiid at least one of said plurality of resource locators includes an address to another server (121, 
131 , or 141) coupled to said. communication ne!\l'«lrk. 

15 10. A two-way data communication system as in any preceding Claim Wherein said server (121, 131, or 141) is a State
less server and upon said server (121, 131, a: 141) C!JffiPieling transmssion of said response, said server (121, 
131, or 141) completes aD processing of said request and retains no state information for said response. 

11. A two-way data communication sYstem as in any prececfing Claim wherein upon said server (121, 131,·141) com-
20 pleting transmission of said response, said server (121, 131, 141) IT)aintains state inlorrnation concerning said 

message wherein said server (121, 131, 141) utilizes Sait state irifOrrnation concerning said message in response 

25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

to. another m~ge from said device. . . . 

12. A two-way data communication system as in any preceding CJ.aim wherein said device further comprises: 

·a memory (716); and 
a resource locator stored in said memory. 

13. A two-way data communication system as i~ W:,y p~eceding Claim .M,e,ein said se~er computer furthef co~rises: 

a memory (755); and . . 
at least one CommOn gateway interface program (761) stored in said memory. 

14. A two-way data communication syStem. as in "any pr~eding CJium wherein said server COJlllUier furtt\er.conl:,rises: 

a memory.(7Ss); and . 
at least one~ deck stored in said memory. 

15. A two-way data communication system as in ariy precE!cling Claim wherein said device further comprises: 

a keypad (715) having a plurality of keys; and · 
a keypad module (711) coupled to said keypad (715) and to said client module (702) 

wherein upon a user pressing a key in said plurarrty of keys, said keypad module stores information iden· 
tifying the pressed key in.a buffer m~in<iry; and .· · 
said keypad module nOtifies said clierit module of said ker·prE!SS. 

16. A two-way_ data communi~tion system as in Claim 15 wherein. said client module (702) further corrprises a pre
. dictive cJata entry module (901), Wtjerein:said client module USE\& saki pr~ictive data entry module to process said 

5o stored information identifying the pressed key Lpi:ln said client module receiving said notification of said key press: 

17. A two-way data communication system as in Claim 16 wherein said predictive text entry module (901) generates a 
table index using at least one character in said buffer memory of said device in.corrt>ination with information char· 
acterizing said key pressed by said user; and said predictive text entry module retrieves at least.one predictive 

55 chat'acter entry from a table of predictjve character entries stored in a memo,Y using said .table irdex wherein said . 
at least one predictive character entry represents' a character in a plurality of Characters represented by said 
pressed key. · · 

18. A two-way data communicatiOO system as in Claim 17 wherein said at least one character in said buffer memory is 

65 
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included in a plurality of Characters in said memory buffer and further wherein said plurality of characters are used 
in generating said table index. 

19. A two-way data communication system as in Claim 18 wherein each character in said pluraflly of characters in said 
5 memory buffer is a character in a set of characters and further wherein 

each character in said set of Characters is represented by a unique number and said unique numbers range 
from 0 to (N-1) where N is a number of characters in said set. 

20. A lwo,.way data communication system as in Claim 19 wherein said pl~ily of keys comprises M keys where M is 
10 an integer. 

15 

21. A ~y data communication system as in any ~~ing Claim wherei~ said device .further CO!ll'ris~: 

a caro decl< stored in a memory of said device. 

22. A twtrway data communication system as in Claims 14 and 21 wherein said card deck includes a diSplay card, or 
a choice card or an entry card. , · ' · . ' . · · 

23. A two-way data communication system as in any preceding Claim wherein said device further COifl)riSes: 

a display (705); and · . . · · . . · · . : . 
a display mooule (712) coupled to siud display and to said client mcxiule (702} wherein said display module. 
drives said display in response to user intertace information from Said client module. 

25 24. A two-way ctata communication system as in an}t preceding Claim wherein said two-way data communication 
device is said cellular telephone or said two-way pager or said telephone. 

30 

35 

25. A method b using a two-way data commUnication device. selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone, 
a two-way pager, and a telephone, to communicate with a server coJil>uter coinprising: 

generating a message by a Client module in response to data entered by said user of a two-way data cornniU
nication device coupled to a two-way data ~nication network, 

wherein said client module executes on a microcontroller of said two-way data-c:ommunlcation device;· 
said message includes a resource tocatOr; and · · · · 
said two-way data communication device is selected from a group consisting of a ceDular telephone, a two-· 
way pager, and a telephone · 

transmitting said mesSage over said two-way data convnunication network to a server computer wherein said 
server COITIJlliter is identified by said resource locator: . . 
executing an application on said server <;omputer identified by said resource locator to generate a response to 
said message; and 
transmitting said response to a location identified by said application. 

45 26. A methcxl for usirig a two-way data communication device, selected from a group consiSting of a cellular telephone, 
a two-way pager, and a telephone, to communicate with a server computer, as in Claim 25 wherein said response 
is transmittEld to said cfient mOdule. 

27. A method for using a two-way data communiCation device, selected from a goup consisting of a cellular telephOne, 
so a two-way pager, and a telephone, to cornniUnicate with a senier compl,lfer, as in Claim 26 further comprising: 

interpreting. said response by said client module and generating a user interface using information in Said . 
response wherein said. interface includeS at least one user data ·input option associated with a resource locator. 

ss 28. A method for using a two-way data communieation device. selected from a.goup consisting of a cellular telephone, 
a two-way pager, and a teiephone, to cOmmunicate with a server computer, as in Claim 27 wherein said resource · 
locator associated with said user data input option addresses an Cbiect on said server corrputer. 

29. A method for using a two-way data communication device, selected 1fom a goup consisting of a cellular telephone; 

66 
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a two-way pager; and a ~elephone. to comrronicate with a server computer. as in Claim 28 wherein said resource· 
locator associated with said user data input option addresses an object on another server coniputer. 

30. A method for using a two-way data communication device, selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone. 
s a two-way pager, and a telephone. to communicate with a server computer, as in Claim 29 further comprising: 

interpreting a data input entry by a user of said two-way data communication device. 

31. A method for using a two-way data communication device. selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone, 
10 a two-way pager, and a telephone. to communicate with a server computer. as in Claim 30 further comprising: 

appending said data input entry to said resource locator associated with said data input entry option. 

32. A method for using a two-way data comrronication device. selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone, 
15 a two-way pager. and a telejlhone. to communicate with a server corJl)uter, as in Claim 25 wherein said response 

is a card deck and further· wherein said card deck includes at least one card. 

20 

25 

30 

35 

33. A method for using a two-way data comrronication device, selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone •. 
a two-way pager. and a t!'llephone, to communicate with a server cofll)Uter, as in Claim 25 further comprising: 

storing said card deck stored in a memory of two-way communication device. 

34. A method for using a two-way data communication device, selected from a group consisting of a cellular telepho!1@, 
a two-way pager. and a telephone. to communicate with a server computer. as in Claim 33 further comprising: 

processing said stored card deck using said client module . 

35. A method for using a two-way data communication device, selected from a group consisting of a cellular telephone, 
a two-way pager, and a telephone, to communicate with a server computer. as in Claim 34 further con'lprising: 

generating a display on two-way data communication device for eaCh card in said card deck. 

36. A two·way data communication device having a microcontroller, wherein said two-way data communication device 
comprises: 

a memory; 
a display; 
a display modUle coupled to said display wherein said display module drives said display; 
a keypad including a plurality of keys; 
a keypad module coupled to said keypad 

wherein upon_ a user pressing a key in said plurality of keys. said keypad module stores information 
identifying the pressed key in said memory; 
a network interface module wherein said network interface module receives data from and sends data to a two
way data communication network; 

45 a client module coupled to said display module. said network interface module, said keypa«;J module, and said 
memory; 

wherein said client module executes on said microcontroller; 
said client module, in response to a signal from said keypad module, processes said stored information 
identifying the pressed key and stores a Character in a memory buffer; and 
upon ~letion of data entry, said client module retrieves all characters in said memory buffer and gen
erates a request including said Characters to said network interface module which in turn transmits said 
request including said characters over said two-way data communication network. 

55 37. A two·way data communication device as in Claim 36 further comprising: 

· a card deck stored in said memory. 
.·,; i 

t• 
38. A two-way data communication device as in Claim 37 wherein said card deck includes a choice card. 

67 
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39. A two-way data communication device as in Claim 38 wherein upon said client module processing said c&;ice card, 
said client module retrieves said storecl"information identifying the. pressed key, and generates a request for a 
choice corresponding to the pressed key to said server (121, 131, 141). 

;. 
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